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SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE 

Glycan nomenclature 

To describe glycans by text, all N-glycans detected have, at minimum, two core GlcNAcs; F at the 

start of the abbreviation indicates a core (α1-6) fucose linked to the innermost GlcNAc; Mx, number 

(x) of mannose on core GlcNAcs; Ax, number of antenna (GlcNAc) on trimannosyl core; A2, 

biantennary with both GlcNAcs as β1-2 linked; A3, triantennary with a GlcNAc linked β1-2 to both 

mannose and a third GlcNAc linked β1-4 to the α1-3 linked mannose; A3’, triantennary with a GlcNAc 

linked β1-2 to both mannose and a third GlcNAc linked β1-6 to the α1-6 linked mannose; A4, GlcNAcs 

linked as A3 with additional GlcNAc β1-6 linked to α1-6 mannose; B, bisecting GlcNAc linked β1-4 to 

α1-3 mannose; Gx, number (x) of β1-4 linked galactose on the antenna; Sx, number (x) of sialic acids 

linked to galactose. 

 

To describe glycan structures visually, coloured shapes have been employed with the shape 

representing a monosaccharide exact mass (i.e. N-acetyl hexosamine is a square, hexose is a circle, 

deoxyhexose is a triangle) and the colour representing the monosaccharide stereochemistry (i.e. blue 

is glucose-type, yellow is galactose-type). The angles (e.g.. 0° is linked to the 2nd carbon of the 

attached monosaccharide, 45° is linked to the 3rd carbon of the attached monosaccharide) and lines 

(solid means known linkage anomericity of a β linkage, while dashed means α linkage) between these 

monosaccharides as per the Symbol Nomenclature For Glycans (SNFG)[1]. As drawing an ambiguous 

structure involves a solid line (typically indicates β linkage) in the 1,4 linkage position, we have erred 

on the side of caution by designating solid and/or vertical lines as unknown. We hope further 

advances in the SNFG can address this challenge. 

 

Glycan structures shown in the thesis have all been created using GlycoWorkBench version 2.1 

(available from https://code.google.com/archive/p/glycoworkbench/) as per SNFG with angled 

linkage placement (Oxford) in compact view and exported with a reducing end indicator. Linkages are 

drawn in the default 1-4 position are designated unknown linkage unless specified otherwise.  
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ABSTRACT 

Glycomics aims to comprehensively study the entire complement of sugars found in an organism and 

ideally needs to detect and quantify each individual glycan structure present. Using liquid 

chromatography in tandem with mass-spectrometry allows separation, characterisation and 

quantitation of released glycan structures from biological samples, improving our understanding of 

the role glycosylation plays in life. For the nervous system, which is the most essential signalling 

system in the human body, the role of protein glycosylation is still largely not understood.  

The application of liquid chromatography with mass-spectrometry for glycan analysis has been 

frequently performed over the past twenty years but the analysis of generated data is largely 

manual. Furthermore, there is no established workflow for the quantitation on glycans, independent 

of instrument manufacturer. Addressing this gap, we have established or optimised methods for 

obtaining glycan data from LC-MS systems, improved the characterisation of glycans using 

reproducible fragmentation methods and retention time normalisation and automated the 

assignment of glycan structure in challenging applications. 

Toll-like receptor 4 is one of the research targets for understanding the signalling pathways involved 

in the human pain response due to its role as a membrane protein which mediates inflammation to 

both foreign and endogenous molecules. As glycosylation plays a role in cell-to-cell signalling, it is 

expected, but not yet established, that the activation of the toll-like receptor 4 pathway will result in 

changes to the cell surfaces involved in transmitting the signals involved in pain transduction. 

Furthermore, the abundance of toll-like receptor 4 in normal and activated signalling states has not 

yet been understood, despite the importance of receptor abundance in understanding a signalling 

pathway. 

We have approached this signalling pathway with both in vivo and in vitro models observing up-

regulation of core-fucosylation on proteins secreted by cell lines and identified a positive correlation 

of the paucimannose glycan class on specific brain regions to increased pain sensitivity. In addition, 

we have described the detection of toll-like receptor 4 in published studies and developed targeted 

methods to detect it and its partner, myeloid-differentiation factor 2.  
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

1.1 IDENTIFYING AND COUNTING BIOMOLECULES 

 

If biochemistry is the study of chemical processes related to living organisms, analytical biochemistry 

is the separation, identification and quantification of the biomolecules related to these chemical 

processes. As a result of research efforts in analytical biochemistry, we can obtain characterisation 

and quantitation of the molecules involved in biological systems. This serves as a useful foundation 

upon which biological perturbations can be studied to understand the cause and effect of disease. 

Through increased understanding of disease, prevention, diagnosis and treatment can be more 

readily achieved. 

The characterisation and quantitation of biomolecules relevant to disease has been made easier with 

time due to advances in the fields of physics and chemistry. The awarding of the Nobel prize in 

Chemistry to Fenn[2], Tanaka[3] and Wuthrich[4] in 2002 is one example of the recognition of these 

advancements, for the development of methods for identification and structure analyses of 

biological macromolecules. These advancements were also the result of earlier researchers such as 

Dehmelt and Paul (1989 Nobel Prize in Physics[5]) and Ernst (1991 Nobel Prize in Chemistry[6]) for 

development of the ion trap technique and developments of the methodology of high resolution 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. 

Since the invention of these techniques and the discovery of these biomolecule classes, further 

investment in the life sciences has stimulated the growth of instrument speeds, accuracy and 

throughput and has correspondingly been used to answer an ever-increasing number of questions 

regarding biochemistry. One example of these instruments is mass-spectrometry, which detects and 

quantifies ions based on their mass-to-charge ratio, a feature that can be exploited for virtually all 

biomolecules[7]. 

1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BIOMOLECULE CLASS-SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION METHODS AND 

FIELDS 

The diversity in chemical structure and size of biomolecules requires method and instrument 

optimisation. This means that no one technique or method is suitable for the separation, 

identification and quantification of biomolecules related to a biological system of interest. To deal 

with this challenge, instrument methods are typically molecule-class specific such as amino acid-

based, sugar-based, nucleic acid-based and lipid-based methods. Each of these methods involves 

specific steps to isolate, prepare and analyse these molecules. 
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As instrument method development is biomolecule class-specific, recent efforts have focused on 

comprehensive coverage of all class-specific biomolecules in the context of biology. The first of these 

efforts was the development of genomics, studying the complete set of DNA within a living organism. 

This field has been greatly accelerated as the result of these nucleic-acid specific instruments with 

DNA sequencing capable of determining the sequence of DNA with lengths up to 882,000 nucleotide 

bases long with 99.88% accuracy over 6.4 million nucleotide bases[8]. While genomics was first in the 

–omics field, the field of proteomics was established soon after. 

The term proteomics was describe by Marc Wilkins in 1994 to describe a genomics-style analysis of 

proteins as part of an organism[9]. Before 1994, automated Edman degradation was the 

predominant method for peptide sequencing which encountered difficulties with modified amino-

acids[10]. Since then, protein sequencing by mass-spectrometry has been a successor to Edman 

sequencing due in part to its greater sensitivity, robustness regarding modified amino acids and, in 

combination with a database of expected protein sequences, does not require sequencing of the 

entire protein for identification to be made. Further advances in mass-spectrometry instrumentation 

and bioinformatics have resulted in the diversification of mass-spectrometry applications in the field 

of proteomics with each subfield having their own specific instrument types and methods but the 

most dominant application of mass-spectrometry in the field of proteomics is currently bottom-up 

mass-spectrometric analysis[11]. 

Bottom-up mass-spectrometric peptide analysis typically involves enzymatic digestion of the protein 

into peptides with subsequent analysis using two forms of instrumentation, C18-based liquid 

chromatographic separation of the peptides and mass-spectrometry-based peptide detection and 

characterisation, with each subject to their own forms of optimisation[11]. The use of reversed-

phase C18 HPLC allows separation of peptides based on hydrophobicity, reducing complexity before 

detection while the mass spectrometer detects ionised peptides followed by acquisition of tandem 

mass spectra and database searching to assign the most probably sequence. The resulting output is a 

chromatogram of peptide ions (to be used for identification and quantitation) as well as a series of 

fragmentation events of peptide ions detected (to be used for sequencing the peptides quantified). 

The subsequent analysis of this data and transformation into biologically meaningful results has 

become almost entirely automated in proteomics, increasing the throughput of bottom-up analyses. 

The development of peptide search engines such as SequestHT[12] and Mascot[13], allows peptide 

sequence matching from a prepared database of expected proteins to fragmentation events in a 

chromatogram. Following this, these identifications are mapped to detected precursor peptide ions 

allowing the identifications to be assigned to quantified peaks across the chromatogram. 

Subsequently, these peptides can then be mapped to their corresponding protein sequences and 

protein abundance changes to be inferred. These abundance changes can then be mapped to protein 
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networks, to further understand the mechanism of the perturbations involved in the biological 

system of interest. 

Similar to that described for proteomics, glycomics can also utilise similar mass-spectrometric 

techniques to achieve glycan detection and characterisation but there are a diverse range of other 

techniques with no clearly superior method. These analytical techniques are described in our 

published review (Paper 1[14]). Despite this, mass spectrometric analysis of glycans offers several 

benefits including simultaneous characterisation and quantification within a single run, much like the 

method used for bottom-up proteomics. Glycomics however, has its own challenges due to the vast 

majority of glycan structures being non-linear owing to the multiple carbohydrate linkages possible. 

1.3 AUTOMATION AND BIOINFORMATICS FOR MS-BASED GLYCOMICS 

Despite the similarity with bottom-up protein analysis, there is a severe gap in the analysis of the 

glycomics data generated by LC-MS. While there are currently no databases that can be used for 

automated matching of MS/MS spectra based on in-silico fragmentation similar to the databases 

used for bottom-up proteomics, initiatives such as UniCarb-DB[15] are being developed to store 

annotated MS/MS spectra reported in glycomics publications. One challenge with an initiative such 

as this is the required reporting of essential metadata which influences the MS/MS spectra observed 

for a given glycan structure. 

The MIRAGE initiative acknowledges the importance of metadata through encouraging the reporting 

of sample preparation and MS methods used to acquire the data[16, 17]. The MS reporting guideline 

covers all parameters that influence glycomic data acquisition including hardware used, the 

individual parameters for the software, how spectra were generated and the data interpreted[17]. 

Since 2017, five experimental research papers have cited these guidelines[18–22] but the method of 

reporting is largely manual and therefore inconsistent. Further development of MIRAGE and 

initiatives such as UniCarb-DB could help further develop automated spectral matching approaches 

for MS-based glycan analysis. 

Even with the differences between proteomics and glycomics, and their associated methods, both 

fields have the same underlying goal: to answer biological questions through biomolecule detection, 

characterisation and quantification. The following paper evaluates current research methods and 

results for studying the role of protein-glycosylation in human diseases, and the recent technological 

development that has assisted these findings. In addition, we aimed to identify current areas of 

research which, if successful, can further strengthen the linking of glycomics to systems-oriented 

human disease research.  
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1.4 Paper 1 – Human disease glycomics: technology advances enabling 

protein glycosylation analysis – part 1 

 
In paper 1, I wrote section 5 (Recent Advances in Glycan MS/MS Analysis), prepared Figure 1 and 

Table 2 and helped edit the manuscript. The overall manuscript design, planning and implementation 

were discussed by all authors. Overall responsibility was taken by first author, Arun Everest-Dass. 
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1.5 PAPER 2 – HUMAN DISEASE GLYCOMICS: TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES ENABLING PROTEIN 

GLYCOSYLATION ANALYSIS – PART 2 

 
The immune system has been the subject of frequent and historic study due to it being the 

cellular response to pathogens, drugs and self. Through the understanding of the biochemical 

pathways involved in the cellular response and the effects of this cellular response, we can 

under the mechanism of disease, improve its diagnosis and help develop treatments. 

In the following paper, we describe the role of protein-glycosylation in a range of immune 

system-related diseases (cancer, diabetes, neurological diseases). Although neurological 

diseases are only recently receiving attention for glycan analysis, glycan structures are 

increasingly found to be involved in the pathology and mechanisms of disease.  

In paper 2, I wrote section 1.2, (Neural Diseases in the Glyco context), prepared Figure 1 and 

Table 1 and Table 2 and helped edit the manuscript. All figures and tables are compliant with 

new criteria for displaying glycan structures (Symbol Nomenclature for Glycans[1]). The 

manuscript design, planning and implementation were discussed by all authors. Overall 

responsibility for the manuscript was with first author Arun Everest-Dass. 
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1.6 THESIS AIMS 
 

Overall aim 

The overall aim of this thesis was two-fold. Firstly, to improve the characterisation and 

automation of the analysis of glycans released from proteins (glycomics) for the purpose of 

increasing the accuracy and throughput of mass spectrometric glyco-analysis. Secondly, to use 

glycomics and proteomics to characterise the toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) glycoprotein activation 

which is one source of inflammation for the central nervous system. 

Specific aims  

1. Optimise the chromatographic and fragmentation parameters for the mass 

spectrometric analysis of glycans released from proteins using porous graphitised 

carbon liquid chromatography electrospray mass spectrometry (PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS)  

2. Develop a foundation for automating mass spectrometric glycan analysis by developing 

widely available data analysis tools using open-source and vendor-neutral software 

3. Apply glycomics analysis using PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS to investigate protein glycosylation 

changes following TLR4 activation in LPS stimulated human cell lines and in a mouse 

model of neuropathic pain. 

4. Use proteomics to understand how the TLR4 protein complex with MD-2 and CD14 

responds to TLR4 activation in LPS stimulated human cell lines. 
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CHAPTER 2 - MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 MATERIALS 

All chemicals were sourced from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, Australia) unless otherwise specified. 

Peptide:N-glycosidase F (PNGase F, product#:V4831) was obtained from Promega (Sydney, 

Australia). Bovine ribonuclease B (product#:R7884), Porcine gastric mucin (product#:M1778), 

Human IgA (product#:I1010), Bovine lactoferrin (product#:L9507), Human lactoferrin 

(product#:L0520), Bovine fetuin (product#:F3385) and Human IgG (product#:I4506) were 

sourced from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, Australia). Human neutrophil elastase (product#:342-40) 

was sourced from LeeBio (Maryland Heights, USA). Fungal cellobiohydrolase I was isolated as 

previously described[23]. All other chemicals were sequencing grade. 

Recombinant human TLR4 and MD-2 expressed from HEK293 cells were purchased from 

Origene (Rockville, MD, U.S.A). Recombinant human MD-2 expressed in E. coli was purchased 

from MyBioSource (San Diego, CA, U.S.A). Heavy phenylalanine labelled, cysteine alkylated MD-2 

peptide GSDDDYSFCR was purchased from Cambridge isotope laboratories (Cambridge, MA, 

U.S.A.). 

2.2 CELL LINE CULTURING 

The U87MG (ATCC® HTB-14™), J774, BV2, PC12, HEK293, HEK293 +TLR4+MD-2+CD14 cell 

lines were cultured in a T-75 flask with 10mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 

supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 50U/mL penicillin, 50ug/mL streptomycin 

and a final concentration of 2mM L-glutamine. For the stably transfected HEK293FT cell line, the 

culture medium was also supplemented with 10ug/ml blasticidin and 50ug/ml Hygromycin B 

Gold to maintain only stably transfected cells. The PC12 cell line were cultured with a slightly 

different medium in a T-75 flask containing with 10mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 

supplemented with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 5% (v/v) horse serum, 50U/mL penicillin, 

50ug/mL streptomycin and a final concentration of 2mM L-glutamine. 

After the adherent cells reached 70% confluency, the growth medium was collected and 

adherent cells scraped and collected. The cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline, 

centrifuged (500g for 10 minutes) and then the supernatant was removed, for a total of three 

washes.  

For serum-free media experiments, EX-CELL 293 (Sigma Aldrich, Sydney, Australia) was 

reconstituted as specified by the manufacturer and used with earlier culture methods with slight 

modification. Once cells reached 70% confluency in the standard culture media containing 

serum, the culture medium was removed and cells were washed three times with phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) and the PBS was discarded. 10mL of the reconstituted EX-CELL 293 
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medium was then added to the cells and they were left to acclimatise for 24 hrs before 

performing time-point experiments. 

For LPS and LPS-RS treatment experiments, 50ng/mL of LPS or LPS-RS was added to serum-free 

media 24 hours after cell conditioning with cells at 70% confluency. Adherent cell viability was 

assessed with the Muse Cell Analyser with the Count and Viability assay kit (Millipore, Australia) 

following manufacturer’s instructions. Cell analyser performance was calibrated before sample 

analysis using the manufacturer’s standard bead solution as the calibrant. 

2.3 MOUSE MODEL FOR NEUROPATHIC PAIN 

Pathogen-free adult male Balb/c mice (300–350 g; University of Adelaide, Laboratory Animal 

Services, Waite Campus, Urrbrae, Australia) were utilized in all experiments in this study. Rats were 

housed in temperature (18–21◦C) and light controlled (12h light/dark cycle; lights on at 07:00h) 

rooms where standard rodent food and water was available ad libitum. Preceding experimentation, 

rats were habituated to the animal holding care facility for 1 week, followed by 1 week of extensive 

experimenter handling and acclimatization to the von Frey testing apparatus in order to reduce 

successive handling stress. All procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the 

University of Adelaide and were performed in accordance with the NHMRC Australian code of 

practice for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes and adhered to the guidelines of the 

Committee for Research and Ethical Issues of the IASP. 

This study utilized a novel graded sciatic nerve injury model of allodynia, a modified CCI model in the 

mouse where 4 chromic gut sutures were placed around the sciatic nerve, to develop graded 

behavioural allodynia (varying degrees of allodynia) as described in detail 

previously(Graceetal.,2010). Animals were split into three treatment groups, no treatment, sham 

surgery and CCI surgery with four, five and five animals, respectively. 

The von Frey Test was used to investigate mechanical allodynia using phasic stimulation of on Frey 

filaments across a range of thresholds. Briefly, mice were subjected to 10 stimulations with 6 

calibrated von Frey filaments (0.04, 0.07, 0.16, 0.4, 0.6 & 1; grams of force). Von Frey filaments were 

applied for 1 s at 1 s intervals in random force assignment at each test session. In order to avoid 

sensitization a 10 min break was given between each set of simulations. The response frequency at 

each von Frey filament and behavioural responses were recorded as the average number of 

responses out of 10 for each von Frey filament. Throughout the study, testing was performed blind 

with regard to group assignment. 

On day 22 post-surgery, mice were deeply anesthetised using an i.p. injection of 60mg/kg Lethabarb. 

The animals were then transcardially perfused using cold 0.9% saline and the lumbar enlargement 

(L3-L5) of the spinal cord, quickly removed and snap frozen and stored at -80°C until further 
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assessment. A similar protocol was used for the brain sectioning with the brain quickly removed, 

snap frozen, PAG and RVM containing regions sliced in 50 μm sections in a cryostat and stored at 

80°C until further assessment.  

2.4 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

2.4.1 RT-PCR and visualisation 

Cell pellets (1x106) were chemically and mechanically lysed using lysis buffer [80] (200mM Tris-HCl 

(pH8), 25mM EDTA, 300mM NaCl and 2% (w/v) SDS) and a syringe equipped with a 20 gauge needle, 

respectively. The RNA was then precipitated using ethanol and purified using a spin column (RNeasy 

MinElute Cleanup Kit, Qiagen, Australia), following instructions from the manufacturer. The purified 

RNA was then quantified with Nanodrop (Thermo Scientific, Australia). The primers used in this study 

were designed with the NCBI Primer-Blast tool using the plasmid sequences provided by the stably 

transfected HEK293 cell line vendor. The primers were synthesised by Integrated DNA technologies 

(Melbourne, Australia). 

Reverse transcription reactions were performed in 20µL containing 4µL of SSIV buffer, 1µL of 100 

mM dithiothreitol, 1µL of 10mM deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP), 1µL of RNase inhibitor 

(RNaseOUT, GIBCO), 1 µg of RNA template, 1 µL of 50uM reverse primer, 1µL of reverse transcriptase 

enzyme (Superscript IV RT, Thermo Scientific, Australia) and Milli-Q water to 20µL. Annealing of the 

primers to template RNA was performed at 65°C for 5 min followed by incubation on ice. For the 

reverse transcriptase reaction, samples were incubated at 55°C for 10 min, followed by inactivation 

of reaction by incubating at 80°C for 10 min.  

PCR of the resultant cDNA was performed in 25µL containing 12.5µL of AmpliTaq buffer, 1µL of 5uM 

forward primer, 1µL of 5uM reverse primer, 1µL/1000ng of cDNA and 9.5µL of Milli-Q water. 

Activation of the Taq enzyme was performed at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycle repeats of the 

following PCR cycle timetable: 95°C for 30 seconds (denaturation), 60°C for 30 seconds (annealing), 

72°C for 60 seconds (extension) and 72°C for 7 min (final extension). Once the PCR timetable was 

completed, samples were held at 4°C.  

Visualisation of the RT-PCR products was performed using a 2% agarose TAE gel made from 2g of 

Ultra-pure agarose, 100mL 1X TAE buffer and 10µL of SYBR Safe Dye. The DNA ladder used was 1kb 

Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo Scientific, Australia) and samples were mixed with TrackIt Cyan/Orange 

Loading Buffer (Thermo Scientific, Australia). The electrophoretic solution was 1x TAE buffer and the 

gel was run at 80V for 30 min, followed by visualisation on a gel imager (G-Box, SynGene). 

2.4.2 Protein extraction from tissue 
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Tissue samples were kept at -80°C until analysis. Mechanical lysis was performed using probe 

sonication (0.75mL of lysis buffer was added to each tube and probe sonicated twice for 5 seconds 

and 50% amplitude). This was followed by chemical lysis. (The solutions were transferred to falcon 

tubes filled with chloroform and methanol. The original sample tubes were washed with 0.25mL H2O 

then transferred to the now chloroform, methanol, water solutions. The solutions were mixed for 4 

hours to ensure complete disintegration of the tissue into corresponding non-polar, protein and 

polar layers. The samples were spun down and the protein precipitated interphase was removed and 

placed in a separate tube. The samples were then dried with centrifugal evaporation and kept at -

80°C. Prior to glycomic analysis, samples were resuspended in 8µL of 8M urea. The entirety of each 

sample was used for N-glycan analysis.  

2.4.3 Subcellular protein fractionation 

Chemical subcellular fractionation was performed as per Ramsby et al[24]. Briefly, approximately 

1x107 washed cells were resuspended in 5 volumes of ice-cold digitonin buffer (0.01% digitonin (v/v), 

10mM PIPES, pH 6.8, 300mM EDTA, 1.2mM PMSF) and incubated on ice with shaking at 300rpm for 

10 min. The samples were then centrifuged 500g for 10 min and the supernatant, representing the 

cytosolic fraction, was flash frozen and stored at -80°C. The pellet was then resuspended in the same 

volume, as previously used with the digitonin buffer, of ice-cold Triton extraction buffer (0.5% Triton 

X-100 (v/v), 10mM PIPES, pH 7.4, 300mM sucrose, 100mM NaCl, 3mM MgCl2, 3mM EDTA, 1.2mM 

PMSF) and incubated on ice with agitation at 300rpm for 30 min. The samples were then centrifuged 

5000g for 10 min, the supernatant, representing the membrane fraction, and the pellet, representing 

the nuclear/cytoskeletal fraction, were separately flash frozen and stored at -80°C. 

Following chemical subcellular fractionation, proteins were extracted from the various chemical lysis 

buffers using a chloroform:methanol:water extraction as previously used for the total cell lysate 

protein extraction. In all cases, the precipitated proteins were re-solubilized in 4M urea and protein 

yield quantified with the Bradford Protein assay[25]. 

2.4.4 Cell lysis, protein precipitation and quantification 

To obtain a total cell lysate, washed cells were lysed and cellular protein precipitated using a 

chloroform:methanol:water extraction[26] (10:10:3, by volume) by vigorous agitation (1000rpm) for 

30 min at 4°C. For secreted proteins, the spent culture media was added to ice cold acetone in a ratio 

of 1:9 and left overnight at -80oC. For both protein precipitation steps, samples were then 

centrifuged at 5000g for 5 min and protein precipitate was removed and stored at -80°C. Prior to 

performing protein quantitation, all samples were re-solubilized, or diluted, to a final concentration 

of 4M urea and protein yield quantified with the Bradford Protein assay[14]. 

2.4.5 Reduction, alkylation and SDS-PAGE analysis of proteins 
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Preparation of protein extracts for mass-spectrometric analysis was performed as per Shevchenko et 

al with some modifications[27]. Approximately 10µg of extracted protein was reduced using 

dithiothreitol and alkylated using 2-iodoacetamide, followed by mixing with LDS sample buffer 

(NuPAGE, Thermo Scientific, Australia) before loading into the gel. After the molecular weight ladder 

was loaded (Novex Sharp Pre-stained Protein Standard, Thermo Scientific, Australia), separation was 

performed with a 4-12% Bisacrylamide-Tris sodium dodecyl sulphate gel (Invitrogen, Melbourne, 

Australia) with 1X MOPS buffer at 220V for 30 min. Extracted proteins were visualised in the gel with 

Coomassie blue staining. Gel bands corresponding to MD-2 and TLR4 (approximately 22kDa and 

110kDa, respectively) were excised. 

2.4.6 Trypsin digestion and C18 Cleanup 

For in-solution trypsin digestion, reduced and alkylated proteins were digested for 16 hours by a 

trypsin/Lys-C mixture (Promega, Australia) with approximately 1:100 ratio of enzyme to protein. 

Enzymatic activity was quenched following addition of formic acid.  For in-gel trypsin digestion, 

reduced and alkylated proteins in polyacrylamide gel pieces were cut to roughly 1mm3 cubes and 

then digested as described by Shevchenko et al[27]. Following digestion, peptides were extracted 

from gel pieces. 

Both peptide gel extracts and the result of in-solution proteolytic digestion were dried by vacuum 

centrifugation. Following this, peptides were enriched and desalted using C18 Omix tips (Agilent, 

Australia) per the manufacturer’s instructions. The subsequent eluate was dried by vacuum 

centrifugation and resuspended in Milli-Q water with 0.1% formic acid (v/v), centrifuged at 16,000g 

and the liquid was transferred to autosampler compatible vials (Waters, Australia) for LC-MS analysis. 

2.4.7 N-glycan and O-glycan release 

N- and O-glycans were released from immobilised protein samples as described by Jensen et al[15] 

unless otherwise specified. Briefly, 10µg of the protein samples were spotted on polyvinylidene 

difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Sydney, Australia) and stained with Direct Blue (Sigma-

Aldrich, Sydney, Australia). The membrane spots were excised and washed in separate wells in a flat 

bottom polypropylene 96-well plate (Corning Incorporated, NY). N-glycans were released from the 

membrane-bound protein using 1U PNGase F (Promega, Sydney, Australia) with overnight incubation 

at 37°C.  Following N-glycan removal, 500 mM NaBH4 in a 50 mM KOH solution was added to the 

membrane spots for 16 h to release reduced O-linked glycans by reductive β-elimination. 

Released N-glycans were reduced with 1 M NaBH4 in a 50 mM KOH solution for 3 h at 50˚C, after 

which the reaction was neutralized by adding equimolar glacial acetic acid. Both N-glycans and O-

glycans were desalted and enriched offline using AG 50W-X8 (Bio-Rad) strong cation exchange 
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followed by PGC solid phase enrichment micro-columns (Grace, Columbia, MD, USA) prior to 

analysis. 

In-gel glycan release was performed as described by Royle et al[28]. Briefly, excised gel pieces in an 

Eppendorf tube were cleaned with successive water/acetonitrile washes and dried with vacuum 

centrifugation followed by overnight digestion at 37°C with 0.5 units of PNGase-F in 20mM 

ammonium bicarbonate. Released N-glycans were collected by washing the gel pieces with water 

and acetonitrile. Samples were then reduced, desalted and enriched as described by Jensen et al[29], 

followed by mass-spectrometric analysis. 

2.4.8 Glycan permethylation 

Permethylated glycan samples were prepared following the above steps, following by solid-phase 

spin-column derivatisation and subsequent clean-up as described by Mechref et al[30]. Briefly, dried 

samples from PGC sample preparation were permethylated by loading the sample to a dry NaOH 

bead bed within a MacroSpinColumn (Harvard Apparatus, MA, USA). 15µL of methyl iodide was 

added to the sample in the NaOH bed. The samples were then eluted from the column with 

acetonitrile followed by drying the sample in a SpeedVac. 

Dried permethylated glycans were then desalted by liquid-liquid extraction in chloroform and water 

and then enriched offline with C18 Omix tips (Agilent, MA, USA). 

2.5 DATA ACQUISITION 

2.5.1 Direct infusion parameters 

Direct infusion was performed at 5ul/min using a 250µL needle, until at least 500 scans were 

collected. The direct infusion was monitored with a Linear Trap Quadrupole mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific LTQ Velos Pro) according to these MS conditions: m/z 570–2000, 1 microscan, m/z 

0.35 resolution (FWHM), 1 × 104 automatic gain control (AGC) and 100 ms accumulation time. 

Spectral data was acquired in profile mode. 

2.5.2 PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS glycan analysis  

PGC-LC/ESI-MS/MS experiments were performed on an UltiMate3000 high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) interfaced with a Linear Trap 

Quadrupole (LTQ) Velos Pro ion trap (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) unless stated otherwise. 

Some PGC-LC/ESI-MS/MS experiments were also performed on an 3D ion trap using an Agilent 1100 

capillary LC system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) interfaced with an Agilent 6330 LC-MSD 

3D Trap XCT ultra.  
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Separations on both instruments were performed using a PGC LC column (3 µm, 100 mm x 0.18 mm, 

Hypercarb, Thermo Scientific) maintained at room temperature and at 50°C for the Agilent and 

Dionex LC systems, respectively. 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate aqueous solution (solvent A) and 10 

mM ammonium bicarbonate aqueous solution with 45% acetonitrile  (v/v) (solvent B) were used as 

mobile phases. The flow rate was 2 µL/min and 4 µL/min for the Agilent and Dionex LC systems, 

respectively. The same gradient was used for both systems with the following linear gradient 

program: 0 min, 2% B; linear increase up to 35% B for 53 min; linear increase up to 100% B for 20 

min; held constant for 5 min; and then equilibrated at 2% B for 5 min before next injection - giving a 

total LC run time of 83 min. The ESI-MS2 analysis was operated in negative ion mode with source 

voltage at -3.2 kV for both instruments. 

For the Thermo Scientific linear ion trap (LTQ), glycans were analysed according to these MS 

conditions: m/z 580–2000, 3 microscans, m/z 0.25 resolution (FWHM), 5 × 104 automatic gain control 

(AGC) and 50 ms accumulation time and MS/MS conditions: m/z 0.35 resolution (FWHM); 2 × 104 

AGC, 300 ms accumulation time, 2 m/z window and top five data-dependent acquisition. During 

MS/MS scans, RE-CID fragmentation was used with helium as the collision cell gas. RE-CID subjected 

ions to 33% normalized collision energy (NCE) with an activation Q of 0.250 and an activation time of 

10 milliseconds (ms). For ion trap HCD (Sup Fig 7), nitrogen was used as the collision gas. HCD 

subjected ions to 30-37.5% NCE with a default charge state of 2 and an activation time of 2ms. 

Spectral data were acquired in profile mode. 

For the Agilent 3D ion trap, glycans were analysed according to these MS conditions: m/z 350–2200, 

5 microscans, m/z 0.13 resolution (FWHM), 8 × 104 ion current control (ICC) and 200 ms 

accumulation time and MS/MS conditions: m/z 0.13 resolution (FWHM), 8 × 104 ICC, 200 ms 

accumulation time, 4 m/z window and top three data-dependent acquisition.  RE-CID acquisition, 

using helium as the collision cell gas, was performed for characterization of the glycan ions detected 

in MS/MS scans. Fragmentation amplitude was set to 1 V with “Smart Frag” enabled ramping from 

30% to 200% of the fragmentation amplitude for RE-CID with an activation time of 40 ms. All spectral 

data were acquired in profile mode. 

2.5.3 C18-LC-ESI-MS/MS permethylated glycan analysis 

C18-LC/ESI-MS/MS experiments were performed on a 1200 series nanoflow HPLC-Chip nanoESI HPLC 

with a HPLC-Chip consisting of a 360nl trapping column and a 150 mm x 75 um analytical column, 

both with Polaris C18-A 3 um resin, interfaced with a 6550 iFunnel Quadrupole Time-of-Flight (QTOF) 

(All from Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Separations were performed using the C18 Chip HPLC column with 

an aqueous buffer composed of 0.1% formic acid (v/v), 1% acetonitrile  (v/v) (solvent A) and 99% 

acetonitrile (v/v) with 0.1% formic acid (v/v) (solvent B) used as mobile phases. Following sample 

injection, permethylated glycans were trapped on the C18 Chip trap with washing at 2ul/min with 
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solvent A. Permethylated glycans were then separated on the analytical column at a flow rate of 

0.3ul/min using a gradient as: 0-5min, 10% B; linear increase over 35 minutes to 65% B; linear 

increase over 10 minutes to 95% B; held at 95% B for 5 minutes; linear decrease over 5 minutes to 

10% B and then held at 10% B for 5 minutes, for a total of 65 minutes run time. 

The ESI-MSn analysis was operated in positive ion mode with source voltage at +1.45. Glycans were 

analysed according to these MS and MS/MS conditions: m/z 295-1700 with 15,000 resolving power 

@ m/z 200 (FWHM). The top 20 MS peaks in the range between m/z 295–1,700 were selected for 

MS/MS fragmentation, and a custom ramped collisional energy (CE) table was used to determine the 

CE, based upon precursor charge. Nitrogen was used as the collisional gas. 

2.5.4 C18-LC-ESI-MS/MS peptide analysis 

QTOF-based proteomic data was acquired on a 5600 TripleTOF+ mass spectrometer (SCIEX, 

Framingham, MA, USA) coupled with an Eksigent Ultra-nanoLC-1D system (Eksigent, Dublin, CA, USA)  

Ten microliter peptide samples containing 1µg of peptide (as determined by the Bradford assay[25]) 

were injected onto a peptide trap (Bruker peptide Captrap) for preconcentration and desalted at 10 

μl/min for 5 min with 0.1% formic acid (v/v) and 2% acetonitrile (v/v). 

After desalting, the peptide trap was switched in-line with an in-house packed analytical column (75 

μm × 10 cm of solid core Halo C18, 160 Å, 2.7 μm media (Bruker, Bruker Manning Park Billerica, MA, 

USA) and fused silica PicoTip emitter (New Objective, Woburn, MA, USA). Peptides were eluted and 

separated from the column using the buffer B (99.9% (v/v) acetonitrile, 0.1% (v/v) formic acid) 

gradient starting from 2% and increasing to 30% over 60 min at a flow rate of 600 nl per minute. A 

TOFMS survey scan was acquired at m/z 100–1500 with 0.1 s accumulation time, and the precursors 

from the inclusion list were consecutively isolated for product ion scans. Product ion spectra were 

accumulated for 0.5 milliseconds in the mass range m/z 100–1500 with rolling collision energy 

((0.0625 × m/z – 3) for z = 2, (0.0625 × m/z – 4) for z = 3, and (0.0625 × m/z – 5) for z = 4). 

Q-Orbitrap-based proteomic data was acquired on a Q-Exactive hybrid quadrupole Orbitrap mass 

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) with the same settings as previously described 

except for the MS1 and MS2 parameters. Peptides were analysed according to these MS1 conditions: 

350–2000 m/z, 1 microscan, 70,000 resolution, 5 × 104 AGC and 100 ms injection time and MS2 

conditions: 35,000 resolution, 2 × 105 AGC, 500 ms injection time, 2 m/z isolation window, 30 

normalized collision energy (NCE). Precursor ions were selected for MS/MS using a dependent scan 

for the ions specified in the inclusion list. Similar to C18-LC-ESI-QTOF-based proteomic analysis, 

peptides were loaded onto a 10 cm x 75µm column packed with C18 2.7µm resin (Advanced 

Materials Technology, Wilmington, DE, USA) at 600 bar. Samples were analysed using an Easy-nLC 

1000 UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) configured to a Q Exactive hybrid 
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quadrupole Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA). A 40 minute gradient 

was run at 300 nL/min using 0.1% formic acid (v/v) (Buffer A) and 99.9% acetonitrile (v/v) with 0.1% 

formic acid (v/v) (Buffer B). The gradient was 1% Buffer B to 50% Buffer B across 30 min, then to 85% 

Buffer B for 2 min, then held at 85% Buffer B for a total run time of 40 min. 

The column eluent was directly ionised at 1.6kV with a capillary temperature of 250°C. Peptides were 

analysed according to these MS1 conditions: 350–2000 m/z, 1 microscan, 35,000 resolution, 1 × 106 

AGC and 120 ms injection time and MS2 conditions: 17,500 resolution, 2 × 105 AGC, 60 ms injection 

time, 1.4 m/z unit window, top 10 data-dependent acquisition and 30% normalized collision energy 

(NCE).  

2.6 DATA ANALYSIS 

2.6.1 Manual glycan identification 

Lists of ions subjected to RE-CID MS/MS (-) from relevant spectra of each sample were extracted 

using ESI-compass v1.3 Bruker Daltonic Software (Bruker DALTONIK GmbH, Bremen, Germany) and 

Xcalibur v3.0.63 (Thermo Scientific, Australia) for the Agilent 3D ion trap and Thermo LTQ, 

respectively. After removal of common contaminants, the extracted monoisotopic precursor masses 

potentially corresponding to glycans were searched against GlycoMod 

(http://www.expasy.ch/tools/glycomod) to identify putative monosaccharide compositions. 

Interpretation and validation of glycan identities were based on the existence of A-, B-, C-, X-, Y- and 

Z- product ions consistently found across the majority of MS/MS scans over the elution times of the 

respective precursor ions. GlycoWorkBench v2.1 (available from 

https://code.google.com/archive/p/glycoworkbench/) was used for most glycan product ion 

annotation with an in-house monosaccharide product ion database used to cover fragment gaps. A 

supplementary GlycoWorkBench file is included with this thesis, containing annotated MS2 spectra 

representing the glycan structures quantified. Product ions are assumed to be singly charged if 

corresponding m/z value was observed to be greater than the precursor and/or no isotopic 

distribution is observed which assigns a product ion charge state equal or lower to the 

precursor. RawMeat v2.1 (Vast Scientific) was used to analyse Thermo Scientific raw files for run 

statistics regarding instrument duty cycle. 

2.6.2 Glycan quantitation using Skyline 

Vendor-specific raw files were converted to vendor-neutral mzML file formats sing Proteowizard v 

3.0.11676 (http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net/). These .mzML files were then converted to a 

human readable format using msaccess (as part of the Proteowizard suite, 

http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net/) and read using Excel (Microsoft Office 2010). Skyline (64-bit) 

v3.6.0.10493 (https://skyline.ms/) was used for all analyses at both the MS and MS/MS level. 
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Full scan settings: For the MS-level filtering, isotope peaks were included by count, only filtering for 

the monoisotopic peak to be used for precursor ion peak area calculation. The precursor mass 

analyser was set to a quadrupole ion trap (QIT) with m/z 0.5 and m/z 0.35 resolution (FWHM) for the 

Agilent 3D ion-trap and the Thermo linear ion-trap (LTQ), respectively. High selectivity extraction was 

used and no retention time filtering was performed. MS/MS filtering was used with acquisition 

method set to “targeted” with the product mass analyser set to QIT with m/z 0.5 and m/z 0.35 

resolution (FWHM) for the Agilent 3D ion-trap and the Thermo LTQ ion-trap, respectively. For Agilent 

and Thermo QITs, precursor ions were allowed to be in the interval m/z 50-2200 as the maximum 

with a method match tolerance of m/z 0.6. 

The precursor ion targets for Skyline analysis were used from a previously developed list of 

confirmed glycan composition, and included information of 1) the glycan class (paucimannose, high 

mannose, complex, hybrid), 2) confirmed monosaccharide composition/isomer elution order 3) 

experimental precursor ion m/z, 4) experimental product ion m/z, 5) precursor ion charge state and 

6) product ion charge state.  

Identification of glycan isomer discriminators was performed by manual analysis of individual MS/MS 

scans for each glycan isomer in the standards run on the Thermo LTQ. Product ions were deemed to 

be discriminators by two criteria: 1) presence in majority (>80%) of MS/MS scans for the glycan 

isomer to be discriminated and 2) detection at greater abundance within the spectrum arising from 

the targeted glycan isomer compared to all other isomers. 

Similar to the MS-level peak picking, the Skyline automatic peak picking algorithm was used but only 

for manual peak picking of glycans not subjected to MS/MS. The integrated peak areas were 

exported as per MS-level peak picking. Integrated peak areas were exported using a custom report 

format made for glycan analysis. 

2.6.3 Peptide identification and quantitation 

FASTA files for TLR4 and MD-2 isoform 1 protein sequences from UniProt (O00206 and Q9Y6Y9, 

respectively) were used with Skyline (version 4.1) to build the targeted proteomics inclusion list. 

Skyline parameters for building this list were: Enzyme: Trypsin, maximum missed cleavages: 1, 

minimum peptide length: 4, maximum peptide length: 25 and modifications: carbamidomethylation 

of cysteine. Populating the theoretical peptide product ion list, only singly charged product ions, 

arising from y and b -type cleavages, were considered 

Proteome Discoverer v2.2.0.388 (Thermo Scientific, CA, USA) was used for protein identification from 

shotgun proteomic experiments. Spectrum selection was m/z 350-2000. SequestHT was used as the 

search engine using the SwissProt non-redundant protein database with the following search 

parameters: precursor tolerance 10ppm, product tolerance 0.02 Da, 2 maximum missed cleavages 
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and peptide length 6-14 amino acids. The following dynamic modifications were included: Oxidation 

(methionine) and acetylation (N-terminus). Carbamidomethylation (Cysteine) was a static 

modification. False discovery rate was 5% at the peptide level. 

Byonic (Protein Metrics, CA, USA)[31] parameters were set as follows: Digestion parameters: 

cleavage site: KR, Cleavage side: C-terminal, Digestion specificity: Fully specific, Missed cleavages: 2. 

Instrument parameters: Precursor mass tolerance: 30 ppm, Fragmentation type: QTOF/HCD, 

Fragment mass tolerance: 50 ppm. Modifications: carbamidomethyl of cysteine (Fixed), oxidation of 

methionine (Common2), deamidation of asparagine (Common1). Glycans: High 

mannose/Paucimannose list and N-glycan 309 mammalian list used. Fasta files used for searching 

were the TLR4 and MD-2 protein sequences from UniProt (O00206 and Q9Y6Y9, respectively). 

Searching of PRIDE (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride/archive/) was performed using UniProt accessions 

for human TLR4 and MD-2 isoform A (O00206 and Q9Y6Y9), last accessed December, 2017. Skyline 

was used for validation of identifications with the following settings: 

Full scan settings: For the MS-level filtering, three isotopic peaks were included by count. The 

precursor mass analyser was set to an Orbitrap with 60,000 resolution (FWHM at m/z 200). High 

selectivity extraction was not used and no retention time filtering was performed. MS/MS filtering 

was used with acquisition method set to “targeted” with the product mass analyser set to Orbitrap 

with 35,000 resolution (FWHM at m/z 200). For Agilent and Thermo QITs, precursor ions were 

allowed to be in the interval m/z 50-2000 as the maximum with a method match tolerance of m/z 

0.055. 

Protein Blast (BlastP, https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE=Proteins) was performed using 

peptide sequences reported in PRIDE datasets for TLR4 or MD-2 detection using accessions for 

isoform A (O00206 and Q9Y6Y9 against the NCBI non-redundant database with no specific organism. 

Only protein sequence matches with 100% sequence query cover and identity were considered. 

Microsoft Excel 2010 was used for a variety of data analysis steps. Glycan abundance plots were 

performed as described by Weissgerber TL et al [32]. Ratios for log2 glycan abundance heat maps 

was performed by determining the fold change compared to time point 0, briefly, by dividing the 

relative abundance of a glycan at the time point of interest by its relative abundance at time point 0. 

On these values, a Log2 transformation is performed and displayed as a heatmap based on their 

values compared to time point 0. Duty cycle visualisation and calculation was performed values from 

the instrument method and Velos Pro Instrument Setup Help from Xcalibur V2.2. 

Microsoft Excel was also used for determination of behavioural measurements, allodynia and 

hyperalgesia. Allodynia was calculated by the animal behavioural response with von Frey hair 
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number 1 on day 21 of behavioural testing (Supp Fig 7.1). Hyperalgesia was determined to be the 

slope of the linear trend line corresponding to von Frey hair number and animal response. 

2.6.4 Databases 

A variety of glycan databases were used through the course of this thesis. GlycoStore 

(https://www.glycostore.org/) was used to assist in glycan structure assignment using PGC elution 

order. Structural determination was also assisted by UniCarbKB (http://www.unicarbkb.org/) in 

identifying reported glycan structures matching the glycan composition determined using GlycoMod 

(https://web.expasy.org/glycomod/) and these glycan structures were used as potential matches. 

The Consortium for Functional Glycomics (http://www.functionalglycomics.org/) publicly available 

datasets were used to compare to our mouse tissue glycan profiles. GlyTouCan 

(https://glytoucan.org/) was used to report glycan structures identified as a result of these studies 

with structures added if not originally in database. 
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SECTION 1 – METHOD DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF GLYCOMICS 

FOR IMPROVED GLYCAN CHARACTERISATION AND QUANTITATION 
 

Formation of glycan ions for detection by mass spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry is dependent on the manipulation and measurement of ions in the gas phase, 

therefore the manner of ion formation is a worthwhile starting point for optimisation. In current 

glycomics experiments, there are two predominant methods to detect glycans: electrospray 

ionisation (ESI) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI). For ESI and MALDI, both 

techniques aim to generate glycan ions from solutions or crystals, respectively, for subsequent mass-

spectrometric detection. 

The type of ionisation has an influence over the ion populations observed. MALDI typically generates 

singly charged ions; conversely ESI is capable of forming multiply charged ions, [33]. In glycomics 

experiments, the charge state and adduction of glycans plays a role in their fragmentation and 

characterisation of their structures using diagnostic ions[34]. As fragmentation techniques typically 

involve the dissociation of a precursor ion into two or more product ions, a singly charged precursor 

subjected to collision-induced dissociation (CID) will result in only one product ion possessing the 

charge (Fig. 3.1). On-line separation of glycan structures can be performed using HPLC with a suitable 

stationary phase such as porous graphitised carbon (PGC), allowing glycan isomer quantification. As 

we desired glycan isomer quantitation and used HPLC for the majority of experiments in this 

dissertation, only ESI will be further discussed. 

 
Figure 3.1 Simplified representation of charge state influence in product ion spectra resulting from 
CID of a glycan precursor 
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The effectiveness of ESI is dependent on many factors, drastically affecting results obtained from 

almost identical instruments. As ESI works by neutralising the counter-ion, the buffer composition 

and flow rate is directly related to its effectiveness. In positive ion mode analyses, this is typically 

accomplished through utilisation of an acidic buffer (typically containing 0.1%v/v formic acid) which 

helps promote the formation of positively charged ions. This is contrasted by negative ion mode 

which requires a solvent capable of creating stable anions, such as 10%v/v 2,2,2-

trifluoroethanol/90% methanol which has been identified as one of the best solvents for stable anion 

generation with negative ion ESI[35]. The needs for ESI also must be balanced with the stationary 

phase requirements of the liquid chromatographic glycan separation, which is discussed later in this 

chapter. For non-derivatised mammalian glycan analysis, negative ion polarity analysis is the 

predominant ion analysis method used due to the presence of sialic acids which have an inherent 

negative charge. 

Ion-trap mass spectrometry 

The ion trap mass-analyser is sensitive and versatile, capable of both signal quantitation (using MS1) 

and characterisation of the molecule responsible for the quantified signal (using MS1 and MS2). 

While ion-traps have a lower resolution compared to FTICR, Orbitrap or QTOF mass analysers, ion-

traps are lower cost and therefore are highly represented in life-science research. 

While high-resolution, the ability to discriminate molecules with similar masses, is desirable when 

dealing with complex mixtures of molecules with similar masses such as peptides, glycans are 

typically well resolved in the mass dimension (aside from isomers) and do not require high resolution 

for the vast majority of glycan structures, except for identifying phosphate or sulphate modifications 

(79.9663 Da and 79.9568 Da, respectively). For analysis of product ions from fragmentation events, 

high resolution, accurate mass analysis could offer more confident structure elucidation due to its 

ability to discriminate between isobaric glycan fragments[36]. 

 The development of the modern-day ion-trap began with Wolfgang Paul and co-workers who 

invented the quadrupole ion-trap[7]. Through subsequent developments and improvements in 

manufacturing, a two-dimensional QIT[37] (with greater trapping efficiency and ion storage 

compared to a 3D trap) was invented which was further developed into a dual pressure QIT[38]. 

Measurement of glycan abundance involves quantification based on area under the curve peak area 

calculation on extracted ion chromatograms of monoisotopic peaks of glycans. As porous graphitized 

carbon columns are unable to retain mono- and di-saccharides[29],  released glycan masses can vary 

greatly from 572 Da ((HexNAc)2 (dHex)1) to over 3600 Da ((Neu5Ac)4(Hex)7(HexNAc)4 (dHex)1); thus 

when using negative mode ESI, glycans are detected as multiply charged adducts up to a 4- charge 

state. A m/z 0.25 resolution (FWHM) is therefore required for confident charge state determination 
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and accurate peak area calculations on the monoisotopic peak of these multiply charged species and 

this can be provided by modern linear and 3D ion-traps, depending on manufacturer.  High 

resolution, accurate mass analyses can further improve confidence in glycan composition 

determination[39] compared to lower resolution ion-traps.  

Characterisation of glycans using LC-MS 

Human disease and development modulate the glycosylation pathway through nucleotide-sugar 

levels and abundance of enzymes involved in glycosylation (glycosyltransferases and glycosidases). 

Through characterisation and quantification of glycan substructural features such as glycan 

fucosylation and sialylation linkages, glycomics can be linked to proteomics and metabolomics, to 

understand glycosylation at a system level. Furthermore, without complete glycan characterisation, 

the glycomics community would not be able to identify when newly identified glycan structures are 

detected and changes are needed in our fundamental knowledge of protein glycosylation. 

Characterisation of glycans from an LC-MS experiment can be performed using three discrete forms 

of information: monoisotopic mass, retention time and MS/MS spectrum of each glycan[40, 41]. 

While monoisotopic mass is the most widely applicable data for determining the composition of a 

glycan from an LC-MS experiment, it is not sufficient for discriminating between glycan isomers 

which share the same exact mass but differ in sequence and/or linkages. Chromatographic retention 

time can also be insufficient for glycan isomer discrimination if separation with a gradient or 

stationary phase is incapable of separating these isomers; thereby giving low peak resolution[42]. 

Depending on fragmentation settings, different glycan isomers can have characteristic product ions, 

representative of their substructures [43]. Tandem MS may product fragmentation that 

differentiates co-eluting glycan isomers gives the most informative description of the glycan 

structure (or structures) present in a peak, particularly for the purposes of isomer discrimination. 
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CHAPTER 3 - OPTIMISATION OF LC-ESI-MS PARAMETERS FOR QUANTITATIVE GLYCOMICS 
 

The ability to quantitate changes in glycan composition and structure for a given protein or cell is 

dependent on the methods used. Quantitation of glycans comes in two flavours: absolute 

quantification, which obtains the absolute concentration of specific glycan structures within a 

sample, and relative quantitation, which obtains the comparative abundance of specific glycan 

structures in relation to the glycan structure mixture as a whole[44]. Mass spectrometry-based 

quantitation of glycans is the second most widely used method for determining changes in glycan 

structure abundances with LC-UV the most common method[45]. MS-based glycan quantitation can 

be absolute by using stable isotope labelled standards for each quantified glycan structure but its use 

as relative quantitation is suitable for identifying glycan structure changes relative to the overall 

glycan profile[44]. 

Despite the focus of quantitation for answering biological questions, the implications of suboptimal 

parameters for LC-ESI-MS are rarely mentioned or discussed in publications.   

In this chapter, we present a series of optimisation steps towards developing a vendor-specific 

method for routine N- and O- glycan analysis using the Thermofisher Scientific LTQ-Velos Pro. 

Through assessment of several parameters including ESI spray voltage, MS scan averaging, data 

acquisition strategy and duty cycle time, we develop a method that serves as a useful starting point 

for improved glycan characterisation (Fig. 3.1). 

 
Figure 3.1 Mass spectrometer areas of optimisation for this chapter in context of the Velos Pro mass 
spectrometer 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Quantitative requirements of a successful glycomics experiment 

A successful glycomics experiment, while largely subjective, typically is defined as the 

characterisation and/or quantitation of glycans released from proteins. As there are no published 

guidelines on requirements for a successful glycomics experiment, we have taken requirements from 

both proteomics and metabolomics, as they use similar instrument acquisition methods to quantify 

and characterise biomolecules. Similar to proteomics and metabolomics, for MS1 or full-scan 

requirements, glycomics requires a resolution at m/z 0.25 or better with equivalent mass accuracy 

(due to the prevalence of glycans with -4 charge states), 10 MS1 scan points across a peak [46] (to 

closely approximate the true intensity of the glycan over a chromatographic peak), m/z 570-2000 to 

detect the majority of glycan structures (fucosylated chitobiose core (FM0) and larger) and effective 

dynamic range to quantify and characterise glycans which can be found in complex mixtures[47]. For 

reduced, but otherwise native glycan characterisation and quantitation, negative ion mode analysis 

can be considered essential due to structural rearrangement[48] and low quantitative response for 

negatively charged glycans that occur in positive ion mode analysis.. 

The MS2 requirements for successful ion fragmentation have a greater diversity of fragmentation 

techniques/methods and each technique often has a specific application area. Despite this, we have 

come up with three requirements for quality MS2 data acquisition in glycomics: reproducible 

fragmentation (required for spectral library searching and use of diagnostic ions), efficient 

dissociation of precursor[38] and an isolation width specific for glycans with minimal co-isolation 

with other ions. Both the MS1 and MS2 requirements inform and shape the data acquisition 

strategies used for glycomics. Although now the focus of this work, a glycan’s isotopic distribution 

also serves as a way to assign precursor and product ions, through determination of their charge 

state and corresponding monoisotopic peak[49]. 

Data acquisition strategies for glycomics 

The acquisition of data in a MS-based glycomics experiment is largely dependent on the instrument 

and the accompanying set acquisition method. The importance of data acquisition strategy has been 

recently and comprehensively covered for metabolomics [50], which applies equally to glycomics, 

with a few exceptions based on the nature of glycan biosynthesis. One of the key differences 

between metabolomics and glycomics is that all mammalian N-linked glycans are thought, at present 

knowledge, to follow a described biosynthetic pathway with multiple divergences resulting in a range 

of endpoints with certain substructures (e.g. core-fucosylation and the N-glycan core). 
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Metabolomics aims to quantify many metabolites with widely different structural properties, 

resulting in a wide variety of masses with different atomic elements as part of their molecular 

composition, thereby requiring high-resolution instruments to successfully determine the molecular 

formula of a metabolite. In addition to determining the molecular formula, fragmentation can then 

be used to confirm the metabolite identity but unlike glycomics, metabolomics features curated 

databases of a wide range of metabolites to be used for MS/MS spectral matching[51]. These key 

differences can be attributed to the difference in strategy for data acquisition in glycomics. 

Untargeted data acquisition 

Untargeted data acquisition is a frequently used method for MALDI-based experiments, where the 

data can be easily re-acquired after some initial data analysis. This then allows for MS/MS or exo-

glycosidase experiments to be performed on samples analysed earlier, to further characterise 

identified glycan structures[52]. Before the value of MS/MS was understood to be valuable for, and 

thus became routine, for glycan characterisation using LC-ESI-MS, untargeted data analysis was often 

used[41]. 

Data dependent acquisition 

Data-dependent acquisition (DDA) is a workflow which uses the mass-spectrometer to switch 

between full-scan MS and MS/MS; with switching based on several defined MS2 criteria including 

intensity, isotope pattern or neutral loss, just to name a few. This method is very popular in shotgun 

proteomics, where pre-defined MS1 targets are not used and MS/MS is used to confirm peptide 

identity. Depending on the instrument, several MS/MS scans can be performed before switching 

back to full-scan MS, providing characteristic MS/MS spectra for multiple precursors in one duty 

cycle. This also highlights the main limitation of DDA; that there is a compromise between number of 

MS/MS scans and MS1 scan frequency. While this is not a particularly worrying limitation for 

glycomics, due to its relatively low number of theoretically possible glycan structures this has been of 

particular concern for complex protein mixtures analysed with shotgun proteomics[53]. 

Variation in protein abundances between replicate samples can lead to missing MS/MS spectra for 

peptides important for hypothesis verification due to co-eluting analyte interference; with this 

interference more likely in proteomics due to higher sample complexity compared to glycomics. 

There are 68 million theoretically possible peptide sequences with lengths less than 8 amino 

acids[54] whereas only 1.6 million theoretically possible N-glycan structures with less than 16 

monosaccharide residues[55]. While protein glycosylation also includes O-glycosylation, many 

sample preparation methods utilise sequential N- and O-glycan releases to reduce the sample 

complexity and to allow tailored downstream analytical approaches to be applied[29, 42, 56, 57]. In 

the proteomics field, the response to co-eluting analyte interference was the development of data-
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independent acquisition methods such as Sequential Window Acquisition of All Theoretical Spectra 

(SWATH[58]) and All Ion Fragmentation (AIF[59]). 

On an ion trap-based analysis platform, data-dependent analysis can have further depth through the 

ability to perform MS/MS on product ions generated from MS2, i.e. MS3 and further which is also 

known as MSn. This technique is frequently used for permethylated glycan analysis, due to the highly 

informative product ion spectra produced by glycosidic bond cleavages and cross-ring cleavages of 

these derivatised glycans which can be specific for certain glycan structures. Unfortunately, co-

elution of isomeric glycan structures can complicate this data analysis. By subjecting prospective 

diagnostic product ions to MS3, their identity can be further confirmed. One of the first uses of this 

approach was in 1998[60] and this strategy continues to be further developed for higher-throughput 

applications[36]. 

While ion-mobility has only recently been used for characterisation of glycans [61, 62], the Bruker 

TIMS-TOF offers an alternate method for acquiring data through the use of trapped ion mobility 

spectroscopy to enrich and perform high throughput MS/MS scans. This could be a very useful future 

platform for the high throughput characterisation and quantitation of glycan isomers but there have 

been no online (LC-MS) applications in the glycomics area yet. 

Data independent acquisition 

To compete with the data-dependent acquisition strategies, a series of strategies called data-

independent acquisition (DIA) have been established to ensure continuous acquisition of MS/MS 

spectra. Two such techniques include SWATH[58] and AIF[59] but there have been no publications to 

date using these techniques for the analysis of released glycans, despite its growing popularity in 

metabolomics and proteomics. We speculate that released glycan mixtures, from a cell lysate 

proteins for example, have fewer biomolecules compared to a typical cellular 

proteomics/metabolomics experiment and these techniques typically perform best when there are 

more ions that are available for MS/MS scans per duty cycle. We also believe that these strategies 

could be difficult to implement for glycomics, given that glycans share the same substructures, 

resulting in a lower number of fragment ions specific for one glycan structure over all others, which 

proteomics typically relies on. 

Targeted analysis of glycans 

Much like data-independent analysis, targeted analysis of glycans is not frequently published, with 

few publications detailing targeted methods to detect glycans including SRM and MRM. This topic 

has been well reviewed by Ruhaak et al[63] and Smith et al[64]. One interesting message from these 

publications is that they all used a different derivatisation method, resulting in identification of 

different diagnostic product ions which are not compatible with other glycan analysis workflows due 
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to a variety of reducing-end labels and permethylation/acetylation. The use of a higher-throughput 

targeted method such as parallel reaction monitoring (PRM[65]) for glycan analysis has not been 

described in the literature yet but as the field moves to faster scanning mass-spectrometers, more 

ion glycan targets and their product ions can be monitored with no reduction in instrument 

performance. 

Aims 

Overall, we aimed to develop an optimised method suitable for analysis of glycans released from 

proteins in a complex glycan mixture by LC-MS/MS (summarised in Fig 3.1). This involves the 

following sub-aims:  

1. Evaluate ESI spray voltage for stable negative ion production 

2. Optimise the accumulation of ions for suitable glycan quantitation and charge state 

determination 

3. Evaluate acquisition methods for LC-MS glycomics experiments 

4. Develop an optimised method suitable for complex released glycan mixture analysis by LC-

MS 
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3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

3.2.1 Optimisation of ESI spray stability 

 
For a glycomics experiment, detection and characterisation of glycan structures is based upon their 

separation and detection. As ESI is the link between the LC system and the MS, optimisation of this is 

essential for a successful glycomics experiment. A typical first step in optimising ESI is the direct 

infusion of tune mix. Using the manufacturer’s tune mix and heated electrospray ionisation (HESI) 

parameters following automatic tune optimisation with the Thermo Tune Plus program, our spray 

stability was deemed excellent (<5% RSD in TIC intensity), when the tune mix was analysed in the 

negative ion mode, suggesting the automatically optimised HESI parameters (HESI temperature, 

spray voltage, sheath gas and auxiliary gas) were suitable for analysis (Table 1) 

Heated ESI parameter Initially optimised value 

Capillary Temperature (C) 275 

Source Heater Temperature (C) 45 

Sheath Gas Flow (arbitrary 
units) 

7 

Auxiliary Gas Flow (arbitrary 
units) 

0 

Sweep Gas Flow (arbitrary 
units) 

0 

Source Voltage (V) 2700 

Table 3.1 Automatically optimised HESI parameters used as a starting point for manual optimisation 

Released glycans from bovine fetuin glycoprotein standard was analysed with our standard PGC-LC-

ESI-MS/MS method [29]. When using these previously tuned HESI parameters with the Velos Pro, the 

eluted glycan peak shape was found to be jagged in a chromatographic run (Fig 3.2). The stability of 

the signal with an aqueous buffer was then investigated by directly infusing the elution buffer (10mM 

ammonium bicarbonate in Milli-Q water (Buffer A)) into the HESI source, as the buffer was suspected 

to be causing the issue, and monitoring a contaminant ion (m/z 312.00 [M-H]-) originating from the 

buffer. Fig. 1 shows that this signal stability test resulted in an average 30% relative standard 

deviation (RSD) in stability of this contaminant ion which means that for observed ion intensity, we 

can expect an average of 30% standard error from the true ion intensity. As we were aiming to 

develop an optimised glycomic analysis method, this error was not suitable for a quantitative 

application. Furthermore, this value was much higher than expected, when comparing to previously 
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spray stability measurements of directly infused tune mix which had an average 1.5% RSD in signal 

stability (Supp. Fig 3.1). 

 
Figure 3.2 Insufficient spray stability with aqueous buffer A (10mM ammonium bicarbonate in Milli-Q 
water) and default ESI parameters. On the left, representative glycan peak shape of extracted ion 
chromatogram (m/z 1111.38-1111.64) and on the right, spray stability of a contaminant ion (m/z 
312) monitored by direct infusion (5ul/min) of buffer A used for glycan separation. 

One significant difference, expected to be the source of variation in the signal stability test, between 

the infusion of the standard tune mix and the ammonium bicarbonate buffer was the solvent 

composition. The solvent composition for the tune mix (50% acetonitrile/25% methanol/24% 

water/1% acetic acid (v/v)) is 75% organic solvent while buffer A is entirely aqueous (ammonium 

bicarbonate in 100% Milli-Q water). This alone made it more difficult to obtain a stable spray due to 

the difficulty of obtaining the constant current indicative of a stable spray[35]. As the 

chromatographic separation of glycan structures by PGC is dependent on aqueous LC separation 

buffers (10mM ammonium bicarbonate with increasing acetonitrile composition), we cannot 

consider adding methanol to improve spray stability without reducing glycan separation.  

Several variables that can also influence the stability of the ESI signal include the applied voltage, 

nebulising gas flow rate, the distance between the spray capillary and ion inlet and the solution flow 

rate/viscosity/dielectric constant. All of these variables, with the exception of the applied voltage, 

are fixed due to the available hardware; therefore we focused on the optimisation of the applied 

voltage for increased spray stability.  We found that increasing the spray voltage from -3kV to -5kV 

resulted in increased spray stability as shown by extracted ion chromatograms and spray stability 

testing of the previously used (Fig 3.1) aqueous buffer contaminant ion (m/z 312.00 [M-H]-) in Fig 3.2. 

This result reflected the interplay between aqueous composition, applied voltage and constant 
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current region, demonstrating a correlation of higher applied voltages used with aqueous solvents to 

obtain increased signal stability[35]. 

Figure 3.3 Improvement of ion spray stability of aqueous buffer contaminant with increased ESI 
voltage. Top, extracted ion chromatogram monitoring ion abundance. Bottom, spray stability 
variation measurements of the buffer A contaminant ion. Both figures from direct infusion (5ul/min) 
of the buffer A (10mM ammonium bicarbonate in Milli-Q water) used for glycan separation. 

While this observation holds true for this contaminant ion, a mix of polysaccharide standards with 

increasing lengths of mannose, (Man)3 to (Man)5, was used to test the relationship. The same applied 

voltages with a standard PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS method[29] resulted in an increase of in-source 

fragmentation and decreased spray stability and peaks area with increasing spray voltage for the 

polysaccharide mix used (Fig 3.3). This might be explained by a difference in the properties of the 

contaminant ion assessed and the polysaccharide standards. Generally, analytes that are highly 

polar, such as glycans and polysaccharides, have lower electrospray response compared to more 

hydrophobic analytes due to polar analytes having lower affinity for electrospray droplet surfaces, 

thereby carrying a lower fraction of the excess charge produced in the electrospray process[35].  
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Figure 3.4 Polysaccharide spray stability is decreased with increasing applied spray voltage. a) 
Extracted ion chromatogram of peak corresponding to (Man)5 with spray voltage from 3kV to 5kV. b) 
Quantitation of (Man)5 with spray voltage from 3kV to 5kV and the summed peak area of in-source 
fragments ((Man)4 +(Man)3). c) Enlarged extracted ion chromatogram of (Man)5 at 5kV spray voltage 
with underlying in-source fragments. 

There are two noted reasons for using the lowest voltage possible for negative mode ESI: in-source 

collision induced dissociation[66] and corona discharge[35]. As reported by Chataigné  et al, the high 

voltage of the heated capillary, combined with the labile polysaccharide structure, can result in 

fragmentation of the glycosidic bonds of polysaccharides[67] and our results are consistent with their 

observations with the highest peak area of (Man)5 obtained at the lowest applied voltage. The other 

reason for using the lowest voltage possible is to reduce corona discharge which is a phenomenon 

which is typically observed in negative ion ESI. This phenomenon results in a higher background and 

poor ion stability due to electrical discharge from the capillary tip [35]. The use of an electron 

scavenging gas such as oxygen could also reduce the occurrence of this, allowing higher applied 

voltages[68], however this was not assessed. 

For the above reasons, derivatisation (permethylated hydroxyls or targeted carboxylic acid 

derivatisation) has often been preferred for glycan analysis as derivatisation of the hydroxyl and 

sialylated structures results in the carbohydrates no longer possessing a negative charge and thus 

amenable to positive mode analysis[69]. As permethylation also increases the hydrophobicity of 

glycans, a greater acetonitrile or methanol composition is required for elution, also causing  a more 

stable spray[70]. Despite these benefits afforded by permethylation for mass spectrometric analysis, 

such as reduced susceptibility to in-source fragmentation, possible linkage determination and higher 

ionisation efficiency[71], the PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS method is used here due to its sample preparation 

simplicity, resulting in fewer steps and no derivatisation artefacts (including incomplete 

derivatisation and side-reactions)[29], while still achieving improved structural characterisation as a 

result of isomer separation. Because of spray voltage optimisation, we found 3kV to be the most 
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suitable ESI voltage for negative mode carbohydrate ESI and thus use this value for the following 

experiments, as part of our glycomics method. 

 

3.2.2 Modifying mass-spectrometer parameters to improve data acquisition 

 
While we could not improve peak shape by alteration of ESI parameters, other mass spectrometer-

based settings were varied to increase the accuracy of quantitation of the eluted glycans; with one of 

these settings being the number of microscans set for data acquisition. A microscan (a Thermo-

Scientific specific marketing term, also known as trap averaging on Bruker mass-spectrometers) 

consists of a series of ion pre-injections, pre-scans, ion injections and mass scans, repeated based on 

the number specified. The instrument then processes these multiple scans and saves the average to 

the resultant data file as a single scan, thus reducing variation in signal. The use of microscans is not 

without disadvantage as this results in an increase in instrument cycle time, reducing the number of 

quantitative points across a peak and/or MS/MS coverage of analytes. 

Overall, evaluating the base peak chromatogram of the glycan separation, 2 microscans resulted in 

smooth enough peaks for automated peak area integration for at least half of N-glycans detected in a 

sample (Fig 3.4). For the lower abundance glycans, the number of microscans had a stronger effect 

on peak shape, with 3 microscans needed to produce a smooth chromatographic peak with 1 

microscan generating a very jagged peak shape. While the use of microscans to address peak shape 

issues due to unstable signal has not been described in the literature, the importance of the number 

of microscans has been assessed by Cerdan-Calero et al[72] for performance of spectral library-based 

automatic identification and quantification of metabolites, highlighting the number of microscans as 

a valuable parameter for reducing scan-to-scan variation. As a result of these optimisations, we 

settled on 3 microscans in our glycomics workflow. 
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Figure 3.5 Optimisation of glycan MS1 peak shape by modifying MS sampling rate (microscans). a) 
Base peak chromatogram trace of N-glycans released from Human IgG with increasing microscans. b) 
Effect of microscans on peak shape of less abundant glycans. Dashed lines represent MS1 scans 
across a peak. c) Isotope distribution of precursor corresponding to each number of microscans. 
 

3.2.3 Optimisation of data acquisition strategy for glycomics 

 
The type of data acquisition strategy and ion accumulation parameters can greatly affect the quality 

of data acquired and plays a role in the interpretation of this data. The Thermo Velos Pro Ion trap has 

two types of data dependent MS/MS experiments: double play, in which a full MS1 scan with m/z 
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~0.25 resolution is obtained and full MS2 scans with several m/z ~0.35 resolution MS/MS scans 

follow; and triple play, in which a full MS1 scan with m/z ~0.35 resolution is followed by a targeted 

MS1 scan for the precursor ion with m/z ~0.25 resolution and then finished with a full MS2 scan with 

m/z 0.35 resolution. The ion accumulation parameters also are important, as they control the 

number of ions reaching the mass-analyser and therefore the data quality.  

Using repeated equimolar injections of a sample of N-glycans released from bovine fetuin, the type 

of data dependent MS/MS experiments and accumulation time both had an effect on mass spectrum 

peak shape(Fig 3.5A) and therefore also affected the automatic charge state determination by the 

mass spectrometer software(Fig 3.5B). As two parameters, accumulation time and number of ions 

(automatic gain control (AGC)), affect the ion populations, AGC and accumulation time values were 

increased to the same magnitude. Under-accumulation was observed in the mass spectrum for triple 

play with 50ms accumulation time, shown by the jagged mass spectrum peaks, which may be 

responsible for the 35% of unassigned charge states. Over-accumulation was also observed, through 

space charge effects resulting in reduced mass spectrum resolution, with double play using 100ms 

accumulation time, demonstrated by the lower resolution mass spectrum peaks, resulting from 

space-charge effects in the ion-trap[37], but this did not appear to have an effect on the charge state 

determination. Overall, a double play experiment with 50ms accumulation was observed to be the 

best balance between accumulation time and subsequent charge state determination. 

Figure 3.6 Acquisition method optimisation and resulting charge state determination for a single N-
glycan released from bovine fetuin. a) Mass spectrum peak shape of a single N-glycan composition 
((Hex)5 (HexNAc)4 (NeuAc)2) with various acquisition methods and ion accumulation. b) Effect of 
acquisition method and ion accumulation on charge state determination. c) Scan duration depending 
on acquisition method.  

The exact cause of the difference between these types of data-dependent experiments could not be 

determined beyond the accumulation time as both techniques accumulated the exact same amount 
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of precursor ions. For most of the precursors with unknown charge states, as assigned by the 

instrument software, that were collected by the mass spectrometer as part of a triple play 

experiment, charge state could be manually assigned. This approach would be laborious to do for a 

biological experiment which can have a complex mixture of glycans with a variety of compositions. 

These results were unexpected as quadrupole ion-traps such as this instrument have been widely 

used, at low resolutions (<0.5 m/z), for shotgun proteomics. Literature review revealed that charge 

state determination is not as important for proteomics data analysis because peptide MS/MS spectra 

are typically unique and rarely overlap, allowing database searching programs to still be effective 

with spectra with unassigned charge states[73]. For our data analysis workflow, we first search for 

glycan compositions using GlycoMod[74] which is heavily reliant on the ability to obtain an accurate 

singly charged monoisotopic glycan mass. This can be challenging with unassignedprecursor charge 

states from the mass spectrometer however there are software-based deconvolution tools available 

which can improve charge state assignment[75]. 

As large sialylated glycans can be observed with a -4 charge state, it is optimal to have high enough 

resolution to identify and quantify these glycans while minimising the time to complete a MS1 full 

scan [7], thereby allowing more time for MS/MS spectra to be collected and to have a sufficient 

number of MS1 scans across a glycan peak. The data dependent triple play experiment was attractive 

as it is results in a faster scan time (Fig 3.5C) but charge state determination and accurate precursor 

mass can be obtained with the double play experiment in a data independent manner. Furthermore, 

these data-dependent high resolution triple play scans cannot be used for quantitation as they 

collect the intensity of the precursor in a discontinuous manner unlike the high resolution full scans 

from double play. Thus we have decided to use a top 5 DDA method using a zoom scan as the first 

scan event. 

 

3.2.4 Number of precursor ions to be fragmented per duty cycle 

 
One of the final parameters affecting ESI data acquisition that we wished to investigate was the 

coverage of a complex glycan mixture with a top 5 DDA MS/MS strategy. A mixture of N-glycans 

sourced from a U87MG cell lysate was chosen for this assessment, featuring a heterogeneous 

mixture of glycan classes (high mannose, paucimannose, hybrid and complex). Using a 60 minute 

PGC chromatographic separation, a top 5 double play strategy resulted in characteristic 

fragmentation spectra for all observed N-glycan species with sufficient MS1 signal (>10:1 signal:noise 

ratio) for quantitation (Fig 3.6)[76]. The elution gradient resulted in co-elution of high-mannose 

structures, and while MS/MS spectra were collected for each of the co-eluting high mannose species 

(M6 to M9), and allowed differentiation of high mannose N-glycan isomers, more MS/MS spectra 
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could be obtained of these species by gradient optimisation or using a longer gradient. MS/MS 

spectra with ion counts less than 500 were typically found to be not useful for confirming 

composition and structure. 

 
Figure 3.7 Evaluation of top 5 glycan MS/MS coverage of a complex mixture (N-glycans released from 
a human cell lysate). Top, intensity plot of every MS2 scan taken from an analysis of N-glycans from a 
U87MG cell lysate. Bottom, intensity plot of the least intense MS2 scan taken per instrument duty 
cycle. High mannose co-elution describes multiple co-eluting compositions. 

The separation of this glycan mixture was on a PGC column with a 3 micron pore size which produced 

glycan peak widths of 45 seconds, thereby not requiring a dynamic exclusion policy for glycans. 

However, if a PGC column with a 5 micron pore size was used, peak widths would be wider which 

results in lower glycan maximum intensity would be expected to increase the elution overlaps 

between glycans. A dynamic exclusion policy and/or top6/7 strategy would then be useful in this case 

and has been implemented in our laboratory by Sakuma et al (Unpublished) to be used for PGC 

columns with a 5 micron pore size. 
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3.2.5 Development of an optimised duty cycle for glycomics data acquisition  

 
Based on the variety of parameters required for an optimised glycomics MS experiment (ESI, scan 

resolution, accumulation time and number of MS/MS scans per duty cycle), visualisation of the mass 

spectrometer duty cycle and scaling of column width to scan time, allowed fine tuning of the data 

acquisition parameters . Keeping the previous limitations for acquisition in mind (microscans 

required for low signal variation and double play acquisition method), we have defined a data 

acquisition method for quantitative glycomics on a linear ion trap instrument that comprises at least 

ten points of MS1 across a peak and with informative MS/MS fragmentation, by accumulating 

enough ions and fragmenting them with RE-CID (Fig 3.8). 

Figure 3.8 Finalised duty cycle based on optimisations performed in this chapter. Table column width 
is scaled to duty cycle scan time. 
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This duty cycle estimation, shown in Fig 3.8, was based on values found in the documentation for the 

Velos Pro mass-spectrometer. If spray stability was not an issue, and 1 microscan was sufficient for 

smooth chromatographic peak shape, 1400ms would be freed up from the duty cycle (a 30% 

reduction). While this free time could be allocated towards MS2 or more data points across a peak, a 

custom, vendor-specific hardware solution would be required to increase spray stability. Using this 

final duty cycle, with optimised MS parameters from this chapter (Table 3.2), we have established an 

optimised method for glycan analysis.  

Instrument parameter Optimised Value 

Spray voltage 2.7 kV 

MS1 microscans 3 

Type of MS method Double play with MS1 zoom scan 

Resolution of MS1 scan Zoom (0.25 m/z FWHM) 

Resolution of MS2 scan Enhanced (0.35 m/z FWHM) 

Number of fragmented precursors per duty cycle 5 

Table 3.2 Optimised MS parameters for glycan analysis following the sequential optimisation 
performed in this chapter 

 

3.3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
Despite instrument calibration and tuning with tune mix, vendor recommended ESI parameters were 

found to be not optimal for glycan analysis with our specific set-up (Dionex LC 4µl/min with a PGC 

column connected to a HESI source and LTQ Velos Pro). Testing and optimisation of the ESI spray 

voltage did not improve the negative mode glycan analysis in an aqueous buffer. By modifying the 

data acquisition parameters to take additional microscans, we improved peak shape (and therefore 

subsequent quantitation) but with reduced time dedicated for MS2 fragmentation of glycans. The 

data acquisition method (double play) and ion accumulation values (100ms accumulation time) were 

also optimised to develop a workflow that has the ability to better determine precursor charge state 

which was also at the expense of throughput. 

Our development of a duty cycle calculator helped optimise many of the parameters of data-

dependent LC-MS analysis and to understand the effect of data acquisition strategy choices on duty 

cycle time. Many of these results are dependent on the intricacies of instrument set-up and are 

typically not published, but this optimisation paved the way for further technical improvements and 

biological analysis that are reported in the following chapters. As optimisation was performed using 

an ion-trap based instrument, these steps can be used to optimise other ion-trap based mass-

spectrometers such as Orbitrap, linear ion-trap and 3D ion-trap mass-spectrometers.  
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CHAPTER 4 - IMPROVING GLYCAN CHARACTERISATION BY FRAGMENTATION  
 

 

Preface 

Negative ion CID MS spectra of released glycans can be used for confirmation of glycan composition, 

sequence and structure. While confirmation of composition and sequence may be relatively 

straightforward using manual analysis, structural determination is difficult. One key aspect of this 

difficulty is that diagnostic ions, frequently used for glycan isomer discrimination, are not 

theoretically structurally-specific by in-silico fragmentation methods. Instead, these ions are 

diagnostic due to their propensity to be produced by one structure over another following 

fragmentation with defined collision energies at a defined activation time. The optimisation of 

fragmentation methods and parameters is therefore essential for glycan structural characterisation 

and slight differences in fragmentation parameters may lead to production of widely differing 

MS/MS spectra for a single glycan structure. 

Following on from the development of a routine method for glycan quantitation (Chapter 3), we 

present our optimisation of collision energy for glycan fragmentation in our system. We first optimise 

and evaluate a variety of CID methods available on our ion-trap mass spectrometer. We then 

compare the fragmentation spectra generated using each optimised method. Variation in MS/MS 

spectra for a single glycan isomer is then assessed and the applicability of a spectral library approach 

for glycan isomer discrimination is evaluated. Finally, we compare two optimised CID techniques in 

their ability to generate diagnostic ions for two glycan structures. 

As an example of an unusual glycan modification that was determined by manual interpretation of 

the released glycan MS/MS fragmentation, a publication is included at the end of this chapter[23]. 

We utilised PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS to identify a novel class of O-mannose glycans in Trichoderma reesei 

using an alternative CID fragmentation technique which allows detection of product ions with m/z 

values less than 30% of the glycan precursor. We validated the composition, sequence and structure 

of O-glycans found on cellobiohydrolase I (CBHI), an important hydrolytic enzyme for the bioethanol 

industry. Using alternative characterisation techniques (HPAEC-PAD monosaccharide analysis and 

C18-LC-ESI-MS/MS glycopeptide analysis), the stereochemistry of these O-glycans is determined and 

glucuronic acid was identified as a terminal residue. These acidic O-glycans were found in the 

catalytic domain of CBHI, with implications for the structure and activity of this enzyme. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The MS/MS spectrum produced by a fragmented precursor glycan ion is reliant on several key 

parameters: the glycan ion structure in the gas phase[62], the type of fragmentation method[77] and 

the parameters defining the fragmentation method. We have reviewed the wide variety of 

fragmentation methods available for glycomics in the introduction (Paper 1) and thus will only briefly 

cover them here. There are two main types of fragmentation methods. The first, collision induced 

dissociation(CID), gives structurally informative product ions resulting from the collision of glycan 

ions with neutral and nonreactive gases[78]. The second, electron activated dissociation, results from 

the use of ion-electron or ion-ion reactions to produce glycan fragments typically not observed with 

collision induced dissociation[79].  CID will be the focus in this chapter, as electron activated 

dissociation is less widespread in the field of glycomics. 

Focusing on collision-induced dissociation, there are a variety of fragmentation methods with each 

method typically used based on the accompanying mass-analyser. For ion-trap based mass analysers, 

resonant CID (RE-CID) is frequently used due to its ability to excite and dissociate specifically the 

precursor mass using resonant RF voltages, resulting in highly efficient precursor dissociation[80]. 

Time-of-flight and quadrupole -based mass analysers often utilise beam-type CID which is the result 

of an ion-beam (composed of the precursor ions) being transferred through a collision cell with 

subsequent product ion detection in the subsequent TOF mass-analyser[81]. One notable limitation 

of beam-type CID is the inability to perform mass selective activation, resulting in secondary 

dissociation reactions of the precursor[81]. Instruments such as the Thermo Velos Pro feature 

multiple CID methods which can generate qualitatively different MS/MS spectra from the same 

precursor[38]. The ion-trap-based instrument has RE-CID, which is typical for ion-trap-based mass 

spectrometers, but it also features beam-type CID. This beam-type CID is achieved by passing a 

precursor ion beam from the ion-trap to the front of the MS at high energy, which results in collision 

with sheath gas (nitrogen in our case). This ion beam is then transferred back to the ion trap for 

subsequent analysis[38]. This feature was developed to obtain high efficiency dissociation with no 

low mass cut-off, which is a limitation with RE-CID[82]. By using a diverse range of CID techniques, 

complementary MS/MS spectra can be obtained for the same glycan. 

While LC-MS/MS experiments generate characteristic MS/MS spectra for each glycan structure 

present in the sample, the interpretation of these spectra is presently one of the most time 

consuming steps of analysing glycomics data[83]. Several approaches for automating this process 

exist but are typically specific for the workflows of the labs in which they were developed such as 

GRITS, which is limited to permethylated glycan analysis[84], and MultiGlycan, which is limited to 

positive mode MS glycan analysis[85]. One of the most widely used software packages for in-silico 

fragment prediction is GlycoWorkBench. This software includes prediction of frequently observed 
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fragment ions generated in typical glycomics experiments (glycosidic bond cleavages B/C/Y/Z and 

cross-ring cleavages A/X[86]), is compatible with a variety of glycan preparation methods 

(derivatives, labelled, label-free) and mass spectrometers (high resolution and low resolution mass 

analysers)[87].  The use of in-silico approaches such as this allows annotation of glycan MS/MS 

spectra, even if a glycan structure has not been observed or described previously. Some isomer 

discrimination, depending on the presence of theoretical diagnostic ions which are typically linkage-

specific cross-ring fragments[86] is also possible. 

One limitation of this in-silico approach is the absence of application of published diagnostic ions that 

are product ions specific for particular glycan substructures, as these ions are not highlighted as 

experimentally validated in the in-silico approaches currently available. These diagnostic ions 

represent specific glycan substructural features and can be produced at a greater abundance 

compared to the ions produced from glycan structures without these specific substructures, even in 

some cases from isomeric glycans that produce the same theoretical fragmentation spectra[34]. A 

collated list of the majority of experimentally determined diagnostic ions for label-free reduced 

glycan MS/MS analysis has been reported by Everest-Dass et al [88]. The difficulty in the application 

of these ions is the fundamental dependence on competing fragmentation mechanisms that will 

allow this isomer discrimination, and is therefore reliant on optimised glycan fragmentation[34]. 

In this chapter, we assess three CID fragmentation techniques available on the ion-trap mass 

spectrometer and optimise these methods to generate the most informative MS/MS spectra possible 

for N-glycan analysis, including the production of diagnostic ions. In addition, we compare the 

spectra produced by each method and assess if the fundamentals of spectrum matching, by the 

generation of a spectral library, is suitable for discriminating the structures of similar glycan isomers. 

We then demonstrate an application of a variety of CID techniques to characterise a previously 

undiscovered O-glycan which was not possible with the typical glycomics workflow. 

Overall, we aim to improve glycan characterisation by CID fragmentation for the purpose of isomer 

discrimination. This involves the following sub-aims 

1. Optimise collision energies for a variety of CID methods 

2. Evaluate the similarity in MS/MS spectra produced by each CID method 

3. Evaluate a spectral matching approach for glycan isomer discrimination 

4. Compare CID methods for generating diagnostic ions 
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4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.2.1 Optimisation of CID fragmentation methods 

 
One of the most important fragmentation settings for informing glycan structure is collision energy, 

as too low energy can result in insufficient fragmentation for glycan characterisation and too high 

energy can result in loss of product ions due to ejection of precursor ions which has been found by 

Webb et al[89]. Furthering complicating this, each glycan structure has an optimal energy 

requirement for dissociation[80]. While instrument vendors have used equations to increase the 

fragmentation energy with increasing precursor m/z, this equation is derived from doubly charged 

precursor optimisation and frequently cannot be modified on ion-trap mass spectrometers.  By 

empirically deriving the linear collision energy equations for each charge-state, the precursor 

dissociation energy has been found to be better suited towards the analyte class of interest for 

increased dissociation efficiency[90]. 

On the Velos Pro ion-trap we are utilising for this work, three fragmentation modes are available. 

Resonant CID (RE-CID), Pulsed Q Dissociation (PQD) and trap Higher energy Collision Dissociation 

(tHCD). While RE-CID and tHCD are widely used and will not be explained further, PQD is a unique 

fragmentation mode which is a hybrid of both RE-CID and tHCD, where the precursor ions are only 

briefly resonantly excited. This brief excitation allows product ions to be detected beyond the low 

mass cut off (LMCO) which is one of the biggest weaknesses of RE-CID, especially as it relates to 

complete characterization of glycan structure using tandem MS[82]. 

As shown in Fig 4.1, a core-fucosylated bi-antennary mono-galactosylated N-glycan was subjected to 

varying levels of collision energies with three different fragmentation mechanisms: RE-CID, PQD and 

tHCD. This N-glycan was chosen for optimisation as it features several diagnostic fragment ions. One 

set represents the core-fucose (m/z 350.2 (Z1α) and 368.2 (Y1α)), which is widely applicable on many 

instrument platforms due the significant structural difference between core- and outer-arm 

fucosylation. The other set of diagnostic ions represent the 6-arm antennae extension with galactose  

(m/z 670.3 (B4Z3α) and 688.3 (B4Y3α)), which can sometimes be less applicable due to the structural 

similarity of arm-extension isomers[91].  
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Figure 4.1 Fragmentation optimisation of each technique (RE-CID, PQD and tHCD) performed on a 
single core fucosylated complex N-glycan structure, monitoring diagnostic and total product ion 
abundance with increasing fragmentation energy. Product ion area based on eight MS/MS scans 
across a peak. 

Comparing total product ion abundances between techniques, overall product ion abundance was 

generally reduced with increasing collision energy for all fragmentation techniques. As previously 

mentioned, this was expected due to the possibility of precursor ejection at higher collision energies. 

PQD had, overall, the lowest product ion intensity for all fragmentation energies, featuring a sharp 

drop off below 37% NCE, while RE-CID had the most intense total product ion intensity. This was 

interesting as both RE-CID and PQD feature resonant excitation but PQD has a much shorter 

excitation to allow the detection of low mass product ions[82, 92]. This shorter excitation likely 

results in a more intense energy deposition on the precursor and subsequent ejection. 

Evaluating the most suitable collision energy for each fragmentation technique, 33% NCE for RE-CID 

and PQD and 52% NCE for tHCD were observed to be suitable for maximum dissociation of precursor 

and maximum overall product ion intensity. Looking at specific diagnostic ion abundances across 

varying collision energies, all diagnostic ions were detected with equivalent ratios between RE-CID 

and tHCD but PQD was not able to detect core-fucose diagnostic ions (m/z 350.20 (Z1α) and 368.16 

(Y1α)) for the majority of collision energies and only one out of the two (37% NCE) useful collision 

energy levels. 
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4.2.2 Similarities in MS/MS spectra between CID fragmentation techniques 

 
While optimising the intensity of specific diagnostic ions is important as it allows the discrimination 

of glycan isomers, overall MS/MS spectra are typically used to confirm glycan structure by mapping 

specific product ions to the precursor linkage cleavages. Fig 4.2 uses the optimal collision energies 

derived from Fig 4.1 to evaluate all product ions from seven averaged MS/MS scans, comparing 

between the three fragmentation techniques. As all experiments were performed on the same 

glycan structure, same instrument and sequentially in a single batch, we can assess specifically the 

difference between fragmentation techniques, without needing to account for differences in mass 

analysers or ion transmission. Fig 4.2A shows that all MS2 look qualitatively similar (especially RE-CID 

and PQD) but quantitatively, RE-CID and tHCD fragmentation techniques have more intense product 

ions, as expected from Fig 4.1. 

Typical isotopic distributions and mass accuracy values, used to confirm product ion charge state and 

identity, are demonstrated in Panorama Public (panoramaweb.org/GlycoMS2Diagnostics.url)[93]. 

We note that glycan structural fragments drawn can be isobaric, i.e. multiple glycan fragments may 

correspond to a single product ion. 

https://panoramaweb.org/GlycoMS2Diagnostics.url
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Figure 4.2 Comparison of fragmentation techniques for characterising a neutral core fucosylated 
complex N-glycan structure, using an averaged MS2 spectrum representing 7 individual MS/MS 
scans. A) MS2 spectra from RE-CID, PQD and tHCD of the same N-glycan structure. B) Similarities and 
differences between fragmentation methods and all their resulting product ions. C) Venn diagram of 
the 30 most intense product ions from each fragmentation method. 
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Evaluating each product ion produced by each fragmentation technique, Fig 4.2B shows that RE-CID 

generates the largest number of product ions, followed by tHCD then PQD. All techniques shared 38 

product ions which include many of the abundant ions observed in Fig 4.2A. One contributing reason 

CID does not detect all product ions observed by other techniques is due to the 30% low mass cut off 

originating from the mechanism of RE-CID (m/z 234 was the lowest product ion observed), whereas 

PQD (m/z 138, with 2 product ions less than 234) and tHCD (m/z 98, with 7 ions less than m/z 234) 

have no such low mass cut-off[82]. Of the product ions produced by tHCD and not present in the RE-

CID MS/MS spectra, 28 (41%) are the result of multiple bond cleavages and 21 (31%) cannot be 

assigned by known fragmentation rules or product ion isotopes, highlighting the possibility of gas-

phase re-arrangement in the negative polarity analysis with tHCD, which is well known in positive 

polarity analysis of glycans[48].  

The proportion of product ions subject to re-arrangement could in fact be underestimated, in the 

case of being isomeric with product ions produced through expected fragmentation pathways. If re-

arrangement mechanisms are taking place, diagnostic ions would become less specific (structurally 

diagnostic) as structures could be re-arranged to generate product ions which would not 

theoretically be produced. This would then result in the production of these ions from glycan isomers 

without these substructural features, thus reducing diagnostic ion specificity[91]. 

While we have used all product ions produced as a method of comparing fragmentation techniques, 

typical MS/MS database searching of biomolecules involves reducing the number of product ions to 

search, by either taking the most abundant ions, or by applying an ion intensity threshold. We have 

thus considered only the 30 most intense (top 30) product ions for each technique, to define a 

limited search space. Overlap between fragmentation techniques is then reduced as shown in Fig 

4.2C. PQD and tHCD had a greater overlap (40%) compared to RE-CID. Only 4 product ions (13%) 

were shared between all techniques. Thus a spectral library approach applied to glycomics, would be 

quite challenging as different fragmentation mechanisms on the same instrument resulted in widely 

different top 30 product ion populations. These differences, in addition to other sources of variation 

between laboratories performing glycan analysis (fragmentation mechanism, collision gas, collision 

energy and mass-analysers), are a significant reason why the spectral library approach may not be 

successful for glycomics as compared to proteomics. 

4.2.3 Variation of MS/MS spectra and applicability of spectral libraries for isomer 

discrimination 

 
Further investigating the application of different fragmentation techniques towards the generation 

of useful spectral libraries, MS/MS spectra produced from a single glycan isomer (F(6)A2[6]G(4)1) 

were compared to assess spectral variation (Fig 4.3A). Both RE-CID and tHCD have significantly better 

reproducibility (measured by correlation) between MS2 scans of the same glycan, compared to PQD. 

https://www.glycostore.org/showPgcGlycan/31
https://www.glycostore.org/showPgcGlycan/31
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This was in agreement with our collision energy optimisation (Fig 4.1) in which PQD showed greater 

variation between collision energies compared to RE-CID and tHCD. Assessing correlation for only the 

top 30 product ions (same as Fig 4.2C) showed no change in this reproducibility for PQD or tHCD 

however it significantly (p <0.05) improved the reproducibility of CID. This improvement in 

reproducibility was likely due to the large number of product ions detected for CID (209) compared 

to tHCD (139) and PQD (80). 

Figure 4.3 Reproducibility of fragmentation techniques between MS2 scans (7 MS/MS scans per 
glycan isomer). A) Intra-peak comparison for all product ions from RE-CID, PQD and tHCD as well as 
top 30 product ions B) Inter-peak comparison of MS2 scans between two structurally similar glycan 
isomers. Bar colours correspond to fragmentation technique (RE-CID (red), PQD (blue) and tHCD 
(green). 

To test our hypothesis of observing lower similarity values (correlation) between MS/MS scans of 

different glycan isomers due to their differing structure, the same correlation analysis was performed 

(Fig 4.3B). This involved stepwise comparison between individual MS/MS scans for one glycan isomer 

and the individual MS/MS scans for the other glycan isomer with the similarity between the MS/MS 

scans represented as an R2 correlation value. Correlations performed were also fragmentation 

method specific.  

Comparing MS/MS variation for CID and tHCD, both techniques had slightly reduced reproducibility 

compared to the correlation within a single peak. For PQD, we found the trend counterintuitive as 

there was a better median correlation value between MS/MS scans of glycan isomers than within a 

single glycan isomer. Similar to Fig 4.3A, CID and tHCD had significantly improved reproducibility 

compared to PQD. This set of glycan isomers were chosen as their RE-CID MS/MS spectra are almost 

visually identical and quantitatively similar [22] and their structures are typically identified by PGC 

elution order as well as diagnostic ions.  The results from Fig 4.2 and Fig 4.3 demonstrate that a 

spectral library approach (with no weighting towards specific diagnostic ions), whether comparing all 

product ions or the top 30 ions, is not suitable for isomer discrimination of these glycan structures. A 
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later chapter in this thesis will cover one possible solution to this issue, using specific diagnostic ions 

for correct peak picking instead of the most abundant product ions (Paper 4[22]). 

4.2.4 Comparison of fragmentation techniques for generating diagnostic ions 

 
So far for this chapter, we have focused only on one glycan structure, a neutral glycan that is typically 

found in many mammalian glycoprotein N-glycan releases, and thus well studied. Fragmentation can 

also be used to identify the structure of glycan isomers that are typically not encountered. Fig 4.4 

shows a MS/MS spectral comparison between fragmentation techniques for high-mannose glycan 

structures that originate from a fungal glycoprotein sample primarily composed of cellobiohydrolase 

I[94]. Fig 4.4A shows two glycan isomers, with complete structure undetermined, appearing as two 

different peaks due to differential PGC retention. This information alone identifies that there are at 

least two glycan isomers for this mass and composition. To monitor the abundance of these glycan 

isomers across multiple sample batches, characteristic product ions from the MS2 of these glycans 

can serve as criteria to ensure that we are quantifying the same glycan isomer, even when separating 

these glycans on different stationary phases or different gradients. 

We have compared RE-CID and tHCD in their ability to provide characteristic MS/MS spectra for each 

isomer with unknown, but different structures (Fig 4.4). RE-CID and tHCD were used to produce 

similar MS/MS spectra (Fig 4.4B/4.4C) with fragmentation energies picked based on results from 

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 to obtain the most similar MS2 spectra possible. As shown in Fig 4.4B, the first 

glycan isomer featured an abundant m/z 798 product ion (2,4A fragment of the non-reduced GlcNAc 

in the chitobiose core) and the total MS/MS spectra appeared to be similar between the two 

fragmentation techniques, aside from the intensity of the unfragmented precursor, resulting from 

the less efficient dissociation mechanism of tHCD.   

For isomer B, m/z 900 (Y fragment corresponding to the loss of a terminal mannose) was produced in 

MS2 spectra from both CID and tHCD. For CID, this product ion was the most intense whereas for 

tHCD, it was dominated by m/z 717 (C0,2X fragment resulting from loss of chitobiose core and cross-

ring cleavage of a terminal mannose) and m/z 798. The presence of m/z 798 in both isomers by tHCD 

is problematic for discriminating these glycan isomers using the product ions, as the mass is 

prominent in the MS2 spectra for both isomers. For CID, m/z 900 being more dominant in the second 

isomer compared to the first isomer (17x more intense) and with m/z 798.32 being vice-versa (17x 

more intense), allows these intense product ions to be used for automated discrimination of these 

glycan isomers based only on the product ions from MS2. Glycan structures were confirmed by 

characteristic MS/MS fragmentation, with sulfation confirmed using permethylated glycan analysis 

and high accurate mass analysis (Supp Fig 4.1). 
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Figure 4.4 Assessing RE-CID and tHCD for generating diagnostic fragments of sulphated 
oligomannose N-glycans. A) Extracted ion chromatogram for both glycan isomers and subsequent 
MS2 scans. B) Comparison of fragmentation techniques for the first isomer. C) Comparison of 
fragmentation techniques for the second isomer. Please see Supp Fig 4.1 for confirmation of 
attached sulphate.  
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
A variety of CID techniques, applicable to negative ion trap glycan analysis, were optimised in their 

ability to fragment a representative N-glycan structure efficiently and provide structurally 

informative product ions. We found RE-CID to fragment the most efficiently, producing the most 

intense product ions with minimal unfragmented precursor. tHCD performed only slightly poorer and 

PQD was not able to produce all structurally informative fragments. Each fragmentation technique 

also produced qualitatively different MS/MS spectra for the same glycan structure and when the 30 

most intense product ions were compared between techniques, only 4 product ions were shared by 

all three fragmentation techniques. This highlights that a top 30 product ion approach, such as that 

used for proteomic spectral libraries, may require spectral library modification if slightly different 

fragmentation techniques (or possibly fragmentation parameters) are used. 

Evaluating the reproducibility of fragmentation techniques between MS2 scans, RE-CID and tHCD had 

significantly better reproducibility compared to PQD. Comparing reproducibility between different 

glycan isomers that are known to fragment differently, the correlation values were not significantly 

different to those derived from variation within a single glycan isomer. This trend was observed 

when evaluating all product ions as well as only the top 30 most intense, further confirming a 

spectral library approach is not suitable alone for differentiating glycan isomers.  

We then applied such methods to glycan isomers for which a structure has not yet been assigned. 

RE-CID produced very different fragmentation spectra for two glycan isomers, producing 

predominantly m/z 798 for the first isomer followed by a dominant m/z 900 for the second isomer. 

tHCD produced a predominant m/z 798 for both isomers, highlighting the need to carefully select 

fragmentation techniques for producing diagnostic ions. Although these diagnostic ions are best 

suited for discrimination of glycan structure pairs, combinations of diagnostic ions specific for 

different structural features may overcome this limitation. 
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4.4 Paper 3 - Enhancing structural characterisation of glucuronidated O-

linked glycans using negative mode ion trap higher energy collision-

induced dissociation mass spectrometry 
 

An application of a variety of CID techniques to characterise a previously undiscovered O-glycan. 

Ashwood, C., Abrahams, J.L., Nevalainen, H., Packer, N.H.: Enhancing structural characterisation of 

glucuronidated O -linked glycans using negative mode ion trap-HCD mass spectrometry. Rapid 

Commun. Mass Spectrom. 31, 851–858 (2017). 

In this paper 3, I performed all experiments, data analysis and writing. Jodie Abrahams assisted in 

data analysis. Overall responsibility was my own as first author. 
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CHAPTER 5 – AUTOMATING GLYCAN ISOMER DISCRIMINATION USING DIAGNOSTIC IONS 

5.0 PREFACE 

 

As described in Chapter 4, negative ion CID MS/MS spectra of released glycans contain ions that are 

diagnostic for specific structural glycan features and the use of these diagnostic ions can allow 

discrimination of glycan isomers for the purpose of identification and quantitation. Utilisation of 

these diagnostic ions for confirmation of glycan structure is completely manual with no guidelines or 

oversight regarding signal to noise ratio requirements and validation of specificity. Furthermore, 

differences between vendors and instrument parameters allow the possibility of diagnostic ions to be 

no longer specific for their originally assigned glycan structure and/or structural feature. This is 

especially concerning for diagnostic ions which are not theoretically specific for their assigned 

structure (e.g. Harvey D-ions m/z 688 and 670). 

In this chapter, we optimise collision energies for a variety of glycan structures based on the 

abundance of diagnostic ions used for glycan isomer discrimination. Subsequently, we present the 

use of open-source software (Skyline (https://skyline.ms) and vendor-neutral workflow for 

identification and utilisation of diagnostic ions for glycan isomer discrimination. Finally, we 

demonstrate the value of the workflow by discriminating between sialic acid linkage and arm 

composition isomers using this workflow. To encourage further validation and development of 

discrimination of glycan isomers using this workflow, we have made the data files and associated 

Skyline assays available on a freely-available data repository with methods available complying with 

MIRAGE guidelines. 

In paper 4 (Ashwood, C., Lin, C.-H., Thaysen-Andersen, M., Packer, N.H.: Discrimination of Isomers of 

Released N- and O-Glycans Using Diagnostic Product Ions in Negative Ion PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. J. Am. 

Soc. Mass Spectrom. (2018)), I performed all experiments and data analysis. Chi-Hung Lin conceived 

the idea of using Skyline for glycan analysis. Overall responsibility was my own as first author. 
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5.1 Paper 4 - Discrimination of isomers of released N- and O-glycans using 

diagnostic product ions in negative ion PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS 

Reprinted with permission from Ashwood, C., Lin, C-H., Thaysen-Andersen, M., & Packer, N. H. 
(2018). Discrimination of isomers of released N- and O-glycans using diagnostic product ions in 
negative ion PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry, 
29(6), 1194-1209. https://doi.org/10.1007/s13361-018-1932-z. Copyright 2018 American 
Chemical Society.
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CHAPTER 6 – IMPROVING GLYCAN CHARACTERISATION BY NORMALISED RETENTION TIME 

ON POROUS GRAPHITISED CARBON CHROMATOGRAPHY 

6.0 PREFACE 

 
In the previous two chapters, we demonstrated the use of diagnostic ions for glycan isomer 

discrimination. In cases where there are greater than two glycan isomers, fragmentation spectra is 

not informative or more robust glycan isomer discrimination is sought, retention time/ elution order 

can be used to assign glycan structure identity. One challenge in this approach is the lack of 

normalisation for retention time values, meaning they are not widely applicable across labs, even if 

they are using identical instrument set-ups. 

In this chapter, we present the addition of a dextran ladder as an internal standard for glycomics 

experiments that can be used to normalise retention time and mass spectrometer signal variation in 

glycomics experiments. As discussed in the following manuscript introduction, this approach was first 

applied by Guile et al[95] on fluorescently labelled glycans separated by HILIC. We demonstrate this 

same approach can be applied to non-derivatised glycans separated by PGC. We identify the elution 

properties of the ladder with PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS and, using the internal standard added to released 

glycan mixtures, we assign system-independent PGC-based retention values to over 200 glycan 

structures and build a library of the structures with normalised retention time values and their 

associated MS/MS spectra. Finally, we implement a spectral library for automated peak assignment 

of the dextran ladder to allow automated normalisation of variation in separation of glycan mixtures. 
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6.1 PAPER 5(IN PREPARATION) – DEXTRAN LADDER AS AN INTERNAL STANDARD FOR PGC-

LC-ESI-MS/MS GLYCOMICS 
Title: Utilisation of a dextran ladder to standardise PGC-LC-MS-based glycomics 

Authorship: Christopher Ashwood1,2, Brian Pratt3, Brendan MacLean3, Nicolle H. Packer1,2 

1. Department of Molecular Sciences, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, Australia 

2. ARC Centre of Excellence for Nanoscale Biophotonics, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW, 

Australia 

3. Department of Genome Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 

Target journal for submission: Analytical chemistry 

Abstract 

Porous graphitised carbon (PGC) based chromatographic separation of glycans achieves high-

resolution separation of glycan mixtures released from glycoproteins, including structurally similar 

isomers. While there is some understanding of glycan separation on PGC, system-independent 

retention values have not been established. 

Using hydrolysed dextran as an internal standard and Skyline software for post-acquisition 

normalisation, retention time and glycan peak area variation for replicate injections of  glycan 

mixtures was significantly reduced. Normalisation of retention time to the dextran ladder allowed 

assignment of system-independent retention values, values that are applicable to all PGC-based 

separations regardless of chromatographic system. We have thus built a library of over 300 PGC-

separated glycan structures with normalised retention values. 

To further define the mechanism of glycan separation with PGC, we identified predictive models for 

the chromatographic effects resulting from addition and/or removal of core-fucosylation and 

bisecting GlcNAc based on the PGC normalised retention time library. A dextran ladder spectral 

library was built to ensure correct retention time assignment of the internal standard added to 

glycan mixtures. Using the spectral matching feature in Skyline, isomeric discrimination between O-

mannosylated glycans and the glucose-based dextran ladder was achieved. 

As a result of these efforts, system-independent assignment of glycan structure based only on 

precursor mass and glucose unit value can be achieved which was previously not possible using PGC-

based LC-MS. 
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Introduction 

Glycomics aims to comprehensively study the entire complement of sugars found in an organism and 

ideally needs to detect and quantify each individual glycan structure present[96]. The ability to 

discriminate between the often encountered isomeric glycan structures is necessary to accomplish 

this aim. 

Techniques such as capillary electrophoresis and liquid chromatography (LC) are able to separate 

isomeric glycan structures[14]. For glycan analysis, hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) 

can obtain robust separations[28] whereas PGC  is a alternative stationary phase capable of high 

resolving power for separating glycan isomers[29]. While capable of resolving isomeric glycan 

structures, the exact separation mechanism of PGC is unknown therefore glycan structure retention 

times cannot be predicted using in-silico models[97].  

To understand the applicability of PGC for separation of glycans, glycan retention libraries and 

elution order rules have been established[41, 98–100]. As a result of these efforts, glycan structural 

identity can be assigned to peaks detected in a chromatographic run but the retention times 

accompanying these glycan libraries are not widely applicable as they are system specific values[41, 

98–100]. These variations in observed glycan retention time impede precise structural determination 

using PGC. In an alternative analytical approach, Guile et al[95] used a dextran ladder as a glycan 

retention index for fluorescent detection of glycans separated by HILIC and this has been further 

developed over the past two decades into a robust and routine method[28, 101–103]. 

Through the use of a dextran ladder with an increasing degree of polymerisation, system-

independent retention constants for glycans can be derived which are independent of the 

chromatographic system used, though specific for the column stationary phase. These system-

independent retention constants are measured in glucose units (GU) as the dextran ladder is a 

glucose polymer linked through α1,6 glycosidic bonds[104]. One successful example of its 

implementation is the construction of GlycoBase, a database of over 375 2-aminobenzamide  

labelled glycan structures separated on HILIC and assigned with corresponding GU values[105]. This 

database allows automated structural assignment to observed peaks using fluorescent detection and 

their GU values but requires reductive amination-based glycan labelling[103].  

An equivalent standardisation of retention time on which to build a retention index database does 

not exist for PGC despite the high resolving power. In addition, the capacity to interface PGC 

separation of underivatised glycans with mass-spectrometric methods for characterising and 

quantifying glycans can provide additional value to a glycomics experiment compared to 

fluorescence-based glycan detection. 

In this report, we characterise the elution behaviour of a reduced dextran ladder separated by PGC-

LC and use this ladder an internal standard for retention time and peak area normalisation of glycans 

separated and analysed by negative mode PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. A system-independent glycan 

retention value library was created and subsequently applied to characterise all released N-glycans 

detected from a U87MG cell lysate. To improve the automation and robustness of analysis, a spectral 

library was created of the dextran ladder to allow high throughput retention time normalisation of 

complex glycan mixtures even those containing glycans isomeric to the ladder.  
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Experimental section 

Chemicals and materials 

All chemicals were sourced from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, Australia) unless otherwise specified. 

Peptide:N-glycosidase F (PNGase F, product#:V4831) was obtained from Promega (Sydney, Australia). 

All solvents used were LC-MS grade and obtained from Merck Millipore (Sydney Australia). Bovine 

ribonuclease B (product#:R7884), porcine gastric mucin (product#:M1778), Human IgA 

(product#:I1010), bovine lactoferrin (product#:L9507), Human lactoferrin (product#:L0520), bovine 

fetuin (product#:F3385) and human IgG (product#:I4506) were sourced from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, 

Australia). Human neutrophil elastase (product#:342-40) was sourced from LeeBio (Maryland 

Heights, USA). Fungal cellobiohydrolase I was isolated as previously described[23]. All other 

chemicals were analytical grade. 

Cell line culturing 

The U87MG cell line was cultured in a T-75 flask with 10mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 

supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum. After the adherent cells reached 70% confluency, 

the growth medium was removed and adherent cells scraped and collected. The cells were washed 

with phosphate buffered saline, centrifuged (500g for 10 min) and then the supernatant was 

removed, for a total of three washes. The cells were then lysed and protein precipitated using a 

chloroform:methanol:water extraction (10:10:3, by volume). The precipitated protein was removed, 

re-solubilized in 4M urea and protein yield quantified with the Bradford protein assay[23]. 

Preparation of dextran ladder 

10mg of Dextran T2000 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech AB, Uppsala, Sweden) was dissolved in 1mL of 

1M TFA and held at 80˚C for 30 minutes. After this partial acid hydrolysis[106], the sample was dried 

by centrifugal evaporation at room temperature. Once dried, the sample was reduced, desalted and 

carbon cleaned as described by Jensen et al[29] with the following scale-up modifications: reduction 

was performed with 500µL of 2M NaBH4 in 50mM KOH, the sample was desalted with 100µL packed 

volume of cation exchange resin and enriched with 100µL packed volume of graphitised carbon. 

Liquid volumes for desalting and enrichment were increased four-fold from 50µL to 200µ and OMIX 

C18-100µL pipette tips (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) were used to contain the increased solid phase resin 

volumes. The final amount of dextran prepared following graphitised carbon enrichment was 

quantified using the phenol sulphuric acid method[107].  

Glycan release 

N- and O-glycans were released from 30µg of the protein samples as described by Jensen et al[24]. 

Briefly, the protein samples were spotted on polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore, 

Sydney, Australia) and stained with Direct Blue (Sigma-Aldrich, Sydney, Australia). The membrane 

spots were excised and washed in separate wells in a 96-well plate (Corning Incorporated, NY). N-

glycans were released using 1U PNGase-F (Promega, Sydney, Australia) at 37°C, overnight.  Following 

N-glycan removal, 500mM NaBH4 in 50mM KOH solution was added to immobilised protein spots for 

16 h to release reduced O-linked glycans by reductive β-elimination. 

Released N-glycans were reduced and both N-glycans and O-glycans were desalted and enriched 

offline using AG 50W-X8 (Bio-Rad, Sydney, Australia) strong cation exchange followed by PGC solid 

phase extraction micro-columns (Grace, Columbia, MD, USA). Prior to injection, 26ng of the dextran 

ladder was added to each glycan mixture. 
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Glycan data acquisition 

PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS experiments were performed on an UltiMate3000 high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) interfaced with a LTQ Velos Pro ion trap 

(Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA). Separations were performed using a PGC LC column (3µm, 

100mm x 0.18mm, Hypercarb, Thermo Scientific) maintained at 50°C, for reduced peak width and 

improve spray stability. Mobile phases used for separation were composed of 10 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate aqueous solution (solvent A) and 10mM ammonium bicarbonate aqueous solution with 

70% (v/v) acetonitrile (solvent B) with a flow rate of 4µl/min. Two gradients were used for 

normalisation experiments with the first as follows: 0-4.9 min, 1% B; 4.9-50 min, linear increase up to 

45.2% B; 50-55 min, held at 99% B; 55-60 min, equilibrated at 1% B for 5 min before next injection - 

giving a total LC run time of 60 min. The second gradient, simulating reduced glycan retention, was 

the the same except 0-4.9 min was at 8% B. The gradient used for building the GU library was as 

follows: 0-4.9 min, 1% B; 5 min, 7.8% B; 5-73 min, 64% B; 73-78 min, 99% B, 78-83 min, equilibrated 

at 1% B for 5 min before next injection - giving a total LC run time of 83 min. 

MS parameters were used as previously optimized and are described by Ashwood et al[22] to obtain 

ten data points per chromatographic glycan peak and MS2 spectra capable of discriminating glycan 

isomers. 

Glycan data analysis 

Software-assisted manual glycan identification and annotation of spectra was performed as 

previously described[22] using Xcalibur (v3.0), RawMeat (v2.1), GlycoMod[74] and GlycoWorkBench 

(v2.1)[87]. O-glycan structural assignment was specifically performed using UniCarb-DB[15] searching 

of the human mucin dataset created by Jin et al[108]. Apex retention time values used were as 

identified by Skyline (v4.1.1.18151)[109]. Peak area calculation and normalisation to the dextran 

ladder (also known as global standards) was also performed by 

Skyline[110][109][109][109][108][108][107][107][106][105][105][105]. Equation determination and 

relative abundance normalisation was performed with Microsoft Excel (v2010). The glycan library 

with GU values represented as explicit retention times was built in Excel and a corresponding Skyline 

library made in “small molecule” mode as previously described by Ashwood et al[22]. 

Spectral library 

Raw data files were centroided using msconvert and the SSL file was subsequently populated with 

appropriate fields from the analysis of raw data files using msaccess with all software obtained from 

the Proteowizard package[111] (v3.0.10730). Chemical formula and inchikeys were determined using 

ChemDraw. Unique glycan structural identifiers were assigned to unambiguous glycan structures 

using GlyTouCan[112] (last accessed: 2018-07-14) and the spectral library constructed using 

Bibliospec[113]. MS2 spectral annotation was performed using GlycoWorkBench[87] 

(https://code.google.com/archive/p/glycoworkbench/downloads), manually inspected for 

verification, and added to the BLIB file using SQLite v3.22 (https://www.sqlite.org/download.html).  

https://code.google.com/archive/p/glycoworkbench/downloads
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Results and discussion 

Dextran ladder separated by PGC chromatography 

After analysing partially hydrolysed dextran by PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS, a chemically reduced dextran 

ladder, composed of subunit lengths varing between 3-13 GU, was detected with (Glc)6 the most 

abundant subunit (Figure 1A/1C). Dextran ladder subunits less than 3 GU were not detected and the 

loss of these may be attributed to the graphitised carbon cleanup stage which has been reported to 

not retain monosaccharides and disaccharides[29]. As dextran ladder subunits greater than 13 GU 

were not detected, we hypothesise that an acetonitrile composition greater than 50% (v/v) would be 

required for their elution from the graphitised carbon clean-up. As the PGC column is a stationary 

phase capable of strongly binding polar analytes[114], we enriched the dextran ladder using an 

offline carbon cleanup step to limit the ladder range, preventing a loss of column retention strength 

due to longer dextran subunits remaining on the column with the gradient used. 

The elution pattern of the ladder was best described with a logarithmic equation (Figure 1B, Table S-

1, R2 > 0.99). Our prepared sample of hydrolysed detran did not change in its measured retention 

time values with PGC chromatography for 10 technical replicate injections with a median CV of 0.5% 

for retention time and no observed loss of retention over the 10 runs (Figure S-1). As an assessment 

of the reproducibility of our PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS platform for MS1 extracted chromatogram (EIC) 

based quantitation, we also observed a median CV of 8% for peak area (Figure S-1) based on 

monoisotopic extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) peak areas. 

While the logarithmic elution pattern of a dextran ladder separated on PGC has not previously been 

reported, 2AB labelled dextran ladder has previously been characterised to elute in a logarithmic 

pattern using HILIC amide-based columns[95]. On the other hand, a linear elution pattern was 

observed with permethylated dextran separated on reversed-phase C18 with a linear elution 

gradient[115]. In addition to research characterising the dextran elution pattern, a labelled dextran 

ladder separated by HILIC  has previously been used to normalise retention time variation[95]. 

Normalising variation in retention time and MS quantitation 

Retention time variation was normalised to an index represented by GU values by converting 

retention time values using run-specific logarthmic equations based on the dextran ladder. To test 

the normalisation effectiveness, a batch of 16 samples containing a mixture of paucimannose and 

high mannose glycans was separated. Then, an artificial retention time shift was introduced by 

running the last 8 samples with a higher starting organic solvent composition. As shown in Figure 2A, 

this resulted in a significant disruption in glycan retention times across the entire batch. Instead of 

using retention time, describing the glycan elution value with GU, obtained through logarithmic 

transformation of the observed retention times, significantly minimised variation (Figure 2B). 

As there are a variety of quantitative methods for glycomics, alternative peak normalisation methods 

are used depending on the research hypothesis. Despite this, all quantitative glycomics experiments 

encounter technical variation as a major obstacle for reliable quantitation. An equimolar amount of 

dextran ladder was added to the previously defined released glycan mixture, as used for the 

retention time normalisation experiment. Peak area variation of technical replicate samples was 

reduced by quantifying glycans based on their EIC peak area as a ratio to the internal standards 

corresponding to the dextran ladder internal standard (Glc4-8)[109]. These subunits of the dextran 

ladder were chosen for normalisation as they were the most abundant subunits detected and the use 
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of multiple standards across the chromatographic run has been demonstrated to be a more robust 

than normalisation to a single standard[116]. 

As shown in Figure 2C, the variability between glycan peak areas across technical replicates was 

measured to assess post-acquisition normalisation methods. Without normalisation, the median co-

efficient of variation (CV) in glycan peak areas was 17%. Relative abundance, a normalisation method 

which quantifies individual glycan structures based on their EIC peak area compared to the total EIC 

peak area for all detected glycans, is typically used in LC-MS-based glycomics[29], and more than 

halved this variation (6% median CV). Quantifying glycans based on their peak areas ratios relative to 

the dextran ladder standards was performed in parallel and found to reduce variation to the same 

extent (6% median CV).  

Relative abundance quantitation is frequently performed when analysing quantitative differences in 

glycan populations as it does not require internal standards. This form of quantitation also provides 

normalisation of technical variation due to each glycan being a percentage of the total glycan 

abundance in a single analytical run[44]. However one inherent limitation in this approach is the 

inability to detect overall perturbations in protein glycosylation which change the total amount of 

glycosylation such as inhibition of the N-glycosylation pathway[117]. With the approach described 

here, normalisation to internal standards added in equal amount to all samples, these pertubations 

can be monitored[118]. 

We have normalised both glycan peak areas and retention time using Skyline, an open-source 

software package for LC-MS experiments[109]. The use of software instead of manual analysis is 

desireable for automated glycan profiling as it results in improved reproducibility and higher 

throughput[119]. While Skyline is currently limited to retention time normalisation using linear 

equations, normalisation of glycan retention time was still suitable with five point calibration (Figure 

S-2, R2 =0.998) however assignment of glycan GU values was performed manually using seven point 

logarithmic calibration for improved accuracy (R2 >0.999). 

Normalisation of glycan retention time to GU values allows the observed GU value of a glycan to be a 

widely applicable parameter in structure assignment. Following characterisation of the glycan 

structures using orthogonal MS/MS annotation, a GU library with assigned glycan structures was 

constructed (File S-2). An approach such as this, primarily using glycosidase treatment, has been 

successfully applied for HILIC-based labelled-glycan separation[95] but does not yet exist for PGC-

based and/or unlabelled glycan separation. 

Development of a glycan GU library for PGC-based chromatography 

Thirty micrograms of purified glycoproteins, including lactoferrin, fetuin and ribonuclease B, carrying 

the main classes of N-glycans (high mannose, hybrid, paucimannose, complex) and O-glycans (O-

GalNAc multiple core-types and O-Mannose) had their glycans released, combined with the purified 

dextran ladder and analysed with PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. As a result, 189 N-glycan and 100 O-glycan 

unique structures were assigned GU values (Table 1 and File S-2). The range of our prepared dextran 

ladder was suitable for assignment of GU values for N-glycans from one of the smallest and most 

hydrophilic glycans (M3B, 4 GU) to core-fucosylated tetra-antennary glycans (A4G(4)4F1S4, 13 GU) 

having GU values within the range of our ladder. Several O-glycan structures were outside this range 

with 5 structures assigned a GU value less than 3 and 4 structures with assigned GU values greater 

than 13 (Table S-2). With the logarithmic elution behaviour of the dextran ladder, extrapolated GU 

values for glycans outside 3-13 GU can serve as a suitable strategy until further improvements allows 

detection of an increased dextran ladder length on PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. 
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To ensure no duplication in the library, glycans with precursor values within m/z ±0.5 and retention 

values within ±0.2 GU between glycan library entries were excluded. More stringent filtering could be 

performed with longer gradients which would give more accurate retention times. In addition to 

glycan structures (represented by GlyTouCan accession values[112]) assigned to GU value, other 

important metadata such as observed and theoretical m/z values and MIRAGE compliant parameters 

are included in the supplementary files, allowing this library to be used with other LC-MS-based 

glycan analysis platforms[16]. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of our library for analysing biologically relevant glycan mixtures, 

PNGase-F released N-glycans from 30 µg of a protein extract from U87MG cell line were mixed with 

the dextran ladder and analysed by PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. Filtering for unique structures, using derived 

GU values and precursor masses, 71 glycan structures were matched to the standards in the library, 

utilising 1/3rd of our mammalian GU library (Figure 3A and B). 

The data were analysed manually in parallel and 46 N-glycan structures not included in the initial GU 

library were characterised and identified in the cell lysate. These N-glycan structures were 

predominantly complex tri-antennary and tetra-antennary N-glycans which did not exist in our 

original library due to different sialic acid linkages and/or the presence of the LacDiNAc epitope 

which were evidently not detected from our standard glycoproteins (Figure 3C). These new 

structures were subsequently added to the library to completely cover the N-glycans detected. 

While GU values obtained using PGC chromatography appear to be suitable for discriminating 

between glycan isomers (e.g. glycan structures differing in sialic acid linkage), the additional use of 

diagnostic ions can further increase confidence in glycan structure assignment[22]. This workflow 

provides the first PGC-based GU library for automated glycan characterisation by LC-MS and as a 

result of conversion of retention time to GU values, the library is applicable for PGC-based LC 

separations irrespective of system and column condition.  

Understanding PGC-based glycan separation 

The assignment of GU values to a diverse range of glycan structures separated on PGC affords an 

opportunity to further understand the mechanism by which these glycan structures are separated. 

The derived GU values for N-glycans with and without substructural features such as core-fucose and 

bisecting GlcNAc were compared and strong correlative trends were observed (Figure 4, R2 >0.9). 

For N-glycans, the presence of bisecting GlcNAc resulted in reduced retention with the magnitude 

depending on the retention characteristics of the non-bisected precursor glycan structure. For one of 

the earlier eluting glycan structures (M3, 5.5 GU) the bisected version elutes 2.1 GU earlier (M3B, 3.4 

GU) whereas for a later eluting structure (F(6)A1, 6.9 GU) the bisected version elutes 1.2 GU earlier 

(F(6)A1B, 5.7 GU). An inverse relationship in GU shifts was observed for the addition of core-fucose 

which resulted in an increase in retention, the magnitude of which, depended again on the precursor 

non-fucoslyated glycan structure. For one of the earlier eluting glycan structures (A1B, 3.6 GU) the 

core-fucosylated form elutes 1.6 GU later (F(6)A1B, 5.2 GU) whereas for a later eluting structure (M3, 

6.3 GU) the core-fucosylated version elutes 2.2 GU later (M3F, 8.5 GU). 

The desire to describe the mechanism by which PGC separates glycan structures has been a goal for 

several groups in the past[41, 98, 100]. Our GU library is consistent with these PGC elution rules and 

provides additional detail by providing predictive GU models, enabled as a result of our conversion of 

retention time to a system-independent GU values. As this library becomes further populated with a 
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wider range of glycan structures, the net retention effect of other sub-structural elements, such as 

sialic acid linkages, could be modelled in the same way as demonstrated here.  

Development of a dextran ladder spectral library 

To extend the applicability of the dextran ladder towards resolving mixtures containing isomers of 

the hydrolysed dextran, we developed a spectral library of the dextran ladder composed of 3-13 

units. Our dextran ladder mixed with O-mannose glycans from cellobiohydrolase I, a fungal protein 

secreted by T. reesei, was chosen as a challenging sample to test our spectral library approach due to 

the glycans being isomeric with the dextran ladder[23]. As shown in Figure 5A, three polysaccharides 

were detected with masses consistent with a composition of (Hex)4 (m/z 667.23 ±0.35) and, as 

multiple MS2 scans were collected for each isomer, extracted ion chromatograms for each 

theoretically expected product ion were contructed (Figure 5B).  

Following analysis of only the dextran ladder, a spectral library was populated with observed and 

annotated MS2 spectra with one example shown in Figure 5C.  The use of the spectral matching 

feature in Skyline identified the peak at 19.9 min to be the most probable match out of the three 

glycan peaks. The strong match between the peak at 19.9 minutes (dotp 0.92) and the spectral 

library (Figure 5C) is due to a single prominent peak at m/z 383.1 representing a cross-ring fragment 

of a glucose tetramer which is specific for dextran rather than the isomeric O-mannosylated 

glycans[120]. The same correct peak picking was achieved for all other isomers ((Hex)3, (Hex)4, (Hex)5 

and (Hex)6) due to the characteristic cross-ring fragmentation pattern of the glucose-based dextran 

(Figure S-3). 

The assigned dotP score is as defined by Toprak et al[121], using a normalised spectral constrast 

angle comparison of library and unknown spectra which has previously been used for targeted 

peptide spectral matching. The normalised spectral contrast angle comparison was found to 

sensitively quantify the similarity of spectra and, although we were analysing glycans instead of 

peptides, serves as a useful foundation for future studies in spectral matching methods. Our 

development of an annotated spectral library, combined with the unique fragmentation pattern of 

dextran, allows automated assignment of the dextran ladder subunits to discrete retention times 

without requiring manual peak selection.  

Data availability and supporting information 

In order to adhere to the MIRAGE guidelines[40], complete LC-MS method parameters and data links 

between raw file names, corresponding Skyline assays and glycan GU libraries listed in file S-1 as well 

as all supplementary figures and tables.  The glycan GU libraries are available in file S-2. The raw data 

files were uploaded to Chorus (Project 1399). Skyline assays, glycan GU libraries and the annotated 

dextran ladder spectral library can be found on Panorama 

(panoramaweb.org/project/__r4143/begin.view?). Glycan MS2 spectra annotated by 

GlycoWorkBench are found in file S-3. 

Conclusions 

These results demonstrate the first example of system-independent assignment of glycan structure 

based only on precursor mass and GU value using PGC-based LC-MS, with orthogonal confirmation 

by MS2. A glycan library was constructed and our described method was applied to N-glycans 

released from a U87MG cell line. Despite the identification of peaks with unassigned glycan 

structures, parallel software-assisted manual analysis allowed extension of the library for complete 
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N-glycan assignment of those detected from the cell line. Arising from current technical limitations 

regarding exact glycan structure determination, some assigned glycan structures are partially 

ambiguous but continuing efforts in glycan characterisation by alternative MS/MS modes[122] and  

ion-mobility/spectroscopy[123] could overcome this limitation for complete glycan structural 

characterisation. 

Although this library is by no means comprehensive for all glycan structures and therefore applicable 

towards all sample types, it serves as a foundation for further extension into a comprehensive glycan 

library.  
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1 Characterisation of the dextran ladder using PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS. Panel A Combined 
extracted ion chromatograms of each observed subunit of the dextran ladder. Panel B Best equation 
fitting of retention time for GU assignment (110 data points) with linear equation in black and 
logarithmic equation in red. Panel C Summed MS spectra across the dextran ladder retention time 
range 
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Figure 2 Normalising two aspects of LC-MS variation using a dextran ladder. Glycan structure colour 
legend corresponds to all panels. Panel A Observed retention times of a glycan mixture over 16 
technical replicates with a simulated loss of retention for replicates 9-16. Panel B Normalised 
retention times of the 16 technical replicates shown in panel A. Panel C Peak area variation 
comparison of post-acquisition normalisation techniques for glycan quantitation. 

 

 
Figure 3 Application of a PGC-based GU library for identification of N-glycans released from a U87MG 
cell lysate. Panel A Extracted ion chromatograms of U87MG glycans mixed with the dextran ladder, 
only dextran subunits 4-11 highlighted. Panel B Coverage of the GU library comprising glycans from 
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purified glycoprotein standards. Panel C Comparison of glycan class coverage following extension of 
GU library with cell lysate N-glycans 

 
Figure 4 Identification of equations to predict glycan GU values by correlation of base structure GU 
value with A) bisected and B) core-fucosylated glycan structures 
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Figure 5 Automated glucose-based dextran ladder peak assignment in a glycan sample containing 
isomeric mannose-based glycans using a spectral library approach. Panel A MS1 extracted ion 
chromatograms for the glycan composition (Hex)4 m/z 667.2302 [M-H]-, structures identified. Panel B 
MS2 extracted ion chromatograms of abundant product ions for the glycan composition defined in 
panel A. Panel C Annotated MS2 spectra of dextran standard, (Glc)4 m/z 667.2302 [M-H]- for use in 
spectral matching. Panel D Isomeric (Hex)4 MS2 spectra with spectral similarity score shown as dotp 
value. 
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Standard 
(Protein or glycolipid) 

Number of 
glycan 
structures 

Main type of 
glycan 

Bovine fetuin  
(N-glycans) 

17 
Complex 
Sialylated[124] 

Bovine lactoferrin  
(N-glycans) 

72 
Complex 
Fucosylated[125] 

Human neutrophil 
elastase (N-glycans) 

16 Paucimannose[126] 

Human IgG (N-
glycans) 

6 
Complex Non-
sialylated[127] 

Human IgA (N-
glycans) 

59 
Complex Sialylated, 
Hybrid and 
Bisected[128] 

Human lactoferrin  
(N-glycans) 

17 
Complex 
Fucosylated[125] 

Fungal 
cellobiohydrolase I 
(N-glycans) 

2 High mannose[129] 

Total N-glycan unique 
mammalian 
structures 

189 All types 

Porcine gastric mucin 
(O-glycans) 

92 
O-GalNAc, multiple 
core types[130] 

Fungal 
Cellobiohydrolase I 
(O-glycans) 

8 
O-
mannosylation[23] 

Table 1 Purified glycoproteins used for GU library construction of released glycans 
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SECTION 2 – INVESTIGATING THE TLR4 COMPLEX AND EFFECT OF 

ITS ACTIVATION ON PROTEIN N-GLYCOSYLATION 
 

Preface 

While section 1 of this thesis has focused on optimisation of data acquisition and data analysis to 

improve the quality of data collected to study protein glycosylation, this thesis section is the 

application of these techniques, and other approaches, to investigate a challenging area of 

immunological research: chronic pain. 

 

Introduction 

The TLR4 signalling complex as a mediator of disease states 

Pattern recognition receptors, including toll-like receptors, are responsible for the immediate host 

defence system response to recognise specific foreign and host biomolecules. These foreign and host 

biomolecules are described as damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) and pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), respectively[131]. Through TLR4 binding to a molecular 

pattern such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a classic PAMP, a complex signalling process is initiated 

which results in induction of cytokines and other inflammatory mediators[132, 133]. Despite this 

being a convoluted signalling process, activation of the TLR4 signalling pathway is considered 

immediate (reported cell response within 2 hours[134])  which contrasts with other immune 

responses such as antibody and T-cell activation.  

As the TLR4 signalling pathway is a contributing cause for a wide range of human diseases with 

complex mechanisms including diabetes[135, 136], alcoholism [137, 138] and myocardial 

ischemia[139], expression of the TLR4 complex has been mapped to specific-tissue regions and cell-

types. While TLR4 mRNA has been detected in almost all tissues, antibody detection of TLR4 has 

revealed its expression in the brain, endocrine tissues, bone marrow and immune system, and the 

gastrointestinal tract[140]. The brain has been one area of focus in particular for understanding the 

role of TLR4 in recognising DAMPs and PAMPs involved in chronic pain[137, 141–143]. Further 

complicating research into the TLR4 pathway of brain, there are various cell types present, and each 

cell type can play unique roles in the overall immune response to neuropathic pain[144]. 

The TLR4 signalling pathway 

Toll-like receptors are trans-membrane receptors that, upon binding to ligands, initiate intracellular 

signalling pathways. These toll-like receptors which respond to gram-positive bacterial or fungal 
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infection were first discovered in Drosophila melanogaster [145]. Similarly to humans, activation of 

toll-like receptors in Drosophila results in the activation of nuclear factor kappa B (NF-KB) [146].  

In humans, 13 toll-like receptors have currently been identified but their significance was not 

understood until mutations of a gene with unknown protein encoding in mice were performed, 

identifying defective immune responses to LPS[147]. Through subsequent genetic and physical 

mapping of this gene region, Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) was identified as the candidate gene 

responsible for this defective response to LPS[148]. 

For toll-like receptors generally, ligand binding induces receptor dimerization and additional 

conformational changes, attracting adaptor molecules. The adaptor molecules, including Myeloid 

Differentiation factor 88 (MyD88), toll-interleukin 1 receptor (TIR) domain-containing adaptor 

protein (TIRAP) and TIR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-β (TRIF), in turn stimulate 

NF-κB which in turn, activates proinflammatory cytokines. These proinflammatory cytokines, TNFα, 

IL-1β, IL-6, IL-18,  have been understood to influence chronic pain states and other immune 

responses[149]. 

For TLR4 specifically, its activation can be mediated by two adaptor molecules, TIRAP and TRAM, 

which can activate two major pathways: the TIRAP-MYD88 pathway, for early NF-KB activation and 

inflammatory cytokine production, and the TRIF- toll-like receptor adaptor molecule 1 (TRAM) 

pathway, which up-regulates genes encoding type I interferons, and activates late phase NF-KB 

through secreted TNFα[150]. MyD88 is the predominant signalling pathway for the TLR4-mediated 

LPS response[151]. 

The initial activation of the TLR4 protein complex is of interest, as it is frequently a target of 

pharmacological efforts to prevent potentially fatal cytokine storms resulting from repeated TLR4 

activation[152]. For LPS stimulation specifically, liposaccharide binding protein (LBP) and CD14 

mediate the binding of LPS to MD-2, a secreted protein. This MD-2/LPS complex subsequently acts as 

a ligand for TLR4, starting the intracellular signalling pathway[153]. To study the proteins part of the 

TLR4 complex, TLR4, MD-2 and CD14, crystallography has been the predominant technique in the 

context of their inactivation by small molecule inhibitors. 

Models to study TLR4 activation 

Toll-like receptors are expressed in a variety of mammalian immune system-related cell types 

including B cells, natural killer cells and macrophages, as well as non-immune cells such as epithelial 

and endothelial cells[140]. In the brain, neurons were originally implicated as the sole mediators in 

pain, however the roles of other cell types such as microglia and astrocytes in pain mediation are 

steadily being realised[154, 155] as being partly responsible for the conception and modulation of 

physiological pain states[155, 156].   
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Looking for avenues to modulate these pain states through pharmacological action, a variety of TLR4 

signalling pathway inhibitors have been developed which target several proteins involved in the 

complex namely, TLR4 and MD-2. These inhibitors include lipid-based molecules (Eritoran[157]) and 

smaller molecules (Resatorvid[158] and a derivative of 2-acetamidopyranoside[159]) and these 

antagonists  have been demonstrated to prevent[160] and reverse preclinical models of neuropathic 

pain[161].  

The majority of studies investigating TLR4 activation use LPS stimulation with cell lines as a model for 

the response to PAMPs and DAMPs with a typical focus on CD14, MD2 and TLR4 as a complex[162–

166]. To study TLR4 activation in animals, mouse or rats are typically chosen as model organisms. 

Instead of the LPS administration which is used in the cell line models, TLR4 activation is typically 

induced through unilateral sciatic nerve chronic constriction injury (CCI) which develops into 

neuropathic pain[160, 161, 167]. This CCI method has been established to produce disorders of pain 

sensation similar to those seen in humans, thus serving as a model system to investigate chronic 

neuropathic pain[168, 169]. 

The neuropathic pain generated as part of this model is then monitored by behavioural 

measurements including mechanical withdrawal threshold and thermal withdrawal latency[168]. As 

pain transmission from the peripheral nervous system to the central nervous system can be 

modulated, the animal response to pain can be reduced, unmodified or amplified which can be 

determined using these behavioural measurements[170, 171], with an amplified animal response to 

pain known clinically as hyperalgesia. In addition to these forms of modulation, allodynia, heightened 

sensitivity to typically non-painful stimuli, can also occur[172]. The brain is responsible for the 

processing of these pain states with modulation of these pain signals occurring in the spinal cord 

dorsal horns[172]. While the role of cells and proteins of the TLR4-complex have been realised for 

transmission of pain signals from the peripheral nervous system to the brain, the role of protein 

glycosylation in cell to cell signalling and subsequent signal transduction has not been understood in 

the neuropathic pain area. 
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CHAPTER 7 – CHARACTERISING PROTEIN N-GLYCOSYLATION CHANGES FOLLOWING TLR4 

ACTIVATION 
 

7.1 PREFACE 

 
Following the development of improved methods for analysing protein glycans as described in 

Section1 of this thesis, we sought to investigate the effect on protein glycosylation produced by TLR4 

activation. As identified in Paper 2, the role of protein glycosylation has not been studied in any pain 

models and is further compounded by the lack of quantitative glycan structural analysis in this area. 

Quantitative analysis of protein glycosylation could serve as a useful foundation for understanding 

the role of protein glycosylation in the central nervous system inflammatory response.  Furthermore, 

as protein glycosylation is a mediator of cell signalling and communication[173–175], glycans have 

been demonstrated to play a role  in several facets the human inflammatory response[176–178]. In 

this chapter, we aimed to provide a first glimpse into the effect TLR4 activation has on cellular and 

secreted protein N-glycosylation.  

Overall, we aim to evaluate protein N-glycosylation changes in the components of TLR4 pathway 

activation both in vitro and in vivo. Such changes would be expected to produce a different cell 

surface architecture. This overall aim includes four sub aims:  

 to determine whether N-glycan structures differ on proteins secreted into the cell culture 

media in vitro from cell lines following TLR4 pathway activation by LPS stimulation;  

 to investigate whether protein N-glycan structure profiles vary in different mouse brain 

regions, and whether there are glycomic changes in those regions corresponding to the 

animal behaviour arising from TLR4 pathway activation by neuropathic pain in vivo;  

 to measure any changes in protein N-glycan structure profiles of different mouse spinal cord 

regions (L3,4,5) responding to TLR4 pathway activation by neuropathic pain in vivo;  

 to investigate whether unilateral CCI to the mouse in vivo, produces spinal cord side-specific 

N-glycan structure differences. 
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7.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Methods for the results generated in this section can be found described in detail in Chapter 2. 

7.2.1 Secreted protein glycosylation in TLR4-activated cell lines 

 
Secreted proteins are a useful starting point for investigating the cellular response to inflammation 

as these proteins often act as co-factors or adaptor molecules for membrane-based receptors (such 

as MD-2 and secreted CD14)[179, 180]. To examine the effect of TLR4 activation on secreted protein 

glycosylation, a human glioblastoma cell line, U87MG, was treated with LPS, a known agonist of the 

TLR4 pathway. A HEK293 cell line, known to not express protein components of the TLR4 pathway 

[181], was also treated with LPS to act as a negative control. Before the addition of LPS and 

commencement of determining the secreted protein glycan changes over time, the cells were 

conditioned in serum-free media for 24 hours at 70% confluence. Three washes with serum-free 

media was performed prior to 24-hour conditioning to ensure no carryover of serum glycoproteins 

and the 24 hour conditioning was used to allow proteins to be secreted from the cell line and 

therefore obtain a protein N-glycosylation profile at time point 0.  

As time-course studies investigating the effect of TLR4 activation on secreted protein glycosylation 

have not been performed previously, a wide range of time points (0-44 hours) was chosen after LPS 

administration. The use of serum-free media did not result in greatly reduced cell viability for up to 

57 hours after removal of serum (85% average cell viability, Supp Table 7.1) with a 10% decrease in 

cell viability of U87MG cells at 68 hours following serum-free media replacement. The HEK293 cells 

had a consistent cell viability of 89% up to and including 68 hours after serum-free media 

replacement. At each time point up to and including 44 hours after LPS administration, secreted 

proteins were collected from the serum-free culture media and proteins extracted using acetone 

precipitation. The glycans attached to these secreted proteins were subsequently released and then 

analysed with PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS.  

For both human cell lines, fifty-six N-glycan structures that were identified  and quantified across the 

time points were released from the secreted proteins (Supp Table 7.2). The structures comprised the 

main glycan classes (high mannose, hybrid, paucimannose and complex type, Fig 7.1) with sialylated 

complex N-glycans making up over 80% of the total glycan relative abundance.  
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Figure 7.1 N-glycans detected and quantified from glycoproteins secreted by HEK293 and U87MG cell 
lines in serum-free media conditions, grouped by their glycan classes. * denotes glycan structures 
detected at trace levels without MS/MS. For this dataset, all glycans are core-fucosylated at the first 
GlcNAc with the fucose appearing next to the second GlcNAc due to the fucose linkage. 

To put these time-course changes into perspective, we used the 0-hour LPS treatment secreted 

protein glycan profile as the ratio upon which a log value was determined for the relative abundance 

of each glycan structure. As shown in Figure 7.2, the control HEK293 cell line did not have any 

obvious changes of glycan abundance upon LPS stimulation, while the U87MG cell line had a clear 

change of N-glycan type abundance on these secreted proteins. Upon LPS stimulation of the U87MG 
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cell line, we expected glycan abundance changes in sialylation as this has been previously observed 

on the mucous membrane of epithelial globlet cells in a rat model[182]. Instead, we observed 

changes in core-fucosylation, with a 30-fold increase of glycans with this structural feature between 

8 and 22 hours after LPS administration compared to the starting glycan profile.  Specifically, N-

glycan structures featuring core-fucosylation had increased expression between 10 and 22 hours 

after LPS treatment and this increase was complemented by an overall relative decrease in glycan 

structures without core-fucosylation.  For the remaining time points, 33 and 44 hours after LPS 

treatment, the core-fucosylation reverted back almost completely to the original glycan profile, 

indicating this was a temporary change in the secreted protein glycosylation profile induced by LPS 

stimulation.  

Biologically, the addition of core-fucose is mediated by fucosyltransferase 8, which has not previously 

been implicated in the cellular response of lipopolysaccharide treatment via the TLR4 signalling 

pathway. Despite this, core-fucosylation of CD14, a protein that mediates the TLR4 signalling 

pathway, has recently been identified to be critical for CD14-dependent TLR4 signalling[183]. As 

CD14 can mediate the TLR4 signalling pathway in both secreted and membrane bound forms, our 

results may have captured the up-regulation of core-fucosylation which, on CD14, is essential for 

TLR4 activation[184]. 

While cell lines serve as useful first avenues of investigation for human diseases, the interplay that 

occurs in vivo between different cell types and their spatial location cannot be assessed by this model 

system. While our in vitro model investigated TLR4 activation by LPS, that is a PAMP, DAMPs related 

to neuropathic pain can also activate TLR4[160]. Thus we moved to a mouse model of neuropathic 

pain to more directly investigate the effect of pain on cellular protein glycosylation. 
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Figure 7.2 Time-course study quantifying secreted protein glycan changes following LPS 
administration to U87MG cells using HEK293 cells as a negative control. 
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7.2.2 Glycan analysis of the mouse central nervous system 

 
Moving from the cell line model towards an animal model, we have used a mouse model to study the 

effect of TLR4 activation on N-glycan expression in both the brain and spinal cord using the CCI 

mouse model of neuropathic pain. These nervous system regions were chosen as they are regions 

involved in the perception of pain. Following peripheral nerve injury, the glia cell type can become 

activated in the spinal cord and cause signalling to neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord 

which in turn transmits these signals to and from the brain[185]. The lumbar spinal cord region (L3, 

L4 and L5) is of particular interest for the CCI injury model as the plantar surface of the mouse hind-

paw is innervated by components of the L3, L4 and L5 spinal nerves and the mouse hind-paw is used 

for behavioural Von-Frey measurements of allodynia and hyperalgesia (Supp Fig 7.1)[186]. The 

periaqueductal grey (PAG) and the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) transmit and modulate 

descending signals to the spinal cord and both of these brain regions have been implicated in the 

maintenance of neuropathic pain[187]. 

As samples were to be used as part of an interdisciplinary project that involved spatial imaging of 

metabolites, only a small amount of tissue was available (<5mg). Following protein extraction, using 

homogenisation and chloroform:methanol:water protein precipitation, the brain samples were 

consistent in protein amounts (Table 1) but the spinal cord samples did not have the same amount of 

protein, especially the L3 tissue samples which were particularly low. Samples with low glycan signal 

to noise ratios were excluded from data analysis with no further outlier removal. 

Tissue 
location 

Average protein 
amount (ug) 

PAG 5.94 

RVM 5.79 

L3 1.40 

L4 2.63 

L5 2.75 

Table 7.1 Extracted protein of representative samples from each tissue region. Protein content 
determined using the Bradford protein assay. The PAG and RVM locations are from the brain while 
L3, L4 and L5 are from the spinal cord 

N-glycans released from the brain samples by PNGase F were identified and quantified by PGC LC 

MS/MS and found to all comprise high mannose, paucimannose, hybrid and complex glycan classes 

(Fig 7.3, Supp Table 7.3). The total N-glycan intensity, a measure of the abundance of all N-glycan 

species in the sample, in the periaqueductal grey (PAG) and rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) 

tissue regions were approximately the same which was expected due to each sample having similar 

amounts of extracted protein. 
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The different spinal cord regions had variation in their total N-glycan intensities, likely caused by 

observed differences in extracted protein amounts, which resulted in a lower number of glycan 

structures detected, compared to the brain samples. Samples from the L3 tissue region had a 

particularly low abundance of glycans and thus could not be compared to L4 or L5 samples. Due to 

the variability in overall glycan intensity, tissue level comparisons were only performed between PAG 

and RVM brain regions as well as between L4 and L5 spinal cord regions. 

 

 
Figure 7.3 N-glycans detected and quantified from the PAG, RVM and spinal cord regions of mice, 
grouped by their glycan classes. Referred structure number denoted under N-glycan graphic. 
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7.2.3 Mouse brain tissue N-glycan analysis 

 

7.2.3.1 Characterisation of N-glycans in the mouse brain 

 
Analysing the glycans found in brain tissue regions RVM and PAG (n=11, 12 for RVM and PAG 

respectively. Fig 7.4 and supplementary table 7.3), a large proportion of glycans were from the high 

mannose class (relative abundance average across both tissue regions of 44% ±5% S.D.) and the 

complex class (relative abundance average across both tissue regions of 46% ±5% S.D.). Interestingly, 

only 3% of glycans by relative abundance were sialylated (±1% S.D.), 21% of glycans were bisected 

with β1,4 linked GlcNAc (±3% S.D.) and 4% of glycans were of the paucimannose class (±1% S.D.). 

Due to the low sialylation and unusually high abundance of bisected N-glycan structures, we 

compared our results to previously published analyses of mouse brain N-glycans. We found the most 

comparable data set to be the Centre for Functional Glycomics dataset of a mouse whole brain. The 

CFG dataset is slightly different from our results as they homogenised an entire brain rather than a 

tissue section, thus losing brain substructure localisation 

(http://www.functionalglycomics.org/glycomics/publicdata/glycoprofiling-new.jsp, accessed 

September, 2017). Our main point of interest, for this comparison, is that the top 10 most abundant 

N-glycans found in our study of the proteins in the PAG and RVM samples are very similar to the 

glycans released from whole brain homogenate analysed with a different analysis platform by the 

CFG (Table 7.2). 

With this analytical platform (Agilent 3D ion-trap), Abrahams et al observed an underestimation of 

sialylated glycan structures[188] and, compared to another analytical platform used in this thesis 

(Thermo Scientific linear ion-trap), this is a more significant issue for the 3D ion-trap architecture. 

Another complication is the amount of tissue used (less than 10mg for our work compared to a 

whole brain, as published by the CFG). We expect with an increased amount of sample, detection 

and quantitation of these larger sialylated glycan structures would occur. 
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Abundance 
Rank 

PAG N-glycans (Mouse brain) 
(This data) 

Total N-glycans (Mouse brain) 
(CFG whole brain data) 

1 

  

2 

  

3 

 

 

4 

  

5 

 

 

6 

  

7 

  

8 

 

 

9 

 

 

10 

 

 

11 

 

 

Table 7.2 N-glycan structure abundance rank comparison between this dataset and a previously 
published dataset of the CFG, both looking at mouse brain N-glycans. 

7.2.3.2 Brain region-specific N-glycan differences 

 
To see if there were any significant differences in glycan relative abundances in different regions of 

the brain, the PAG and RVM glycan profiles were compared. 

Overall, nine of the thirty-six N-glycans quantified were at significantly different relative abundances 

between the PAG and RVM tissue regions without clustering by their treatment group (Fig. 7.4). The 

relative abundance of each of these glycans ranged from 1% to 8%, with glycan structures containing 

features such as core-fucosylation, outer-arm fucosylation and sialylation. To measure these 

structural features across all quantified glycans, a feature-based quantitation approach was applied. 
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Figure 7.4 Significant N-glycan structural differences between PAG and RVM brain regions with tissue 
regions matched by individual animal. Symbols (*, **, ***) denote p < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.005, 
respectively. Each data point is an individual animal with regions from the same animal linked by a 
line. 

Following analysis of individual N-glycan structures as shown in Fig 7.4, the two biggest glycosylation 

class modifications in our dataset were assessed: core-fucosylation and sialylation status (Fig 7.5). 

The PAG was found to have a greater proportion of sialylated N-glycans (structures 18, 20, 21, 23a/b 

and 26a/b) compared to the RVM while the complementary reverse was true, where RVM had a 

greater abundance of N-glycans that were the precursors for the addition of sialic acid (structures 19 

and 25). The presence of core-fucosylation was also assessed but no significant differences were 

observed. 
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Figure 7.5 Structural glycan comparison between PAG and RVM, matched regions from the same 
animal. (A) Sialylation status. (B) Fucosylation status of the N-glycan core, Symbol (*) denotes p < 
0.05. 

When comparing glycan type class abundance (paucimannose, high mannose, hybrid and complex 

types) from the PAG or RVM samples between the three different treatment groups (no treatment, 

sham surgery and CCI surgery), no significant differences were observed. When treatment groups 

were excluded and all PAG samples compared to RVM samples, the paucimannose glycan type (2-5% 

of all N-glycans by relative abundance) was found to be significantly more abundant in the PAG and 

no other significant differences were observed for the remaining glycan classes in the two brain 

regions (Fig 7.6).  
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Figure 7.6 Structural glycan type comparison between PAG and RVM, matched regions from the 
same animal. Symbol (*) denotes p < 0.05. 

7.2.3.3 Effect of neuropathic pain on the N-glycans in the mouse brain 

 
To investigate the effect of induced chronic pain on the N-glycosylation of the brain and spinal cord 

proteins, three treatment groups of mice were chosen: no treatment control group, sham surgery 

group and CCI surgery group. The sham surgery group was required as the surgery alone will cause 

pain and localised inflammation, confounding the interpretation of the effects on the chronic CCI 

surgery group. 
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Figure 7.7 Top twelve most abundant N-glycans on the proteins extracted from the PAG region of the 
brain and their relative abundances in each replicate and treatment group 

For the top twelve N-glycans of the PAG brain region (Full quantitative data can be found in Supp 

Table 7.3), one significant glycan change of the abundance of a bisected bi-antennary structure was 

observed when comparing sham surgery and pain treatment groups but when taken into 

consideration with the no surgery control, it was not significantly different (Fig 7.7). The utilisation of 

three different treatment groups was essential for this research as the TLR4 pathway can be 

activated by the surgery required for CCI injury, thus our sham surgery group was used to control for 

this and focus our study on chronic activation of TLR4[189]. As our aim was to understand the effect 

of TLR4 activation on protein glycosylation, significant glycan abundance changes between the no 

surgery control and CCI surgery groups complicated our findings as these changes were greater than 

those between CCI surgery and sham surgery groups. 

Glycans from the RVM had a greater amount of variability, measured by RSD, compared to the 

glycans quantified from the PAG (Fig 7.7). Based on the results of the PAG and RVM glycan analysis, 

sham surgery has a larger statistical effect on the relative abundance of certain glycan structures 

(FA2B, M6, M7 and FA2G2F1) compared to the actual pain treatment. As the purpose of this study 

was to compare the effect of surgery with CCI injury on protein glycosylation, the surgery alone 

appears to cause the biggest change in protein glycosylation of the PAG/RVM brain regions rather 

than the chronic injury. 
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Figure 7.8 Top twelve most abundant N-glycans on the proteins extracted from the RVM region of 
the brain and their relative abundances in each replicate and treatment group 

The standard deviation of the mean for each glycan assessed in both brain region samples was, on 

average, 25% of the mean, which made it difficult to observe any significant changes. Based on our 

previous work, the technical variation in peak area is estimated to be approximately 5% therefore a 

large component of the intra-treatment group variability is due to differences in biological factors in 

the individual mice.  

7.2.3.4 Behavioural correlation to glycan abundance in brain tissue sections 

 
As mice within the same treatment group had significant variation in glycan abundances, we 

investigated this variation by correlating glycan structure abundance with each mouse’s individual 

behaviour in relation to pain, as measured by allodynia and hyperalgesia (Supp Fig 7.1). Evaluating 

the R2 correlation value between these quantitative behavioural markers, the PAG region was found 

to have several glycans with significant correlation to hyperalgesia and/or allodynia (Fig 7.9). The 

FM2 glycan structure was significantly and negatively correlated to hyperalgesia in the PAG tissue 

region. Evaluating the correlation of glycan structure abundance to allodynia, FM2 ((Fuc)1 (Man)2  

(GlcNAc)2) and M5 ((Man)5 (GlcNAc)2) was significantly positively correlated while FA2 ((Fuc)1 (Man)3 

(GlcNAc)4) and FA2G1 ((Fuc)1 (Man)3 (Gal)1  (GlcNAc)4) were significantly negatively correlated with 

allodynia. 
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Figure 7.9 Correlation of mouse pain behaviour and glycan abundances from PAG and RVM mouse 
tissue sections. Values displayed are R2 correlation values to behavioural data with n=14. Only glycan 
structures with abundance at least moderately correlated (<0.7/<-0.7) to behavioural values shown. 

On the other hand no glycans were significantly correlated to these behavioural traits of hyperalgesia 

and allodynia for the RVM tissue region. This was a surprising result as both the PAG and RVM, in 

tandem with the spinal cord dorsal horn, constitute a neuronal circuit for sensation of pain[190]. 

Despite using three different experimental groups of mice for evaluating the effect of neuropathic 

pain on N-glycan quantitation on brain proteins, the biological variation within a single treatment 

group made the observation of specific glycan biomarkers difficult in this model of neuropathic pain. 

This is perhaps one reason why a less subjective pain evaluation method has not been established 

compared to the existing pain scale frequently used in Australian hospitals[191]. As complementary 

and animal specific behavioural data was collected (Supp Fig 7.1), variation in an individual animal’s 

behaviour to CCI and its impact on N-glycan abundance in mouse tissue was reduced. 

There was however the interesting identification of FM2, a paucimannose-type N-glycan, in the PAG 

region of the brain that was correlated to both mice hyperalgesia and allodynia. Paucimannosidic 

glycans have also been implicated in the function of neural progenitor cells in the sub-ventricular 
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zone of the mouse brain[192]. A glycan with the bisecting glycan structural feature also appeared to 

be correlated to the behavioural data however this was not significant for either hyperalgesia or 

allodynia. 

7.2.4 Mouse lumbar region spinal cord N-glycan analysis 
 

7.2.4.1 Region-specific differences for spinal cord tissues 

 
At first, we evaluated treatment and lumbar region spinal cord-specific glycan abundance differences 

however statistical significance (p <0.05) was not achieved thus we included the analysis results for 

all treatment groups (no treatment, sham surgery and CCI surgery) for evaluation of region-specific 

differences (Supp Table 7.4). The L3 tissue samples could not be included in this direct comparison 

due to glycan total abundance being very low in signal to noise ratio when compared to L4 or L5. L4 

and L5 were compared by evaluating 15 abundant glycan structures common to the two samples. 

Combining the data from all treatment groups to improve statistical power, L4 had significantly 

increased relative abundance of glycan structure 9, and L5 had significantly increased relative 

abundance of glycan structure 14 (Fig. 7.10). No other significant changes were observed. 

 
Figure 7.10 The two significantly different N-glycan structures between L4 and L5 with tissue regions 
from the same animals linked. Symbol (*) denotes p < 0.05. 

As with the PAG and RVM samples for region-specific N-glycan analysis, treatment groups were 

pooled for improved statistical power. Evaluating the N-glycan types and their relative abundance for 

L4 and L5, L4 samples were found to have a significantly greater abundance of high mannose glycans 

whereas L5 samples had a significantly greater abundance of complex and hybrid glycans (Fig. 7.11). 

The paucimannose class was not covered in this comparison due to low signal to noise for these 

samples. Separating the data into treatment groups reduced the significance of these trends, with no 

significant differences between spinal cord regions, likely due to the comparatively low number of 

replicates. 
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Figure 7.11 Structural glycan type comparison between L4 and L5, matched regions from the same 
animal. Symbol (*) denotes p < 0.05. 
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7.2.4.2 Effect of neuropathic pain on the N-glycans in the mouse spinal cord 

 
Evaluating individual N-glycan abundance across the three treatment groups, no significant 

differences, specific for CCI treatment, were observed in L3 tissue samples (Fig 7.12). There was more 

variation between L3 tissue samples than all other tissue types which is likely due to the low glycan 

abundance. Evaluating individual N-glycan abundance, no significant differences were observed in L4 

samples (Fig 7.13) with surgery or CCI chronic pain. In L5 samples, only one glycan was significantly 

different (structure 9) which increased in relative abundance in sham surgery when compared to no 

surgery (Fig. 7.14). No other significant changes were observed. 

Figure 7.12 All identified N-glycans and their relative abundances in each replicate and treatment 

group on the proteins of L3 spinal cord tissue 
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Figure 7.13 Top twelve most abundant N-glycans and their relative abundances in each replicate and 
treatment group on the proteins of L4 spinal cord tissue.  

 

Figure 7.14 Top twelve most abundant N-glycans and their relative abundances in each replicate and 
treatment group on the proteins of L5 spinal cord tissue. Symbol (*) denotes p < 0.05. 

 

7.2.4.3 N-glycans on LHS vs. RHS spinal cord tissue in response to pain 

 
As the CCI injury is a unilateral injury to the mouse (on the right hand side of the animal), any change 

to protein glycosylation could either be unilateral or bilateral due to the pain signal being sent to and 

from the brain via the spinal cord. Evaluating opioid binding in rat spinal cords with unilateral 

neuropathy, Stevens et al found that opioid binding in specific areas of the rat lumbar spinal cord 
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changed upon nerve injury and these effects were bilateral[193]. This is contrasted by Honore et al 

which found that there was an increase in unilateral isolectin B4 binding to the same side as the side 

in which spinal nerve ligation took place (ipsilateral), which typically binds alpha-galactose residues 

and acts as a marker for epithelial cells[194]. We sought to evaluate if protein glycosylation changes 

to the spinal cord do occur and if the affect is ipsilateral, contralateral or bilateral. 

To complement the existing spinal cord glycan data for different lumbar regions, a second cohort of 

mice were treated with the same methods previously described with all extracted tissue being used 

for glycan analysis only. This increased amount of material (approximately 2x) allowed glycan 

abundance differences between the left hand side and right hand side of the lumbar spinal cord 

region to be determined. Across all the samples, over 50 N-glycan structures were now able to be 

characterised and quantified as opposed to the 36 N-glycan structures covered in the brain regions 

and 15 N-glycan structures covered in the previous spinal cord samples (Supp Fig 7.3).  

Several reports of the brain protein N-glycosylation repertoire have been published[195–198], but 

for the spinal cord, glycosylation profiling has not been published (Google Scholar and PubMed. Last 

checked Feb 2018). Possibly, as both the spinal cord and brain are part of the central nervous system, 

there is are similarities in their cell populations with glia and nerve cells abundantly present[171, 199, 

200] Interestingly, sialylated species were shown to be in low abundance or not detected in the brain 

tissue samples (Fig 7.15) compared to in these spinal cord samples in which we observed 15 

sialylated N-glycan structures by using a greater amount of tissue (sialylated N-glycans made up a 

total average of 8% relative abundance, Supp Table 7.5). 

There were three mice per treatment group (no treatment, sham surgery and CCI surgery with  a 

different cohort compared to the above figures) with LHS and RHS samples of the spinal cord taken 

for a total of 6 samples per treatment.  

The ten most abundant glycans covered approximately 64% of the total N-glycan abundance, thus 

only the ten most abundant N-glycans were used to generate a figure comparing left hand side (LHS) 

and right hand side (RHS) treatment differences. The abundance differences of the remaining N-

glycans were also assessed but no statistically significant differences were observed so were not 

included in the comparison. As shown in Figure 7.16, biological variation for the no treatment control 

group was observed to be 5-10% RSD. No significant differences were observed between LHS and 

RHS samples with no pain treatment. 
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Figure 7.15 N-glycans detected and quantified from mouse spinal cord tissue from the lumbar region, 
grouped by their glycan classes. * denotes glycan structures detected at trace levels without MS/MS. 
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Figure 7.16 LHS vs. RHS spinal cord comparisons for top ten N-glycans of treatments (no treatment, 
sham surgery and CCI treatment) 

Greater variation of glycan abundances was observed in sham surgery and CCI surgery treatment 

biological replicates (10-15% RSD) (Figure 7.16), which is consistent with the variation observed in 

the previous brain region analyses. For both the sham surgery control group and CCI surgery group, 

no significant differences in relative glycan abundance were observed between the LHS and RHS 

samples. Paired and unpaired analyses were performed with the lowest p value found to be 0.25. 

However, investigating the effect of pain in relation to spinal cord side, one main significant (p < 

0.05) difference was observed for the glycan structure FA2 (bi-antennary glycan with core-

fucosylation). This structure was significantly different between LHS CCI and LHS Sham as well as 

between the LHS CCI and LHS control. Without seeing significant differences of more than one N-

glycan structure between the LHS and RHS of the spinal cord between treatment groups, there is 

little to suggest that upon pain induction the spinal cord protein glycosylation changes based on side. 
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7.3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
As a result of LPS stimulation of U87MG human glioblastoma cells, a 30-fold increase of core-

fucosylated N-glycans occurred on secreted proteins with a corresponding decrease in non-core-

fucosylated N-glycans. The secreted proteins were chosen as a target of profiling to identify any 

changes in cellular machinery without requiring cell death. This changed glycan profile appeared 

transient, with full recovery to normal after 33 hours after LPS-administration. As the effect of TLR4 

activation on secreted protein glycosylation has not previously been reported, this serves as a useful 

starting point for understanding the mechanism which causes the significant changes seen in cell 

culture in response to LPS inflammatory stimulation. 

Over thirty glycans were characterised and quantified from analysing the released N-glycans from 

proteins of central nervous system mouse tissues. The majority of the quantified glycans in the 

tissues were of the high mannose class which significantly differed from the cell line secreted protein 

glycan profiles which were largely complex glycans with several antennae. 

A CCI chronic pain model was used to try to identify glycans that could be used as markers for pain 

states. Looking specifically at the PAG brain region, a glycan from the paucimannose class, that has 

been linked to inflammation, was found to significantly and positively correlate with mouse allodynia 

and conversely, significantly and negatively correlate with mouse hyperalgesia.  

Looking at the lumbar region of the spinal cord, no significant differences in glycan abundance were 

observed on pain induction. With increased amounts of tissue for analysis, almost double the 

number of glycan structures were characterised and quantified and allowed for comparison between 

the different sides of the spinal cord under unilateral CCI but again no significant changes in glycan 

abundance were observed.  

This study serves as a first glimpse of the role protein N-glycosylation may play in the central nervous 

system following TLR4 activation through stimulation with damage associated molecular patterns 

(DAMPs) and pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs).    
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CHAPTER 8 - DETECTION OF THE TLR4 PROTEIN COMPLEX BY MASS SPECTROMETRY 
 

8.0 PREFACE 

 
In the previous chapter, we identified N-glycosylation changes in secreted and cellular proteins. 

While the cell lines are quite simple, moving towards the mouse model for study provided challenges 

regarding variation in animal behaviour following the same surgical intervention (CCI injury). In both 

cases, the TLR4 pathway is implicated as the main signalling pathway responsible for the 

physiological response to pain or LPS treatment. This pathway has been well characterised at the 

protein and ligand level, with crystal structures obtained of the TLR4 complex (TLR4/MD-2/CD14) 

with and without identified inhibitors of the TLR4 pathway. 

The start of the TLR4 signalling pathway, the TLR4 complex serves as a starting point to quantify 

changes in the abundance of these proteins and determine how the abundance of TLR4/MD-2 is 

impacted by the cellular response to TLR4 activation. Previous approaches to this question utilise 

antibody-based assays to detect and quantify these proteins however these assays rely on 

assumptions regarding antibody specificity, which may not be true for the sample analysed. 

Overall, we aimed to detect TLR4 and MD-2 abundance in model cell lines of TLR4 pathway activation 

using widely available proteomics methods of LC-MS/MS. CD14 was excluded from these assays as 

LC-MS-based methods for its detection have been previously developed[201]. 

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Proteomic approaches to protein quantitation 

One of the most ubiquitous techniques for direct protein detection and identification is mass-

spectrometry. Due to current technological limitations, detection and quantification of intact 

proteins in complex mixtures is difficult, thereby requiring the sample preparation step of digestion 

into peptides. This strategy, known as bottom-up proteomics (covered in section 1.1), has inherent 

limitations owing to the loss of proteoform information which is an issue for post-translational 

modifications such as glycosylation[11]. From protein digestion and analysis of the resultant 

peptides, peptide sequences can be matched to their precursor protein if the genome is known[202]. 

Mass-spectrometry has the benefit of built-in validation using MS/MS spectra to confirm peptide 

sequence in combination with observed precursor peptide mass[203]. The abundance of detected 

proteins can then be relatively or absolutely quantified using label-free spectral counting or standard 

dilution curves, respectively[204]. To reduce technical variation and increase throughput, several 

labelling techniques have been established (such as iTRAQ[205], TMT[206] and SILAC[207]) which 
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allow multiplexing of samples and subsequent quantitation, with TMT mass tags providing 

quantitation based on reporter ions[208]. 

LC-MS experiments are frequently used in the field of proteomics for peptide detection, quantitation 

and characterisation. The popularity of this setup is due to the LC, in combination with a suitable 

stationary phase, being capable of separating complex peptide mixtures and the MS being capable of 

detecting and characterising (mainly tryptic used) peptides within a complex mixture[209]. With the 

advent of modern computer control of mass-spectrometers, the scheduling of detection (MS1), 

quantitation (MS1[210], MS2[211] and MS3[212]), as well as characterisation (MS1[213], MS2[214] 

and MSn[215]) can be carefully controlled to answer the hypothesis that is to be tested, or generate 

a hypothesis. Currently, there are two prevailing methods for non-targeted peptide analysis: data 

dependent (aka IDA or shotgun), which ideally fragments individual peptides based on criteria such 

as intensity[216], or data independent, which fragments multiple peptides within a wider m/z range 

than typically used for data-dependent experiments (> 15 m/z)[217]. 

 

Targeted proteomics to test hypotheses 

Targeted proteomics exists as an alternative to untargeted proteomics, requiring a hypothesis before 

data acquisition by generating a target list of precursor and/or product ions. The requirement of a 

target list, while a disadvantage for discovery experiments, provides improved dynamic range and 

accuracy for quantitation, and also continuous acquisition of MS/MS spectra for m/z ranges 

representing the target peptides[65]. 

The development of this list of peptide targets can be informed by results of prior untargeted 

analyses (self-generated or published proteomics datasets), knowledge of the protein network of 

interest and literature research[218]. Furthermore, practical instrument considerations can be taken 

account, identifying the maximum number of targets for a limited instrument duty cycle, which must 

be carefully adjusted[65]. Thus, the initial target list often requires classification and optimisation 

based on how much value each peptide ion target can provide towards answering the 

hypothesis[219]. 

One strategy for target classification in a targeted proteomics assay is the use of enzymatically 

digested recombinant proteins, representing the network of interest, or synthetic peptides, 

representing the protein sequences that are part of the target network. Analysing these simple 

peptide mixtures using discovery-based proteomics identifies peptides best suited towards the LC-

MS platform used, giving the highest signal with a peptide sequence specific for the target protein. 

Another area of interest is the identification of quantotypic peptides to represent a protein, that is, 

the level of the measured peptide is stoichiometric to the level of the protein[220]. Ideally, this 
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would be a peptide that is unmodified in both sample preparation (no cysteines or methionines) and 

biology (no possible post-translational modifications such as glycosylation, phosphorylation and 

deamidation etc)[219]. As a result of target classification, a list of peptide targets that best represent 

the proteins of interest for a quantitative assay can be refined. 

For targeted proteomics, the advent of high resolution and accurate mass (HRAM) analysers has led 

to the development of alternative targeted mass-spectrometry methods. There are three types of 

targeted proteomics approaches: SRM (targeted precursor ions and targeted product ions)[219], 

PRM (targeted precursor ions and untargeted product ions)[65] and DIA (untargeted precursor ions 

and untargeted product ions, with targeted data analysis)[217]. While SRM is associated with the 

triple quadrupole mass-spectrometer[219], both PRM and DIA can be performed on all HRAM mass 

spectrometers although are labelled with brand-specific marketing terms (MRM-HR and PRM are 

fundamentally the same[221], as is SWATH and Mass Spectrometry Eternal (MSE)[58, 217]). 

Historically, targeted proteomics has been frequently used as SRM assays for quantifying proteins in 

a network of biosynthetic pathways. A study attempting to establish a mathematical model of the 

citric acid pathway in yeast is one notable example of SRM use, due to the requirement for absolute 

quantitation of enzymes in this pathway, when grown in different carbon sources[222]. They 

reported detection and quantitation of cell cycle proteins that were of low abundance and almost 

invisible to un-targeted proteomic methods for quantitation[222]. Labs that typically use SRM have 

begun moving towards PRM with studies demonstrating PRM achieves similar performance metrics 

(accuracy, dynamic range, sensitivity and reproducibility), as the untargeted product ion analysis 

allows reinterrogation of data to identify the most informative product ions to target, post-

acquisition[223].  

A relevant example for us is a study using label-free PRM to study several signalling pathways in 

mouse microglia in response to LPS[224]. Although the authors did not cover the toll-like receptor 

signalling pathway, they quantified protein changes in other inflammatory and metabolism pathways 

such as proinflammatory cytokine production and mitochondrial function. Using scheduled precursor 

selection with PRM, they were able to monitor over 450 peptides in a single run[224]. This 

demonstrates that PRM can be a suitable tool as a reproducible and quantitative assay to study 

protein networks as part of biological pathways. 

As mentioned in the preface, the typical method to quantitate changes in the TLR4 pathway is an 

antibody-based approach. This method, immunohistochemistry, utilises anti-TLR4 and anti-MD-2 

antibodies and has been the predominant method since 2000. To date, there have been no 

publications specifically studying TLR4-complex protein abundances using mass-spectrometry 

(PubMed and Google Scholar searches, Feb 2018), despite the complementary value that mass-
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spectrometry can provide towards understanding the role of TLR4-complex protein abundances in 

the human immune response. 

 

Harvesting data from proteomics repositories 

Proteomics is one of the most active research areas in life sciences with continual advancement in 

instruments and techniques to identify and characterise growing numbers of proteins[225]. 

Accompanying this active research area is the availability, and sometimes required utilisation, of 

repositories for proteomic data from scientific publications. PRIDE is one example of a proteomics 

data repository which contains the protein/peptide identifications, supporting mass spectra evidence 

and metadata surrounding the published proteomic study, including experimental methods[226].  

The availability of such a database allows researchers to search for proteins that are of interest and 

review the accompanying experimental methods used for their detection. The availability of raw data 

for subsequent re-analysis provides an opportunity for validation of reported, and discovery of 

unreported, protein identifications. The re-analysis of this data is likely the most significant 

bottleneck with using a repository such as PRIDE as it is often in a vendor-specific format. Several 

tools are suitable for the re-analysis of vendor-specific data such as PRIDE Inspector, a universal 

visualiser tool for proteomics data[227], and Skyline, a document editor for analyser MS-based 

experiments[109]. While PRIDE Inspector has the benefit of being developed as part of the PRIDE 

ecosystem and therefore is centred on the archive itself, Skyline is developed more generally around 

mass-spectra generated by proteomics experiments.  

 

Previous proteomic characterisation of TLR4 and MD-2 

The first TLR4-complex crystal structures were described by Kim et al in 2007, uncovering the 

structure of mouse MD-2 bound to mouse TLR4 with a bound small molecule antagonist known as 

Eritoran [157]. They identified that TLR4 interacts with MD-2 through a strictly conserved patch and 

Eritoran binds to the hydrophobic pocket of MD-2, with no hydrogen bonding shared between it and 

TLR4[157].  

For the human proteins, Park et al studied the crystal structure of human TL4 and human MD-2 with 

bound LPS from E. coli[228]. Interestingly, only LPS resulted in dimerization of TLR4 whereas Eritoran 

did not, highlighting the difference between their mode of actions as an agonist and antagonist, 

respectively[157, 228]. Another aspect of the aforementioned crystal structures by Park et al, is the 

expression host. They utilised a Hi5 insect cell line for expression of these recombinant human TLR4 

and MD-2 so that several N-glycosylation sites (TLR4: N35, N173, N205, N497, N526, N575, N624, 
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N630, MD-2: N26, N114) had paucimannose or further truncated N-glycan structures observed in the 

crystal structures[228]. Their use of a proteins with insect glycosylation therefore limits the 

interpretation of the glycans likely to be observed in a mammalian system[229].  These findings 

confirmed MD-2 as a binding partner of TLR4 and also that LPS is bound within MD-2 for subsequent 

TLR4 activation and dimerization. 

Da Silva Correia et al took this one step further, experimentally examining the function of the N-

glycosylation sites of TLR4 and MD-2 using site-directed mutagenesis and enzymatic glycan release 

on proteins expressed in HEK293 and HeLa cells[230]. For MD-2, they found the presence of N-

glycosylation sites had no effect on secretion whereas TLR4 required N526 or N575 for transport of 

the protein to the cell surface. Functionally, the loss of MD-2 glycosylation sites resulted in 

suppression of LPS-induced activation of IL-8, a cytokine typically involved in the TLR4 pathway. The 

same outcome was observed in this study with TLR4 mutants lacking N-glycosylation sites (Mutant 

1.7 N526A, Mutant 1.8 N575A, Mutant 2.4 N497A/N575A, Mutant 3.3 N497A/ N526A/N575A, 

Mutant 4.2 N497A/N526A/N575A/N624A) with N526 and N575 identified as essential N-

glycosylation sites for cell surface expression[230]. 

FLAG-tagged proteins and antibodies specific for the FLAG tag have been used for antibody-based 

detection of TLR4/MD-2 and this technique has been an indirect method for quantifying changes in 

the TLR4 pathway[230]. 

 

Frequently used assays for TLR4 pathway characterisation 

The ability to detect and quantify secreted and membrane-bound proteins involved in the start of the 

TLR4 pathway is important for studying its role in the human immune response. The most common 

technique is immunohistochemistry involving anti-TLR4 and anti-MD-2 antibodies. These techniques 

were first utilised in 2000, uncovering the LPS endotoxin response and the hypo-responsiveness that 

can occur as a result of randomly occurring strain-specific mutations of the TLR4 gene[231–233]. 

Since then, anti-TLR4 antibodies have been used extensively to identify agonists of TLR4[234–237], 

characterise the spatial distribution of TLR4[238–241] and understand the physiological effects of 

TLR4 stimulation[154, 242–244]. 

A recent concern regarding the use of antibodies for life science research is the validation of their 

specificity, reproducibility and sensitivity[245]. In our evaluation of the experimental methods of the 

studies cited earlier using anti-TLR4 antibodies, only 2 out of the 12 studies presented data showed 

specificity testing for the anti-TLR4 antibody used and surprisingly, 2 of the studies did not identify 

the source of the antibody (commercial or otherwise) or what the antibody was raised against. 

Furthermore, no validation was performed with an orthogonal technique, such as mass-
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spectrometry, to confirm the detection of TLR4 instead of a protein with a similar molecular 

weight[246]. Despite this, these antibodies have proven useful for understanding the function of 

TLR4 and have typically been complemented by qualitative and quantitative mRNA assays.  

Another frequently used method for assessing TLR4-pathway activation is the use of reporter cell 

lines which induce the secretion of reporter proteins following NF-κB activation. This technique can 

be performed using commercially available cell lines and allows real-time detection of NF-KB 

activation which has proven useful for studying TLR4 agonists[247, 248, 257–259, 249–256] and the 

physiological effects of TLR4 stimulation[260–264]. This technique can be seen as complementary to 

antibody-based TLR4 detection as it measures downstream NF-KB activation, which can however also 

be achieved through activation of other toll-like receptors[265].  

Both antibody detection and reporter cell lines involve indirect detection of TLR4. For antibodies, it is 

detection by a possibly non-specific anti-TLR4 antibody, and for the use of reporter cell lines, it is the 

secretion of the reporter gene linked to downstream NF-KB activation. While these techniques are 

frequently used due to their practical value, direct detection methods that can quantify the amount 

of TLR4, and the partners in its complex, are of immense scientific value due to the ability to quantify 

the protein complex identified to be at the forefront of the immune response towards DAMPs and 

PAMPs. 
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8.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Methods for the results generated in this section can be found described in detail in Chapter 2. 

The commercially available HEK293 +TLR4 +MD-2 +CD14 (stably transfected with these genes) cell 

line is frequently used for studying the TLR4 signalling pathway and we have used a non-transfected 

HEK293 cell line as a control[266–272]. The plasmids containing the TLR4 gene confers Blasticidin 

resistance and the MD-2 and CD14 gene confers Hygromycin resistance, ensuring cells cultured in 

media containing these antibiotics possess the TLR4, CD14 and MD-2 genes. Typically, measuring 

perturbations of the TLR4 pathway is based on measuring the downstream response by NF-KB 

activity. NF-KB is not specific for the TLR4 pathway and is intracellular, making it not an ideal 

measurement target when evaluating changes to the early-TLR4 pathway. Thus we aimed to directly 

detect and quantify human TLR4 and MD-2 proteins directly using mass-spectrometry.  

 

8.2.1 Detection of TLR4 and MD-2 from model cell lines used in pain research 

 
In attempts to detect TLR4 and MD-2, two protein extraction approaches were initially taken. The 

first, whole cell lysis and cutting out regions from SDS-PAGE separations at the mass regions that 

TLR4 and MD-2 are expected (90-160kDa, 15-30kDa, respectively), and the second, subcellular 

fractionation with the whole gel lane excised after subsequent SDS-PAGE (Methods described in 

more detail subsection 2.4, Fig 8.1). All gel containing protein samples were then digested with 

trypsin and analysed with C18-uHPLC-ESI-MS/MS. 
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Figure 8.1 SDS-PAGE of extracted proteins from HEK293 and stably transfected HEK293 cell lines. A) 
Cell lysate with boxes highlighting regions cut out for subsequent mass spectrometric analysis for 
TLR4 and MD-2.  B) Subcellular protein fractions of both HEK293 cell lines. 

Comparing the results of the subsequent shotgun proteomic analysis, subcellular fractionation into 

cytosolic, membrane and, cytoskeletal and nuclear fractions achieved reduction of sample 

complexity with approximately 1500 unique protein identifications per cell line (Fig 8.2A). In 

attempts to reduce sample complexity, gel bands corresponding to TLR4 and MD-2 were cut out but 

there were no additional unique protein identifications (data not shown). From the subcellular 

fractions, only 2 proteins of the TLR4 signalling pathway were identified, namely CD14 and MAP 

kinase kinase 7 (MKK7) (Fig 8.2B). Proteins at the start of the signalling pathway, TLR4 and MD-2, 

were not detected in any of the samples (including the cut-out gel bands consistent with the 

molecular weights of MD-2 and TLR4). 
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Figure 8.2 Shotgun protein identifications of subcellular fractions from HEK293 cell lines. A) 
Comparison of subcellular fractionation for increasing unique protein identification compared to 
unfractionated samples. B) Protein components of TLR4 signalling pathway with detected proteins 
highlighted in green 

Concerned that our stably transfected cell line did not transcribe the TLR4 or MD-2 genes, although 

they were expected to be abundant in such a stably transfected cell line, we performed reverse 

transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to confirm the presence of mRNA encoding human 

TLR4 and human MD-2 in these cells. Using primers based on the plasmid sequences from the cell 

line vendor, we confirmed human TLR4 and MD-2 were being transcribed by the stably transfected 

cell line (Fig 8.3). Observed PCR products were consistent with their expected sizes, 372bp for human 

TLR4 and 556bp for human MD-2. 
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Figure 8.3 Confirmation of human TLR4/MD-2 transcription in the stably transfected HEK293 cell line 

using RT-PCR 

Human TLR4 was found to not be transcribed in the non-transfected control HEK293 cell line and 

only a faint band appeared for MD-2 (Fig. 8.3), confirming the HEK293 cell line to be a suitable 

control due to lack of TLR4 mRNA. These findings are consistent with prior publications regarding 

TLR4 mRNA in HEK293 cells[273]. We thus validated that the HEK293 cell line was stably transfected 

with TLR4/MD-2genes and transcribed these genes to mRNA in preparation for translation to 

protein.  

To optimise obtaining mass-spectrometric evidence of these proteins we then characterised 

recombinant TLR4 and MD-2. 

 

8.2.2 Characterising recombinant TLR4 and MD-2 to inform our detection 

strategy 

 
To overcome the negative results of TLR4 detection using untargeted proteomics, we purchased 

recombinant (HEK293 expressed) human TLR4 and MD-2 to optimise the parameters for targeted 

proteomics strategies of detection. Human sequence MD-2 expressed in E. coli was also purchased as 

this was devoid of protein glycosylation and much cheaper for initial instrument optimisation 

compared to MD-2 expressed in HEK293 cells. As shown in Figure 8.4, the purchased HEK293 

proteins were found to not be of high purity, despite the vendor description of a purity >80%. To 

confirm the bands highlighted in Fig8.4A were MD-2 and TLR4, the bands were excised, digested to 

peptides and analysed using C18-LC-ESI-MS/MS. Bands 1, 2 and 3 were all confirmed to contain 
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human MD-2 while band 5 was confirmed to contain human TLR4. Band 4 was possibly another 

glycoform of MD-2 however MD-2 was not the most abundant protein in the analysed band 4 and 

had lower protein coverage compared to bands 2 and 3, thus it was not likely to be MD-2 (Supp Table 

8.1). 

 

Figure 8.4 SDS-PAGE analyses of recombinant proteins, MD-2 and TLR4. A) Separation of purchased 
recombinant proteins from E. coli and human HEK293 cells with highlighted regions for subsequent 
mass spectrometric analysis. B) Manufacturer supplied SDS-PAGE images of purchased recombinant 
protein. 

Looking in more detail at the TLR4 and MD-2 (recombinant protein) proteomics results, both proteins 

were detected with >40% peptide coverage (Table 1). Observed tryptic peptides included those with 

sequences featuring an N-glycosylation motif, but no glycosylation was initially determined due to 

our search method not utilising software capable of glycopeptide identification (Proteome Discover 

2.2 used without Byonic). 

Protein 
(HEK293 
derived) 

Band 
ID 

Unique 
peptides 

Modified 
peptides 

Coverage 
AA 

range 
N-glycosylation sites 

covered  

Human 
TLR4 

5 110 68 52% 
434-
839 

2/2 

Human 
MD-2 

4, 3, 2 19 13 48% 77-160 3/9 

Table 8.1 Protein coverage statistics from mass-spectrometric analysis of peptides from digestion of 
HEK293-derived recombinant protein bands highlighted in Fig 8.4. 
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Based on the detection of non-glycosylated peptides with N-glycosylation motifs, and the reporting 

of MD-2 and TLR4 crystal structures with N-glycosylation[157, 228, 274], we sought to identify glycan 

structures attached to these proteins. Unfortunately, no released glycans could be detected from an 

in-gel N-glycan release of HEK293 expressed recombinant TLR4.  

Two glycan lists were then used with Byonic proteomics software for glycopeptide-oriented data 

analysis, a high-mannose only list based on the glycomics results (Fig 8.6D) for recombinant HEK293 

expressed MD-2, for quicker searches, and a total mammalian list, to ensure we were not missing 

glycopeptides containing glycans not detected with our glycomics approach. Both human MD-2 and 

TLR4 were observed to contain high mannose N-glycosylation on their peptides with no complex N-

glycans detected on either protein (Fig 8.5). For MD-2, all previously found N-glycosylation sites were 

found to be occupied by high mannose N-glycan structures. For TLR4, glycopeptides observed only 

covered 3 or 4 of the possible N-glycosylation sites with some uncertainty for the peptide 

QGMPVLSLNITCQMN which contains two possible N-glycosylation sites.  

 
Figure 8.5 Glycopeptide coverage of HEK293-derived recombinant proteins, MD-2 and TLR4. Possible 
N-glycosylation sites, based on motif, highlighted in red. 
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As shown in Fig 8.6D, only high mannose N-glycan structures were observed for MD-2. As shown in 

Fig 8.5A and B, the smallest observed glycan on MD-2 was (Man)5(GlcNAc)2 with (Man)6(GlcNAc)2 as 

the most predominant glycan for both N-glycosylation sites. As two bands were cut out of the gel for 

recombinant human MD-2 from HEK293 cells, the N-glycopeptide relative abundances were then 

compared. 

 
Figure 8.6 Glycopeptide and glycan analysis of recombinant HEK293-derived MD-2. Panels A and B: 
Glycopeptide micro-heterogeneity for given N-glycopeptide sequences. Panel C: Qualitative 
comparison of glycopeptide abundance compared to unglycosylated peptide for a given excised 
band. Panel D: Released glycan analysis used for populating glycopeptide search space and 
identifying glycan structure isomers, glycan abundances displayed are additive. 

 

Overall, there were no significant differences in glycopeptide micro-heterogeneity between MD-2 

from different gel bands. When considering the relative intensity of the detected glycopeptides 

compared to the unglycosylated peptide (representing macro-heterogeneity), the band of ~20kDa 

had a lower ratio. We suspected that the larger gel band 3 (~25kDa) corresponds to MD-2 with a 

greater amount of N-glycosylation which therefore has a larger molecular weight. Unfortunately, 

with the bottom-up proteomic approach that we undertook, whole protein N-glycosylation site 

occupancy could not be determined but our SDS-PAGE results suggest the presence of at least two 

proteoforms of recombinant MD-2 that could be separated at ~20kDa and ~25kDa.  

For MD-2, the observation of only high mannose N-glycans was especially curious as it has been 

previously reported to be sialylated[230]. For glycoproteins, it has been reported that the expression 

and purification method for recombinant glycoproteins can result in altered glycosylation, not 

representative of the glycoforms observed in typical biological conditions[275]. As the “purified” 

recombinant protein was in a mixture with tubulin contamination (Supp Table 8.2) and only 

decorated with high mannose N-glycans, representing only the early glycosylation pathway, these 
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recombinant glycoproteins may not be representative of their mature forms. Despite this, we have 

provided the first data on N-glycosylation occupancy of MD-2 and TLR4 expressed by HEK293 cells 

using bottom-up proteomics. 

 

8.2.3 Building a target peptide list for target TLR4 and MD-2 detection 

 
Targeted proteomics methods typically involve the selection of specific m/z windows for precursor 

and/or product ion detection, discarding ions not in the pre-defined inclusion lists[223]. The 

accumulation of these m/z targets serves as a useful post-injection enrichment of target peptides to 

confirm their presence in complex mixtures. As we have been unable to detect TLR4 and MD-2 using 

untargeted strategies, this post-injection enrichment could improve our chances of their detection. 

To identify the specific m/z windows to be used for targeted detection of TLR4 and MD-2, we 

considered several parameters for optimal peptide selection (Table 2)[219]. By taking these 

considerations into account, the specificity (peptide length >4 amino acids) and detectability 

(preferably no amino acids that can feature variable modifications) of peptides used for targeted 

TLR4 and MD-2 detection can be improved.  

 

Targeted proteomics  
peptide selection criteria 

TLR4 MD-2 

No missed cleavages and peptide length >4 amino acids 32 7 

AND no cysteine 22 4 

AND no methionine 21 2 

AND no NxS/T (N-glycosylation motif) 19 1 

AND observed in recombinant protein 
13 1 

Table 8.2 Selection criteria for developing a targeted proteomics method 

 

Applying these considerations to TLR4 and MD-2, we built a list of peptides to be used for a targeted 

proteomics method (Table 3). To begin the targeted method development, we used a Sciex 5600 

QTOF with the same instrument parameters as typical shotgun proteomics experiments[276] except 

for the use of an MRM-HR method, using the inclusion list from Table 3. This method, while specific 

for only precursor masses, subsequently scans the full mass range for product ions for the given 

precursor ion[65]. 
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Protein Peptide m/z Molecular ion 

MD-2 K.GLLHIFYIPR.R [58, 67] 410.2449 [M+3H]3+ 

 K.GETVNTTISFSFK.G [109, 121] 477.5769 [M+3H]3+ 

 
R.GSDDDYSFCR.A [96, 105] 

611.2275 [M+2H]2+ 

 407.8207 [M+3H]3+ 

 
K.QLYFNLYITVNTMNLPK.R [72, 88] 

696.6993 [M+3H]3+ 

 522.7763 [M+4H]4+ 

 K.MQYPISINVNPCIELK.R [39, 54] 967.9894 [M+2H]2+ 

 
 

645.6620 [M+3H]3+ 

TLR4 
K.NLDLSFNPLR.H [57, 66] 

594.8222 [M+2H]2+ 

396.8839 [M+3H]3+ 

K.IPDNLPFSTK.N [47, 56] 566.3059 [M+2H]2+ 

K.TCIQGLAGLEVHR.L [244, 256] 485.2575 [M+3H]3+ 

K.GCCSQSDFGTTSLK.Y [388, 401] 774.3269 [M+2H]2+ 

K.ELNVAHNLIQSFK.L [153, 165] 504.9438 [M+3H]3+ 

K.IQSIYCTDLR.V [186, 195] 634.8188 [M+2H]2+ 

K.LVAVETNLASLENFPIGHLK.T [130, 149] 
722.4037 [M+3H]3+ 

542.0546 [M+4H]4+ 

R.QQVELYR.L [780, 786] 468.2509 [M+2H]2+ 

Table 8.3 Peptides and corresponding m/z values used as inclusion list for using targeted proteomic 
method with MRM-HR for detection of TLR4 and MD-2. Modified amino acids are underlined. 

 

To validate the PRM method, recombinant human TLR4 and MD-2 from HEK293 cells were separated 

by SDS-PAGE, bands of sizes consistent with the target proteins (~110kDa and ~20kDa) digested with 

trypsin and C18 cleaned peptides were analysed by mass spectrometry. As shown in Fig 8.7A, MD-2 

had a single, intense, predominant peptide, with very good b/y fragment ion coverage. Although this 

peptide did not satisfy the peptide selection criteria of no cysteine (which can introduce peptide 

quantitation differences depending on alkylation efficiency[277]), it was the most intense, therefore 

the best observed peptide for detecting MD-2 in biological samples. 
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Figure 8.7 Selection of peptides for MRM-HR (aka PRM) targeted detection method with 
recombinant protein: top, human MD-2, and bottom, human TLR4. Peptide fragment backbone 
coverage denoted above corresponding peptide peak. 

 

These results for MD-2 were contrasted by human TLR4, that had 5 intense peptides detected with 

good peptide backbone coverage by MS/MS and 3/5 of these peptides fulfilled all the peptide 

selection criteria shown in Table 2. The difference in number of good peptide targets for MD-2 and 

TLR4 can largely be attributed to the protein length, with the amino acid mass of MD-2 being 1/5th of 

the amino acid mass of TLR4; therefore it can be expected that there are approximately 1/5th of the 

peptide targets detected. To improve the number of peptides detected for both proteins, other 

proteolytic enzymes could be used such as Asp-N (cleaves C-terminal to N) or chymotrypsin (cleaves 

C-terminal to W, Y, F) which are frequently used when trypsin does not achieve suitable 

coverage[278]. however we continued to use trypsin because it generates proteotypic peptides 

easily detected by positive mode LC-MS because of the high likelihood of containing positively 

charged C-terminal lysine and arginine residues[279]. 
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Following selection of suitable peptides for the PRM method using recombinant human TLR4 and 

MD-2, protein extracts of subcellular fractions from one million HEK293 cells with and without stable 

transfection of TLR4, MD-2 and CD14, were separated by SDS-PAGE (Fig 8.8). In addition to the 

previously used chemical subcellular fractionation, digitonin-based method (as used in Fig 8.1B), an 

ultracentrifuge based method was used to obtain a total membrane subcellular fraction, in the hope 

of another opportunity for enrichment of TLR4. While the chemical subcellular fractionation method 

theoretically achieves membrane enrichment through chemical cell perforation and subsequent 

membrane solubilisation, the ultracentrifuge-based physical membrane enrichment method exploits 

the different density between cytoplasmic soluble and plasma membrane proteins. Some protein 

extracts were run in duplicate, to compare molecular size-specific and total lane gel excision and 

digestion approaches.  

 
Figure 8.8 SDS-PAGE of extracted proteins from digitonin-based subcellular fractionation of HEK293 
and stably transfected cell lines. Highlighted boxes represent excised regions for subsequent targeted 
proteomic analysis. 

The gel regions were trypsin digested after excision, C18-cleaned and analysed with the selected 

peptides in the targeted proteomics method using C18-LC-ESI-MS/MS. Surprisingly, no TLR4 or MD-2 

peptides were detected in any of the samples.  
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8.2.4 Using an alternate mass spectrometer for more sensitive targeted 

proteomics 

 
As TLR4 or MD-2 were not detected in membrane enriched samples of a stably transfected cell line 

confirmed to translate the representative genes, we considered possible areas for increasing the 

sensitivity of detection. As we were utilising instruments as part of a core-facility, using more than 

1µg of material was not possible due to the limited capacity of the trap and LC-MS set up. One 

improvement available to us was to use a quadrupole-Orbitrap based instrument (Thermo Q-

Exactive), to allow for increased product ion intensity resulting from precursor accumulation which 

cannot be performed on a QTOF-based instrument (Sciex 5600). We analysed the same recombinant 

proteins (TLR4 and MD-2) on the quadrupole Orbitrap using the shotgun proteomics method to 

modify the inclusion list for the targeted proteomics method used on with the QTOF. As shown in 

Figure 8.9, peptide intensity and peptide backbone fragmentation coverage were approximately the 

same, if not better, than those observed on the QTOF. For recombinant human TLR4, the relative 

abundance of the peptides changed, and LTFTSNK which was not seen by the QTOF, was detected as 

the second most abundant peptide. No other peptides were observed for recombinant human MD-2.  
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Figure 8.9 Analysis of recombinant proteins with an Orbitrap mass-analyser: top, human MD-2, and 
bottom, human TLR4. Peptide fragment backbone coverage denoted above corresponding peptide 
peak. 

Based on these results, a PRM method was created with a limited inclusion list (Table 4). This 

inclusion list was used to allow high precursor accumulation (from 60ms to 100ms maximum 

accumulation time) to give a better chance of observing essential peptide backbone fragment ions 

for confident detection of the targeted TLR4 and MD-2 peptides. 

Protein Peptide m/z Molecular Ion 

MD-2 K.GLLHIFYIPR.R [58, 67] 410.2449 [M+3H]3+ 

 R.GSDDDYSFCR.A [96, 105] 611.2275 [M+2H]2+ 

TLR4 K.IPDNLPFSTK.N [47, 56] 566.3059 [M+2H]2+ 

 R.QQVELYR.L [780, 786] 468.2509 [M+2H]2+ 

 R.LTFTSNK.G [355, 361] 405.7214 [M+2H]2+ 

 R.QLLVEVER.M [598, 605] 493.2875 [M+2H]2+ 

Table 8.4 Peptides and corresponding m/z values used as inclusion list for targeted proteomic 
method with PRM on the Q-Exactive 
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In addition to changing instruments for analysis, we stimulated the HEK293 cell lines with LPS, an 

agonist of the TLR4 pathway. As shown in Fig 8.10, cells with and without LPS treatment were 

subjected to chemical subcellular fractionation and protein extracts analysed by SDS-PAGE (methods 

described in subchapter 2.4). Gel regions at the expected masses of TLR4 and MD-2 were excised and 

peptides prepared for LC-MS/MS as previously.  

Figure 8.10 SDS-PAGE of extracted proteins from subcellular fractions of HEK293 and stably 
transfected cell lines treated with or without LPS. Highlighted boxes represent excised regions for 
subsequent targeted proteomic analysis. 

 

Following sample analysis with our PRM method, a single peptide from human MD-2 was detected 

(GSDDDYSFCR) in the cytosolic protein fraction of the transfected HEK293 cell line, which was also 

the best ionising peptide from analysis of recombinant MD-2. Figure 8.11 shows the abundances of 

the peptide backbone y ions with this peptide detected in the cytosolic subcellular fraction of 

HEK293 cell lines stably transfected with TLR4/MD2/CD14 with the combined product ion abundance 

of 0.1% of peptide backbone ions detected from 1µg of recombinant MD-2. We initially had concerns 

regarding sample carryover being responsible for this detection however the samples immediately 

before each biological sample did not detect GSDDDYSFCR, affirming the detected peptide originated 

from the cytosolic protein fraction of the transfected HEK293 cell line. Although it was not possible to 

detect MD-2 in its mature secreted form in the culture media due to the contamination due to using 

10% (v/v) bovine serum in the growth medium, the detection of MD-2 in a cytosolic subcellular 

fraction is consistent with its translocation from the cytoplasm to be secreted from the cell[280]. The 

detection of MD-2 is interesting as MD-2 assists in the translocation of TLR4 to the cell surface and 
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without expression of MD-2 protein, TLR4 resides in the Golgi apparatus[280, 281]. However, no 

TLR4 targeted peptides were detected in any cellular fraction.  

 
Figure 8.11 Targeted PRM proteomic analysis of MD-2 excised gel bands from Fig 8.4. 
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8.2.5 Understanding why TLR4 could not be detected 

 
To determine the limit of detection of TLR4 by PRM and to investigate why TLR4 was not detected in 

the transfected cells, we generated a standard dilution curve for TLR4 and MD-2 with and without 

cell lysate to emulate the conditions in which previous analyses were conducted, where we were 

looking for TLR4 peptides in a cell lysate or membrane protein fraction (Fig 8.12). From 125fmol to 

1250fmol, all targeted TLR4 peptides gave a linear response with a wide range of intensities on the 

mass spectrometer, varying from 2.5e9 to 9.2e7 monoisotopic precursor peak area for five TLR4 

peptides, which is a 27-fold difference. This highlights the discrepancy between the responses of 

equimolar peptides analysed by mass spectrometry due to properties that influence ionisation 

efficiency, such as hydrophobicity and charge[282]. 

Figure 8.12 Dilution ionisation curves for peptides used in the targeted method for TLR4 and MD-2 
detection with/without added complex peptide matrix. A) Dilution curve for each peptide based on 
peptide precursor area, (B) Standard curve for most intense peptide of MD-2. (C) Dilution curve for 
the most abundant peptides of TLR4. Standard curves shown in red contain added peptide matrix 
from a HEK293 cell lysate. Precursor is shortened to Prec. 
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Below 500 fmol for all peptide targets, validation of peptide sequence was difficult (>3 y ions), 

resulting in one peptide (QLLVEVER) having a limit of detection at 250fmol and the remaining 

peptides for TLR4 and MD-2 having limits of detection at 125fmol when analysed with no cell lysate 

matrix. A summary of the limit of detections and linearity ranges can be found in Table 4. Both TLR4 

and MD-2 peptides, GSDDDYSFCR and IPDNLPFSTK respectively, had the lowest limit of detection at 

25fmol. The peptide samples containing the cell lysate matrix samples were prepared to have double 

the concentration of peptides for each dilution series due to expected suppression of our peptides of 

interest by peptides from the cell lysate sample. Surprisingly, the cell lysate matrix had little effect or 

in some cases, increased the precursor area corresponding to peptides of interest, such as the for 

TLR4 peptide IPDNLPFSTK. This may also be attributed to interfering matrix when quantifying based 

on precursor instead of product ions. To reduce the influence of the matrix, product ion-based 

quantitation was performed but was found to have less linearity (Supp Fig 8.1).  

Protein 
Peptide 
sequence 

No matrix Cell lysate matrix 

Limit of 
detection (fmol) 

Linearity 
range 

R2 
Limit of 
detection (fmol) 

Linearity 
range 

R2 

MD-2 GSDDDYSFCR 125 
125-
1250 

0.96 25 25-2000 1.00 

TLR4 

IPDNLPFSTK 125 
125-
1250 

0.93 25 25-2000 0.94 
LTFTSNK 125 0.97 250 

250-2000 
0.99 

QLLVEVER 250 0.94 250 0.91 
QQVELYR 125 0.94 25 25-2000 0.99 

Table 8.5 Limit of detection statistics for the most abundant peptides of TLR4 and MD-2 with no 
matrix and with peptide matrix from HEK293 cell lysate. 

 

8.2.6 Looking to alternate sample sources for TLR4 and MD-2 detection 

 
As TLR4 could not be detected from the membrane enriched fraction of one million stably 

transfected HEK293 cells (with a method limit of detection of 25 fmol), we looked for other cell lines 

that may express TLR4. The U87MG human glioblastoma cell line was chosen as it is frequently used 

for investigation into the TLR4 signalling pathway and has been confirmed to express mRNA for TLR4, 

MyD88 and CD14[283]. Also, in an attempt to detect secreted MD-2, we grew the U87MG cell lines, 

as well as the HEK293 cells stably transfected with TLR4/MD-2/CD14, treated with either an agonist 

(LPS) or inhibitor (LPS-RS) in serum-free media and harvested the media after the cells were 70% 

confluent. The serum-free media was taken at pre-defined time points (0 to 44 hours) and analysed 

by SDS-PAGE (Fig 8.13A). Following removal of the serum-free media, subcellular fractionation was 

performed and extracted proteins were analysed with SDS-PAGE (Fig 8.13B). Gel regions, where TLR4 

or MD-2 were expected, were excised and prepared for targeted proteomic analysis. 

We hoped that the use of a more biologically relevant cell line, human glioblastoma, would be a 

more suitable model compared to stably transfected HEK293 cells. However, we could not detect 
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human TLR4 or MD-2 in the human glioblastoma cell line whereas MD-2 alone was detected in the 

HEK293 stably transfected with MD-2. Aside from differences between cell lines, the use of serum-

free medium could also have affected protein expression on the cell surface, as was the case for 

mesenchymal stem cells which only differentiated into smooth muscle cells in the presence of bovine 

serum[284]. 

Our inability to detect TLR4 is not completely surprising given its important role as one of the 

gatekeepers in the human immune response[285]. Over-expression of TLR4 could lead to an 

increased immune response, which could be potentially fatal in-cases of over-stimulation[152] but, 

as TLR4mRNA increases are often reported [283] following immune stimulation, TLR4 protein 

expression appears not to be directly related.   

 

Figure 8.13 SDS-PAGE of extracted proteins from U87MG and stably transfected HEK293 cells treated 
with LPS or LPS-RS for defined times in serum-free media. Highlighted boxes represent excised 
regions for subsequent targeted proteomic analysis. Top, MD-2 region of extracted proteins from 
serum-deprived media from U87MG cells. Bottom, extracted proteins from membrane subcellular 
fractions from U87MG and stably transfected HEK293 cells. 
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8.2.7 Mining published proteomics datasets to determine frequency of 

detection of TLR4 and MD-2 

 
To understand our difficulty in detecting TLR4/MD-2 in the stably transfected cell line and microglia 

cells, we mined the MS/MS data in PRIDE, a proteomics data repository, to see how frequently TLR4 

and MD-2 have been detected in human samples studied with shotgun proteomics[226]. This 

information could then be used to inform our approach for detecting TLR4/MD-2. 

One thousand human shotgun proteomic studies were found in the PRIDE protein MS/MS database, 

encompassing a wide analysis range of sample types and instrument types, with only 43 and 26 

reporting TLR4 and MD-2 detection, respectively. Further filtering of these lists for peptides with 

sequences specific for TLR4/MD-2 (BlastP search against human NCBI non-redundant database[286]), 

high quality spectral matches (as reported by PRIDE) and tryptic peptides, this list quickly reduced to 

only 3 and 8 datasets reporting TLR4/MD-2 detection based on these criteria, respectively (Table 6). 

Criteria TLR4 MD-2 

Human datasets 1000 1000 

AND reported protein target detection 43 26 

AND peptide sequence specific for target protein 32 26 

AND removal of low quality spectral matches (as assigned by PRIDE) 15 12 

AND 2 or more peptides (TLR4 only) 6 N/A 

AND only tryptic peptides (<2 missed cleavages) 3 8 

Datasets confidently detecting target protein 0.3% 0.8% 

Table 8.6 Analysis of datasets on PRIDE for confident human TLR4 and MD-2 detection 

To understand these detected TLR4 peptides, coverage of the full human TLR4 sequence from the 

three PRIDE datasets (PXD002462, PXD001974 and PXD003924) was mapped onto the protein 

sequence representing the most common isoform, isoform1A (Fig 8.14). Two peptide sequences 

were detected in all three datasets (QGMPVLSLNITCQMNK and QQVELYR), which together, represent 

peptide detection at the intracellular and extracellular domains of the protein. Despite these 

proteins not being mentioned in the publications accompanying these datasets[287–289], the 

accompanying experimental methods for these studies provides a valuable insight into the 

requirements for TLR4 and MD-2 detection with shotgun proteomics as described below. 
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Figure 8.14 Map of PRIDE datasets reporting confident human TLR4 detection. PXD###### 
represents the PRIDE accession number. Peptide sequences shared across all reported datasets 
highlighted in red. 

 

All of the studies that were confident of the detection of human TLR4 were using cell lines (HeLa, 

HEK293 and RCMH). Interestingly, one study features a HEK293 cell line, similar to the cell line 

control we used for our shotgun proteomic methods with the detection of a single TLR4 peptide 

sequence. This conflicts with our experimental evidence demonstrating that HEK293 cell lines do not 

express the necessary human TLR4 mRNA, which is supported by an earlier publication with the same 

finding[273]. To prevent issues such as these, a cell-line-specific FASTA databases based on RNA-seq 

data should be used to ensure protein identifications are consistent with mRNA expression in the cell 

line of interest[290].  
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In addition to the protein identification lists generated by these range of studies in PRIDE, each 

project also documents the experimental methods used to generate the protein identification lists, 

thus allowing us to identify the parameters used to obtain the three datasets that reported TLR4 

detection. A summary of the similarities and differences in the experimental methods are compared 

in Table 7. Overall, all workflows have fractionation prior to MS analysis with size, affinity or C18 

fractionation, as well as using different amounts of starting material, with one study starting with 

2mg of cells. In addition, all studies utilise mass-spectrometers capable of trapping ions (linear ion 

trap or Orbitrap) with a lowest total acquisition time of 35 hours. These resource requirements for 

TLR4 detection with shotgun proteomics make the prospect of repeated TLR4 detection for 

quantitative applications challenging.  

PXD # (or 
method 
used) 

Protein 
Source 

Sample 
preparation 
(starting protein 
weight) 

MS used Number of raw files in 
PRIDE project and 
length of gradient (min. 
acquisition time) 

Ref. 

PXD002462 Human 
embryonic 
cell lysate 
(HEK293T) 

Affinity 
purification, (not 
mentioned) 

LTQ Velos 
ion-trap 
(Thermo) 

88 runs x 30 min 
(44 hrs) 

[287] 

PXD001974 Human 
myoblast cell 
lysate 
(RCMH) 

C18 fractionation 
@ pH 6.0 
(~2mg) 

LTQ 
Orbitrap 
elite 
(Thermo) 

16 runs x 130 min 
(35 hrs) 

[289] 

PXD003924 Secreted 
proteins 
(HeLa) 

SDS-PAGE size 
fractionation 
(~540ug) 

LTQ 
Orbitrap 
(Thermo) 

54 runs x unspecified [291] 

Our shotgun 
method 

Cell lysates 
(Hek293, 
U87MG) 

SDS-PAGE size 
fractionation 
(~20ug) 

LTQ Q-
Exactive 
(Thermo) 

1 run x 90 min  

Our targeted 
method 

Cell lysates 
(Hek293, 
U87MG) 

SDS-PAGE size 
fractionation 
(~20ug) 

LTQ Q-
Exactive 
(Thermo) 

1 run x 60 min  

Table 8.7 Metadata of the PRIDE datasets reporting TLR4 peptide detection. For peptide sequences 
corresponding to each PXD number, please see Figure 8.14. 

 

We then evaluated the raw data for the most successful dataset that detected human TLR4; 

PXD001974, which reported detection of 6 tryptic TLR4 peptides. Using search files (.mzid) for the 

TLR4 peptides from the raw files, we extracted the exact MS/MS spectra that were reported to 

match the reported TLR4 peptides (m/z value, sequence and any modifications) for manual 

inspection. As shown in Figure 8.15, following inspection of the data with Skyline protein 

identification software, most of the peptides detected for TLR4 were not convincing peptide 

identifications. For example, for the topmost peptide, NLDLSFNPLR, while predicted abundant b and 

y ions were in the MS/MS spectrum, the missing monoisotopic peak means the peptide mass 

matching the unmodified TLR4 amino acid sequence, NLDLSFNPLR, was not actually detected. 
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Digging deeper into the search parameters used in this study showed that the authors allowed off-

by-one errors in precursor m/z value for peptide sequencing matches. These off-by-one errors are 

typically encountered with large peptides where the more-abundant second isotopic peak is selected 

for MS2[292]. In this case, the off-by-one error was instead caused by deamidation (+0.98 Da) of the 

first asparagine in the peptide sequence. This error can remain unnoticed as abundant y-ions were 

detected based on the unmodified peptide sequence, as they are not impacted by the deamidated 

asparagine. In addition, the isotope distribution of this peptide has the monoisotopic peak as the 

most abundant. When the correct peptide sequence was searched, N[+0.98]LDLSFNPLR, the isotope 

distribution and MS2 spectra confirmed its detection. 
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Figure 8.15 Raw data re-analysis of published PRIDE dataset PXD001974 which detected the greatest 
number of TLR4 peptides. On the left, MS1 spectrum closest matching peptide of interest with 
expected isotopic distribution highlighted. Right, closest matching MS/MS mass spectrum for the 
given peptide with detected fragments annotated and spectrum highlighted in colour. Centre inset, 
isotopic overlap, retention time and mass accuracy error for given peptide. 

 

For the remaining peptides in Fig 8.15, all the expected isotopes were present, at the correct charge 

state and with sufficient mass accuracy (<10 ppm) however, upon inspection of the  MS2 spectra 

cited as TLR4 peptide sequence matches, the low relative abundance of the fragment ions casts 
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doubt on the reported TLR4 detection in this dataset. This initially promising dataset reduced our 

confidence in the reported detection of TLR4 in the two remaining PRIDE datasets. 

In the same way, mapping 8 proteomic datasets that reported confident MD-2 detection in PRIDE; 

only 1 peptide for MD-2 was detected in each (Fig 8.16). To confirm MD-2 detection at least 2 

peptides should be detected. The peptide sequence QLYFNLYITVNTMNLPKR was detected by four of 

the datasets but surprisingly, the most intense peptide observed with our targeted proteomic 

analysis of trypsin-digested recombinant MD-2 (GSDDDYSFCR) was not observed. 

 
Figure 8.16 Map of PRIDE datasets reporting confident human MD-2 detection 

 

Considering PRIDE database results for both proteins, only 2 datasets reported TLR4 and MD-2 

detection. One of these datasets, PXD001974, was found to be somewhat unreliable in its reporting 

of TLR4 detection after manual inspection of MS1 and MS2 spectral information for each reported 

peptide (Fig 8.15). Our search found that TLR4 and MD-2 are not frequently detected in shotgun 

proteomics experiments, and if they are found, they require extensive fractionation of samples from 

plentiful starting material. 
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8.2.8 Where in the world is TLR4, and how much is there? 

 
The inability to detect human TLR4 protein in cell lines, even with a targeted proteomics method, is 

concerning given its expected integral role in the human immune system[293]. In the previous 

chapter, we confirmed transcription of TLR4 mRNA in our stably TLR4 transfected HEK293 model cell 

line and published research has confirmed TLR4 transcription in this same cell line and in the U87MG 

human glioblastoma cell line[283]. We utilised LPS as an agonist to hopefully increase TLR4 protein 

expression as TLR4 mRNA is upregulated approximately 3-fold between 2-8 hrs following TLR4 

pathway activation by LPS[294]. Despite using different cell lines, agonists and targeted mass-

spectrometry, we could not detect TLR4 in any samples and our analysis of stored proteomics 

datasets reporting TLR4 detection revealed that these identifications are few and are likely not of 

high confidence. 

Based on our LOD determination for TLR4, 25fmol of TLR4 peptides are required for detection which 

represents approximately 1500 copies of TLR4 per cell (from our starting material of 1 million cells). A 

dataset performing absolute protein quantification in the U87MG cell line identified 237 out of 6352 

total detected proteins with fewer than 1500 copies, putting it in the bottom 4% of all proteins 

detected by copy number[295]. 
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8.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

Despite using a HEK293 cell line stably transfected with CD14. TLR4 and MD-2, and confirming 

transcription of their genes, these proteins could not be detected using shotgun proteomics. A 

shotgun proteomic study of the TLR4 pathway under LPS stimulation in these cells also could not 

detect the secreted and membrane-bound front line of the pathway, demonstrating that a shotgun 

proteomic study was not suitable. 

Analysis of recombinant human MD-2 and TLR4 identified high mannose glycan structures to be on 

these proteins that were expressed in HEK293 cells. With moderate protein sequence coverage, this 

provided a starting point for the development of a strategy to detect these glycoproteins in 

biologically relevant samples. A targeted method for TLR4 and MD-2 detection was established on 

QTOF and Q-Orbitrap platforms with E. coli and these HEK293 expressed recombinant proteins were 

used to optimise the targets and validate the methods. Proteins from subcellular fractions of a 

HEK293 cell line stably transfected with TLR4 and MD-2 were analysed with these methods. A single 

peptide of MD-2 was detected in the cytosolic fraction of these cells and no TLR4 peptides were 

detected.  

In attempts to increase the abundance of TLR4 and MD-2, the transfected HEK293 cells were treated 

with LPS but again, only a single peptide from MD-2 and no peptides from TLR4 were detected. 

Standard curves of diluted peptides from TLR4 and MD-2 were made, identifying the limit of 

detection for the peptide targets that allowed detection down to 25fmol for both TLR4 and MD-2 

proteins, representing approximately 1500 protein copies per cell.  

Analysis of previously published human proteomic datasets in the PRIDE MS/MS proteomics 

database, showed confident detection of TLR4 and MD-2 was achieved in only 0.3% (3/1000) and 

0.8% (8/1000) of these datasets. Manual analysis of the spectra from the dataset with highest 

reported coverage of TLR4, revealed that these reported peptides did not feature sufficient evidence 

for confident peptide assignment (fragmentation spectra and correct precursor mass), except for a 

single observed peptide which was reported incorrectly. 

TLR4 protein detection has been reported with antibodies, leaving two significant possibilities: the 

antibodies are more sensitive than targeted mass-spectrometry or that the reported TLR4 detections 

are by off-target antibodies. While antibodies can certainly be more sensitive than mass-

spectrometry[296], poor antibody specificity is also a well-known risk for antibody-based assays[245, 

246]. In regards to where TLR4 is, and how much is there, surprisingly SDS-PAGE separation of 

proteins followed by targeted mass-spectrometry appears to be unable to answer these questions. 
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CHAPTER 9 – SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

9.1 SUMMARY 
In this study, we have developed and improved knowledge in two areas: method development for 

LC-MS-based glycomics and the TLR4 pathway. In chapter 3, we demonstrated that optimisation of 

vendor-supplied MS parameters and methods are essential for quantitative performance in the field 

of glycomics. Although these results are system-specific, reducing the applicability of our parameters 

for other researchers, we provide a set of parameters worth considering for quantitative MS 

applications. 

In the next chapter, we evaluated fragmentation parameters and found that optimisation of these is 

important for maximising the glycan characterisation afforded by LC-MS-based analysis. Comparing 

fragmentation methods, we observed that a variety of CID methods produce qualitatively different 

fragmentation spectra for the same glycan structure, highlighting one possible source of variation 

between MS/MS spectra of the same glycan structure using different variations of CID. We also 

found that the variation in MS/MS spectra for a single glycan structure with one technique was 

greater than the difference in MS/MS spectra between glycan structural isomers, identifying a 

possible concern with spectral library-based discrimination of glycan isomers. 

This chapter also includes my first experimental research paper, identifying an acidic monosaccharide 

component of O-glycans from secreted proteins from fungi, the first time this has been reported. 

This identification was the result of using an alternative CID method capable of overcoming one of 

the fundamental limitations in ion-trap resonant CID and resulted in the characterisation of their 

composition, sequence and structures. Combined with other analytical techniques, monosaccharide 

analysis and glycoproteomics, gaps in our characterisation were covered, identifying the 

monosaccharide component as glucuronic acid and the O-glycan modification to the catalytic domain 

of cellobiohydrolase I. 

In chapter 5, we developed a workflow for automated glycan isomer discrimination using diagnostic 

ions. To achieve this, we evaluated the contribution of collision energy to the production of 

diagnostic ions in MS/MS spectra of several glycan structures. Following this, we applied our vendor-

neutral and open-source workflow for automated glycan isomer discrimination, achieving 

discrimination of sialic acid linkage and arm composition isomers. 

The next chapter improved on the use of retention time for glycan characterisation through the 

development of a normalisation method using a dextran ladder as an internal standard. The dextran 

ladder allowed normalisation of retention time and mass spectrometer response, reducing technical 

variation. This normalisation of retention time was then used to build a library of glycan structures 

with system-independent PGC-based retention times with associated MS/MS spectra. Finally, we 
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developed a spectral library approach for automating peak assignment of the dextran ladder in 

complex, and isomeric, glycan mixtures. 

For the next subsection, we focused on investigating the TLR4 pathway using mass-spectrometry 

with the first chapter investigating the effect of TLR4 activation on protein glycosylation. Analysing 

the secreted protein glycosylation profile, we observed a 30-fold increase in core-fucosylation 

between 16 and 33 hours after TLR4 activation in a human microglia cell line. This implicates FUT8, 

the enzyme responsible for the addition of core-fucose to the N-glycan core, for the first time in the 

cell response to TLR4 activation. 

Moving to a mouse animal model to better represent the complexity of TLR4 activation and 

neuropathic pain, N-glycans from the brain and spinal cord were analysed, identifying abundant high 

mannose structures consistent with other studies of the mouse brain. Using a neuropathic pain 

model, we quantified N-glycans in these tissue sections in the hope of uncovering changes to protein 

glycosylation in response to TLR4 activation. Unfortunately, biological variation was so great that any 

meaningful changes in abundance were not significant but through the correlation of glycan 

abundance in the PAG to mouse behaviour, the paucimannose N-glycan class was identified as being 

positively correlated to increased sensitivity to usually painless stimuli. 

To uncover more about the TLR4 pathway, we sought to detect and characterise the TLR4-complex 

using mass-spectrometry. Using model cell lines for evaluation of TLR4 complex (TLR4/MD-2/CD14) 

stably transfected expression and verification of their transcription; these proteins could not be 

detected with conventional shotgun proteomics. Analysing recombinantly expressed and purified 

human TLR4 and MD-2 in human cell lines, both proteins were found to be glycosylated with high 

mannose structures. Compared to previously published reports of MD-2 glycosylation and the 

vendor’s unwillingness to answer our questions regarding the method of recombinant protein 

purification, we cannot be sure these observed glycosylation profiles were representative of their 

mature forms in biologically relevant systems. 

Using the recombinant proteins, we developed a targeted method for human TLR4 and MD-2 

detection. The limits of detection for both TLR4 and MD-2 were 25fmol meaning that we needed at 

least 1500 copies of each protein per cell with a starting cell count of 1 million to detect these 

proteins. Using model cell lines for TLR4 activation, even with TLR4 activation, TLR4 was not detected 

however a single peptide corresponding to MD-2 was found. To understand our difficulty with TLR4 

and MD-2 detection, all proteomics datasets published on a commonly used proteomics repository 

(PRIDE) were analysed. Manual analysis of these three datasets revealed TLR4 and MD-2 detection is 

rare in human proteomic datasets with less than 1% reporting detection of either protein. Manual 
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analysis of the spectral matches for the most promising of these datasets revealed only one out of 

five reported TLR4 peptides matches were of good quality. 

9.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
In this study, we have improved the characterisation of glycans using LC retention time and by 

optimising mass spectrometric fragmentation spectra. Furthermore, we have developed internal 

standards and workflows to allow these improved methods to be widely applicable. Using software 

that is open-source and vendor-neutral is an essential part of this study, allowing our findings to be 

replicated and improved upon by other researchers in the field of glycomics, regardless of their 

analysis platform. 

To follow up on our findings, there are two fundamental questions. The first, given that TLR4 has 

been investigated almost exclusively at the protein level by antibodies, is how specific previously 

utilised TLR4 antibodies are for their target. The second is how to best enrich for TLR4 given its low 

abundance in model cell line systems in order to allow for its detection, ultimately in in vivo systems. 

Both of these questions could be answered through an investigation of available TLR4 antibodies, 

validating their specificity and then using them as tools for enrichment prior to mass-spectrometric 

analysis. This approach has been utilised to quantitate the interacting partners of protein complexes 

with antibody enrichment and reduces the interference of artefacts from the a wide variety of 

protein pull-down methods[297]. Research into the TLR4 pathway could significantly benefit from 

verification of antibody specificity, detection and quantitation of TLR4 protein by mass spectrometry 

such that new experimental approaches for the study of the complex interactions in the pathway can 

be designed. 

The application of these results for future development is currently limited by bioinformatic 

resources for glycomics data. From our knowledge, the diagnostic ion Skyline paper (Chapter 4) is the 

first glycomics study to provide associated raw data, diagnostic ion specificity and complete 

methods. Hopefully, as a result of MIRAGE and efforts with UniCarb-DB, more raw data can be 

available to further improve LC-MS-based glycomics using community-based knowledge. In my 

opinion, one of the biggest challenges in the field of glycomics is the heavy burden on researcher’s 

knowledge regarding protein glycosylation due to the lack of automation of MS data interpretation. 

A combination of automated glycan isomer discrimination using diagnostic ions and retention time 

normalisation could serve as a useful step in establishing novice-friendly data analysis methods. 

The study of N-glycan abundance changes following TLR4 activation provides a first glimpse into its 

effect on the cellular glycosylation pathway but only one subset was evaluated by analysing N-

glycans with our PGC-LC-ESI-MS/MS method. For example, polysialic acid containing glycans, 

increasingly becoming of interest for understanding brain function, are not detected with our 

methods due to limitations with the organic solvent content used for glycan enrichment and 
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separation. Antibody-based methods appear to be the currently best available method for 

characterising the abundance of these structures.  Additional gaps in our analysis of glycosylation 

changes following TLR4 activation is other forms of glycosylation: O-glycans, glycolipids and 

proteoglycans. While O-glycans were not covered by this study due to sample limitations, glycolipids 

and proteoglycans require alternative release and analysis methods. 

Proteoglycans are a promising target for current and future research efforts, especially as research 

into the immune recognition of these degradation products have been further developed, identifying 

ligands responsible for self-associated molecular patterns consistent with chronic pain[298–300]. 

Only recently have methods made significant inroads towards characterisation of proteoglycans from 

limited biological samples[39, 49, 301] which, because of their increased relative abundance in the 

brain compared to the rest of the body[302], could prove promising for elucidating their role in the 

central nervous system. Analysis of these polysaccharides in the context of TLR4 activation could 

provide additional understanding of protein glycosylation changes following induction of neuropathic 

pain. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Supplementary Figure 3.1 Spray stability assessment from direct infusion (5ul/min) of Pierce 
negative ion calibration solution (monitoring m/z 1480.08) using vendor suggested starting tune 
parameters 
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Supplementary Figure 4.1 Permethylated glycan analysis and accurate mass analysis to confirm 
sulfation 
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Cell Count 

Information 

Cell Concentration 

Information(cells/mL) 

% of Total 

Information 

Sample 

No. 
Sample ID_hr Viable Dead Viable Dead Viable Dead 

1 u87_lps_57 872 128 3485974.5 511702.66 87.2 12.8 

2 hek293_lps_57 879 121 34486816 4747332 87.9 12.1 

3 tlr4_lps_57 895 105 27088376 3177966 89.5 10.5 

4 u87_lpsrs_57 863 137 3799991.75 603243.19 86.3 13.7 

5 hek_lpsrs_57 923 77 18640532 1555060.63 92.3 7.7 

6 tlr4_lpsrs_57 875 125 12640535 1805790.75 87.5 12.5 

1 u87_lps_68 745 255 2575648.75 881597.88 74.5 25.5 

2 hek293_lps_68 897 103 24228508 2782092 89.7 10.3 

3 tlr4_lps_68 842 158 27590500 5177314.5 84.2 15.8 

4 u87_lpsrs_68 727 273 2413127.75 906167.63 72.7 27.3 

5 hek_lpsrs_68 833 167 28711018 5755990.5 83.3 16.7 

6 tlr4_lpsrs_68 869 
131 23575530 3553963.75 86.9 13.1 

Supplementary Table 7.1 Cell viability from serum-free media experiments.  
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0hr 8hr 10hr 12hr 22hr 33hr 44hr 0hr 8hr 10hr 12hr 22hr 33hr 44hr

(Hex)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 1235.72 [M-H] 33.98 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 698.4 [M-H] 27.04 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)4 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A) 779.44 [M-H] 26.25 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)4 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B) 779.44 [M-H] 27.27 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)5 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A) 860.48 [M-H] 26.54 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)6 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 941.52 [M-H] 26.78 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 3% 2% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)1 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 799.96 [M-H] 33.15 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)1 (NeuAc)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2
864.48 [M-H] 36.35 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)1 (NeuAc)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2
945.52 [M-H] 36.52 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 820.48 [M-H] 36.51 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
966.08 [M-H] 33.80 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
966.08 [M-H] 41.10 0% 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1111.64 [M-H] 31.77 3% 4% 2% 1% 1% 4% 4% 4% 5% 4% 3% 4% 3% 3%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1111.64 [M-H] 39.27 7% 6% 3% 2% 3% 7% 7% 7% 6% 7% 6% 7% 6% 6%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C)
1111.64 [M-H] 45.56 1% 1% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)1 (NeuGc)1 

+ (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1119.64 [M-H] 31.51 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)1 (NeuGc)1 

+ (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1119.64 [M-H] 39.14 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2
1257.24 [M-H] 42.33 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
893.52 [M-H] 34.22 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
893.52 [M-H] 43.10 0% 0% 7% 7% 10% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)1 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1039.12 [M-H] 41.43 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)1 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1039.12 [M-H] 47.10 1% 1% 12% 16% 15% 1% 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 2% 1%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1184.68 [M-H] 41.70 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1184.72 [M-H] 46.90 2% 2% 10% 11% 11% 2% 3% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

(Hex)2 (HexNAc)2 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1184.72 [M-H] 53.03 0% 0% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1294.24 [M-H] 37.48 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1294.24 [M-H] 42.21 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 3% 0% 1% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C)
1294.24 [M-H] 44.73 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 1% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (D)
1294.24 [M-H] 48.94 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1439.8 [M-H] 39.55 19% 17% 8% 8% 7% 16% 13% 27% 22% 24% 20% 21% 17% 17%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1439.8 [M-H] 42.47 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 3% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C)
1439.8 [M-H] 43.91 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (D)
1439.8 [M-H] 46.14 22% 32% 13% 13% 11% 32% 33% 22% 25% 21% 23% 17% 18% 16%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (E)
1439.8 [M-H] 48.46 3% 2% 3% 1% 1% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 3% 0% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)3 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (F)
1439.8 [M-H] 50.45 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)4 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1585.4 [M-H] 36.25 7% 6% 2% 2% 2% 5% 4% 7% 7% 5% 4% 6% 4% 4%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)4 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1585.4 [M-H] 43.10 14% 12% 5% 4% 3% 11% 9% 9% 10% 9% 9% 8% 7% 7%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 (NeuGc)1 

+ (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1447.8 [M-H] 39.34 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (NeuAc)2 (NeuGc)1 

+ (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1447.8 [M-H] 45.95 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (Deoxyhexose)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1076.12 [M-H] 43.71 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (Deoxyhexose)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1076.12 [M-H] 48.62 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)1 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2
1221.72 [M-H] 45.78 0% 0% 4% 4% 2% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Complex

High 

Mannose

Hybrid

U87MG Relative Glycan Abundance HEK293 Relative Glycan AbundanceGlycan 

Class
Glycan Composition (Isomer) m/z Adduct Mean RT
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Supplementary Table 7.2 N-glycan structures quantified across time points for U87MG/HEK293 cells 
with accompanying metadata 

 

0hr 8hr 10hr 12hr 22hr 33hr 44hr 0hr 8hr 10hr 12hr 22hr 33hr 44hr

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 dHex(1) (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1367.32 [M-H] 40.73 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 dHex(1) (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1367.32 [M-H] 45.21 0% 0% 3% 3% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 dHex(1) (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C) 
1367.32 [M-H] 48.23 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 dHex(1) (NeuAc)2 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C) 
1367.32 [M-H] 50.30 0% 0% 0% 1% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1512.88 [M-H] 46.14 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)3 (HexNAc)3 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1512.88 [M-H] 50.34 1% 1% 3% 4% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 + 

(Man)3(GlcNAc)2
1258.72 [M-H] 52.35 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)1 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2
1404.32 [M-H] 51.40 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)2 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1549.92 [M-H] 47.82 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 2% 1%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (A)
1695.48 [M-H] 50.50 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (B)
1695.48 [M-H] 52.36 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)3 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2 (C)
1695.48 [M-H] 53.71 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

(Hex)4 (HexNAc)4 (Deoxyhexose)1 

(NeuAc)4 + (Man)3(GlcNAc)2
1227.04 [M-H] 51.38 1% 1% 1% 3% 4% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 3% 4% 4%

Mean RT
U87MG Relative Glycan Abundance HEK293 Relative Glycan Abundance

Complex

Glycan 

Class
Glycan Composition (Isomer) m/z Adduct

A8 A10 A13 A1 A2 A6 A11 A4 A7 A9 A12 A14

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 (A) 791.8 [M-H] 33.61 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 (B) 791.8 [M-H] 40.01 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 

NeuAc1 (A)
937.4 [M-H] 48.41 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 

NeuAc1 (B)
937.4 [M-H] 45.24 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex6 HexNAc3 dHex1 872.8 [M-H] 38.31 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1%

Hex6 HexNAc3 NeuAc1 (A) 945.3 [M-H] 46.87 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Hex6 HexNAc3 NeuAc1 (B) 945.3 [M-H] 41.73 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex6 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 974.4 [M-H] 30.89 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex6 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 1047.0 [M-H] 35.91 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0%

Hex4 HexNAc2 (A) 1073.5 [M-H] 37.62 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex4 HexNAc2 (B) 1073.5 [M-H] 38.67 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex5 HexNAc2 1235.4 [M-H] 43.70 10% 13% 11% 13% 11% 11% 27% 11% 10% 18% 12% 11%

Hex5 HexNAc2 617.2 [M-2H] 43.69 2% 2% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2%

Hex6 HexNAc2 1397.4 [M-H] 37.85 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 3% 2% 1% 3% 2% 2%

Hex6 HexNAc2 698.2 [M-H] 37.87 6% 6% 7% 6% 6% 7% 2% 8% 6% 4% 5% 6%

Hex7 HexNAc2 (A) 779.3 [M-H] 36.90 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 5% 6% 7% 6% 7% 6%

Hex7 HexNAc2 (B) 779.3 [M-H] 38.01 2% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2% 2% 3% 2%

Hex7 HexNAc2 P1 819.3 [M-H] 30.37 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Hex8 HexNAc2 860.3 [M-H] 37.17 9% 8% 7% 9% 9% 7% 7% 9% 8% 11% 7% 8%

Hex9 HexNAc2 941.4 [M-H] 37.51 9% 8% 7% 12% 12% 9% 12% 13% 9% 12% 7% 9%

Hex10 HexNAc2 1022.4 [M-H] 39.71 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex3 HexNAc3 dHex1 1260.6 [M-H] 50.69 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex3 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 731.3 [M-H] 42.40 12% 11% 13% 9% 12% 11% 2% 8% 12% 6% 10% 10%

Hex3 HexNAc5 759.8 [M-H] 29.01 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 4% 0% 2% 4% 1% 4% 4%

Hex3 HexNAc5 dHex1 (A) 832.8 [M-H] 35.33 14% 13% 11% 19% 16% 15% 15% 17% 12% 15% 14% 14%

Hex4 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 812.3 [M-H] 33.88 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2% 1% 3% 2%

Hex4 HexNAc4 dHex1 (B) 812.3 [M-H] 45.45 1% 1% 3% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2%

Hex4 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 (A) 884.9 [M-H] 43.12 2% 2% 3% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2%

Hex4 HexNAc5 dHex1 913.9 [M-H] 29.52 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2%

Hex5 HexNAc4 820.3 [M-H] 30.57 3% 3% 3% 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 4% 2% 4% 4%

Hex5 HexNAc4 dHex1 893.3 [M-H] 35.67 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Hex5 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 965.9 [M-H] 33.52 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Hex2 HexNAc2 749.3 [M-H] 33.80 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

Hex2 HexNAc2 dHex1 895.4 [M-H] 42.23 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1%

Hex3 HexNAc2 911.4 [M-H] 40.73 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex3 HexNAc2 dHex1 1057.3 [M-H] 48.27 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Hybrid

Pauci-

mannose

Complex

High 

Mannose

Glycan 

Class
Glycan Composition (Isomer) m/z Adduct

Mean 

RT

PAG Relative glycan abundance

No treatment Sham surgery Pain treatment (CCI)
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Supplementary Table 7.3 N-glycan structures quantified from mouse brain sections, PAG and RVM, 
with accompanying metadata  

A5 A8 A10 A13 A1 A3 A6 A4 A7 A9 A12 A14

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 (A) 791.8 [M-H] 33.95 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 (B) 791.8 [M-H] 40.00 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 

NeuAc1 (A)
937.4 [M-H] 48.61 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

Hex5 HexNAc3 dHex1 

NeuAc1 (B)
937.4 [M-H] 45.66 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex6 HexNAc3 dHex1 872.8 [M-H] 38.34 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2%

Hex6 HexNAc3 NeuAc1 (A) 945.3 [M-H] 47.09 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex6 HexNAc3 NeuAc1 (B) 945.3 [M-H] 39.58 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Hex6 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 974.4 [M-H] 33.35 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1%

Hex6 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 1047.0 [M-H] 35.91 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%

Hex4 HexNAc2 (A) 1073.5 [M-H] 37.63 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex4 HexNAc2 (B) 1073.5 [M-H] 38.63 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex5 HexNAc2 1235.4 [M-H] 43.73 10% 12% 21% 12% 13% 11% 28% 11% 13% 28% 8% 11%

Hex5 HexNAc2 617.2 [M-2H] 43.69 1% 1% 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 2% 2% 0% 3% 2%

Hex6 HexNAc2 1397.4 [M-H] 37.90 1% 2% 3% 1% 1% 1% 4% 1% 1% 4% 1% 2%

Hex6 HexNAc2 698.2 [M-H] 37.87 7% 7% 3% 9% 7% 7% 2% 7% 7% 2% 9% 7%

Hex7 HexNAc2 (A) 779.3 [M-H] 36.91 8% 7% 6% 8% 7% 6% 5% 8% 7% 5% 7% 6%

Hex7 HexNAc2 (B) 779.3 [M-H] 38.05 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2%

Hex7 HexNAc2 P1 819.3 [M-H] 30.40 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Hex8 HexNAc2 860.3 [M-H] 37.20 9% 9% 9% 8% 7% 6% 9% 7% 7% 9% 8% 7%

Hex9 HexNAc2 941.4 [M-H] 37.57 13% 12% 15% 9% 9% 9% 15% 8% 9% 15% 8% 9%

Hex10 HexNAc2 1022.4 [M-H] 39.81 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

Hex3 HexNAc3 dHex1 1260.6 [M-H] 50.66 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex3 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 731.3 [M-H] 42.46 5% 4% 3% 9% 8% 8% 2% 9% 8% 2% 8% 8%

Hex3 HexNAc5 759.8 [M-H] 29.02 2% 2% 1% 2% 3% 4% 1% 3% 3% 1% 4% 4%

Hex3 HexNAc5 dHex1 (A) 832.8 [M-H] 35.32 19% 21% 15% 15% 15% 14% 9% 14% 15% 9% 17% 14%

Hex4 HexNAc4 dHex1 (A) 812.3 [M-H] 33.87 2% 2% 1% 2% 3% 3% 1% 3% 3% 1% 2% 3%

Hex4 HexNAc4 dHex1 (B) 812.3 [M-H] 45.44 1% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex4 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 (A) 884.9 [M-H] 43.17 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2%

Hex4 HexNAc5 dHex1 913.9 [M-H] 29.50 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex5 HexNAc4 820.3 [M-H] 30.59 5% 4% 2% 4% 7% 7% 3% 5% 7% 3% 7% 7%

Hex5 HexNAc4 dHex1 893.3 [M-H] 35.68 3% 4% 2% 2% 3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 3% 2%

Hex5 HexNAc4 NeuAc1 965.9 [M-H] 33.49 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Hex2 HexNAc2 749.3 [M-H] 33.84 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%

Hex2 HexNAc2 dHex1 895.4 [M-H] 42.23 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 1%

Hex3 HexNAc2 911.4 [M-H] 40.80 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%

Hex3 HexNAc2 dHex1 1057.3 [M-H] 48.28 1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1% 3% 1% 1% 3% 1% 2%

Complex

Pauci-

mannose

Pain treatment (CCI)No treatment Sham surgery

Hybrid

High 

Mannose

Glycan 

Class
Glycan Composition (Isomer) m/z Adduct

Mean 

RT

RVM Relative glycan abundance
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Supplementary Table 7.5 Characterised structures corresponding to quantified N-glycans from 
additional spinal cord material 
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Supplementary Figure 7.1 Behavioural Von-Frey data for each animal 

 

Supplementary Figure 7.2 Expansion of spinal cord detected N-glycans using more tissue and 
structural comparison to initial low sample N-glycan analysis 
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Band MD-2 peptides detected (0.05 FDR) Coverage 

2 (~20 kDa) 29 67.5% 
3 (~25 kDa) 32 58.1% 
4 (~30 kDa) 6 26.3% 

Supplementary table 8.1 Bottom-up proteomics results from analysis of SDS-PAGE bands 2,3,4 

Peptide 
spectral 
matches 

Protein Name 

61 Tubulin beta chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB PE=1 SV=2 

60 Tubulin beta-4B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4B PE=1 SV=1 

58 Tubulin beta-4A chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB4A PE=1 SV=2 

37 Tubulin beta-2B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBB2B PE=1 SV=1 

22 78 kDa glucose-regulated protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA5 PE=1 SV=2 

18 Protein phosphatase 1B OS=Homo sapiens GN=PPM1B PE=1 SV=1 

15 Tubulin alpha-1B chain OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUBA1B PE=1 SV=1 

12 Endoplasmin OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSP90B1 PE=1 SV=1 

12 Protein disulfide-isomerase A3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=PDIA3 PE=1 SV=4 

11 Heat shock cognate 71 kDa protein OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPA8 PE=1 SV=1 

11 Dynein heavy chain 9, axonemal OS=Homo sapiens GN=DNAH9 PE=1 SV=3 

9 60 kDa heat shock protein, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=HSPD1 PE=1 SV=2 

8 Elongation factor 1-alpha 1 OS=Homo sapiens GN=EEF1A1 PE=1 SV=1 

8 Histone H1.3 OS=Homo sapiens GN=HIST1H1D PE=1 SV=2 

8 Endoplasmic reticulum resident protein 44 OS=Homo sapiens GN=ERP44 PE=1 SV=1 

8 
Sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit alpha-1 OS=Homo sapiens 

GN=ATP1A1 PE=1 SV=1 

8 
DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit OS=Homo sapiens GN=PRKDC PE=1 

SV=3 

8 Protein furry homolog OS=Homo sapiens GN=FRY PE=1 SV=1 

7 Elongation factor Tu, mitochondrial OS=Homo sapiens GN=TUFM PE=1 SV=2 

7 
Lymphocyte antigen 96 OS=Homo sapiens GN=LY96 PE=1 SV=2 

  

Supplementary table 8.2 Peptides detected from in-solution trypsin digestion of recombinant MD-2 
(aka LY96) 
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Supplementary figure 8.1 Standard curve based on total ion abundance for b and y product ions, 
instead of precursor monoisotopic peak for each respective peptide 

 




